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Abstract

Algorithms are often used to interact with agents. When the input is collected from

agents instead of being directly given, designing algorithms becomes more challenging. Two

main challenges arise here: (i) agents may lie to maximize their own utility functions and

we need to take their incentives into account (ii) the uncertainty in agents’ behavior makes

the input appear to be noisy.

In this thesis, we study these two challenges in several contexts: the multi-armed bandit

problem, combinatorial auctions and rank aggregation. Our goal is to understand how these

strategic and noisy factors make the problem harder and to design new techniques which

make algorithms robust against these factors.

In Part I (Chapter 2 and Chapter 3), we study multi-armed bandit algorithms in strategic

environments where rewards are decided by actions taken by strategic agents. We show that

traditional multi-armed bandit algorithms could fail and we also develop multi-armed bandit

algorithms which achieve good performance in strategic envrionments.

In Part II (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5), we focus on combinatorial auctions which are a

natural testbed for truthful mechanisms. We characterize the power of truthful mechanisms

in several settings and make progress in understanding whether truthful mechanisms are as

powerful as algorithms.

In Part III (Chapter 6, Chapter 7 and Chapter 8), we study the top-k ranking problem. In

this problem, even if the agents are perfectly incentivized, their reported comparison results

could still be noisy caused by reasons like limit of knowledge and subjective preferences. We

deisgn algorithms which aggregate noisy comparisons to output the set of top items.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Traditional algorithms are designed to efficiently compute outputs when inputs are directly

given. In recent years, motivated by various applications on the Internet, there has been a

lot of interests understanding the performance of algorithms whose inputs are collected from

agents. For example, in crowdsourcing, data are collected from workers on crowdsourcing

platforms and later used by algorithms. As another example, in sponsered search auctions,

auctioneers’ algorithms decide how the advertisement slots are assigned based on bidders’

bids. In these examples, it is clear that we should reason about how agents provide inputs.

While doing so, two main challenges arise.

The first challenge is that, algorithms do not have the power to directly enforce agents to

provide the needed inputs. Instead, agents may strategically provide inputs which maximize

their own utility functions. In the example of sponsored search auctions, bidders don’t

necessarily need to bid their true values. In order to reason about such incentive issues,

tools from game theory and mechanism design should be used in the algorithm design.

The second chanllenge is that, even when agents are perfectly incentivized to provide their

information in a certain way, algorithms still need to face some extra uncertainty caused by

the heterogeneity among agents and noise generated in the interaction between algorithms

and agents. In the example of crowdsourcing, workers on the crowdsourcing platforms may
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have subjective perferences and their knowledge sometimes is not sufficient for the tasks. As

a result, data collected from crowdsourcing can be noisy. Algorithms have to extract useful

information from the noisy inputs and solve algorithmic tasks.

In this thesis, we study these two challenges in the contexts of multi-armed bandit,

combinatorial auctions and rank aggregation. These problems are much better understood

in the absence of strategic or noisy factors. We focus on understanding how much more

difficult these problems become when inputs are strategic or noisy and develop tools for

algorithms in strategic or noisy environments.

1.1 Overview

In section, we give an overview of our results.

1.1.1 Multi-armed Bandit with Strategic Inputs

Multi-armed bandit is a fundamental decision problem in machine learning that models the

tradeoff between exploration and exploitation in an online setting. In the classic multi-armed

bandit problem, an algorithm A chooses one of K arms per round, over T rounds. On round

t, the algorithm receives some reward Xi,t ∈ [0, 1] for pulling arm i. Let It denote the arm

pulled by the algorithm A at round t. The regret of A is defined as

Reg(A) = max
i∈{1,...,K}

T∑
t=1

Xi,t −
T∑
t=1

XIt,t.

Good regret bounds have been achieved if the rewards Xi,t’s are drawn stochastically

or chosen by a non-adaptive (oblivious) adversary. If adversary decides rewards adaptively

according to the history, the regret notion needs to be refined to incorporate the adaptiveness.

This is addressed by the notion “policy regret” [13]. [13] showed that no algorithms can

achieve sublinear policy regret in the most general setting.
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When multi-armed bandit algorithms are used in strategic environments, the rewards

Xi,t’s are decided by actions taken by strategic agents who may use adaptive strategies.

So the rewards cannot be simply considered as stochastic or decided by a non-adaptive

adversary. The algorithms with good regret bounds don’t simply apply here. On the other

hand, strategic agents are not completely adversarial. They want to maximize their own

utilities. So there is still hope to achieve good policy regret bounds. In Part I (Chapter 2

and Chapter 3), we study the performance of multi-armed bandit algorithms in two different

strategic settings.

In Chapter 2, we study the setting where a single seller repeatedly sells a single item to

a single buyer. The buyer is using a no-regret learning algorithm to make online decisions.

This no-regret learning algorithm is interacting with a strategic agent — the seller who

strategically maximize its own revenue. We ask the following question: if the seller knows

the buyer is no-regret learning over time, can the seller achieve average revenue more than

the Myerson revenue? Here Myerson revenue is the maximum possible revenue of selling a

single item in a single round.

This problem can be considered as a special case of a two-player repeated game where

one player is using no-regret learning and the other player is strategically maximize its own

utility. In our specific setting, we manage to chracterize the maximum utility of the strategic

player (the seller). Interestingly, this number highly depends on which no-regret learning

algorithm is used.

We show that if the buyer is using EXP3 (or any other “mean-based” learning algo-

rithm1), the seller can achieve average revenue higher than the Myerson revenue. In fact,

it can be arbitrarily close to the expected buyer’s value of the item. Even when the seller

is restricted to auction format where overbidding is always dominated, we show that the

optimal revenue can still be better than the Myerson revenue. We characterize the seller’s

1Informally, a “mean-based” learning algorithm is define as a learning algorithm which chooses arms of
higher means with much higher probabilities. This notion is formally defined in Chapter 2.
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optimal revenue by a linear program and show that seller’s optimal strategy is a pay-your-bid

format with decreasing reserve over time.

On the other hand, if the buyer is using some sophisticated no-regret learning algorithm

taylored for this problem, we show that the seller cannot get average revenue more than

the Myerson revenue. We develop a no-regret learning algorithm for the buyer such that no

seller’s strategy can get more than the Myerson revenue. In this case, the optimal strategy

for the seller is just to post the Myerson reserve every round.

In Chapter 3, we study a different strategic environment for multi-armed bandit algo-

rithms. In this setting, each arm corresponds to a strategic agent and the principal pulls

one arm each round. When an arm gets pulled, it receives some private saving va and can

choose amount xa to pass on to the principal (keeping va − xa for itself).

We first show that algorithms that perform well in the classic adversarial multi-armed

bandit setting necessarily perform poorly: For all algorithms that guarantee low regret in an

adversarial setting, there exist distributions and an o(T )-approximate Nash equilibrium for

the arms where the principal receives reward o(T ).

On the other hand, we show that there exists an algorithm for the principal that induces

a game among the arms where each arm has a dominant strategy. Moreover, for every o(T )-

approximate Nash equilibrium, the principal receives expected reward µ′T − o(T ), where µ′

is the second-largest of the means of arms’ private rewards. This algorithm maintains its

guarantee if the arms are non-strategic (xa = va), and also if there is a mix of strategic and

non-strategic arms.

1.1.2 Truthful Mechanisms in Combinatorial Auctions

In a combinatorial auction, a designer with m items wishes to allocate them to n bidders

so as to maximize the social welfare. That is, if bidder i has a monotone valuation function

vi : 2[m] → R+, the designer wishes to find disjoint sets S1, . . . , Sn maximizing
∑

i vi(Si).

The history of combinatorial auctions is rich, and the problem has been considered with and
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without incentives, with and without Bayesian priors, and in various models of computation.

The overarching theme in all of these works is to try and answer the following core question:

Are truthful mechanisms as powerful as (not necessarily truthful) algorithms?

For many instantiations of the above question, the answer is surprisingly yes. For exam-

ple, without concern for computational/communication complexity, the celebrated Vickrey-

Clarke-Groves auction is a truthful mechanism that always selects the welfare-maximizing

allocation (and therefore achieves welfare equal to that of the best algorithm) [187, 63, 110].

Of course, the welfare maximization problem is NP-hard and also requires exponential com-

munication between the bidders, even to guarantee a 1/
√
m-approximation. A poly-time al-

gorithm (with polynomial communication) is known to match this guarantee [168, 131, 43],

and interestingly, a poly-time truthful mechanism (with polynomial communication) was

later discovered as well [139].

The state of affairs gets even more interesting if we restrict to proper subclasses of mono-

tone valuations such as submodular valuations.2 Here, a very simple greedy algorithm is

known to find a 1/2-approximation in both poly(n,m) black-box value queries to each vi(·),

and polynomial runtime (in n,m, and the description complexity of each vi(·)) [140], and a se-

ries of improvements provides now a (1-1/e)-approximation, which is tight [188, 153, 83]. Yet,

another series of works also proves that any truthful mechanism that runs in polynomial time

(in n,m, and the description complexity of each vi(·)), or makes only poly(n,m) black-box

value queries to each vi(·) achieves at best an 1/mΩ(1)-approximation [67, 75, 87, 84]. So while

poly-time algorithms, or algorithms making poly(n,m) black-box value queries can achieve

constant-factor approximations, poly-time truthful mechanisms and truthful mechanisms

making poly(n,m) black-box value queries can only guarantee an 1/mΩ(1)-approximation,

and there is a separation.

In Part II (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5), we study the power of truthful mechanisms in two

less well-understood settings.

2A function is submodular if v(S) + v(T ) ≥ v(S ∪ T ) + v(S ∩ T ).
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In Chapter 4, we focus on truthful mechanisms with polynomial communication. It is

motivated by posted-price mechanisms which are truthful mechanisms with polynomial many

demand queries. The hardness results discussed above don’t simply apply to posted-price

mechanisms since a demand query is NP-hard or requires exponential many value queries

to answer. However, posted-price mechanisms are considered “natural” and their approxi-

mation ratios have been subsequently improved to 1/O(
√

logm) [81, 74, 134, 76] for XOS

valuations3. No separation between polytime algorithms and posted-price mechanisms is

known. Recently, [77] provided a clear path to possibly proving a separation. The paper

shows that for XOS valuations, a posted-price mechanism for two bidders implies a simul-

taneous communication protocol with polynomial communication cost and therefore lower

bounds on simultaneous communication complexity would imply lower bounds on posted-

price mechanisms. We follow this direction to study the simultaneous communication com-

plexity of two-player combinatorial auctions. We give a tight characterization for the binary

XOS valuation class (a special case of XOS) and also extensions for general XOS valuations.

In Chapter 5, we study the power of interpolation mechanisms that interpolate between

non-truthful and truthful protocols. Specifically, an interpolation mechanism has two phases.

In the first phase, the bidders participate in some non-truthful protocol whose output is itself

a truthful protocol. In the second phase, the bidders participate in the truthful protocol

selected during phase one. Note that virtually all existing auctions have either a non-existent

first phase (and are therefore truthful mechanisms), or a non-existent second phase (and are

therefore just traditional protocols, analyzed via the Price of Anarchy/Stability).

The goal of this chapter is to understand the benefits of interpolation mechanisms versus

truthful mechanisms or traditional protocols, and develop the necessary tools to formally

study them. Interestingly, we exhibit settings where interpolation mechanisms greatly out-

perform the optimal traditional and truthful protocols. Yet, we also exhibit settings where

interpolation mechanisms are provably no better than truthful ones. Finally, we apply our

3A function is XOS if it is the maximum of additive functions.
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new machinery to prove that the single-bid mechanism of Devanur et. al. [70] achieves the

optimal price of anarchy among a wide class of protocols.

1.1.3 Rank Aggregation with Noisy Comparisons

Rank aggregation is an important problem in machine learning and it finds many applications

in crowdsourcing, recommendation systems, peer grading and web search. We focus on the

problem called top-k (or partition): Given a set of n items with an unknown underlying

order, output the set of top-k items out of n items using comparison results collected from

agents. In these applications, the noise in the communication and the subjective preferences

among agents make the comparison results noisy. In Part III (Chapter 6, Chapter 7 and

Chapter 8), we study several interesting aspects of the top-k problem with noisy comparisons.

In Chapter 6, we study the round complexity of top-k algorithms. In many of these

applications, multiple rounds of interaction are costly. For example, in peer grading, each

round of interaction might take a week. We study the tradeoff between the round complexity

(the adaptiveness of algorithms) and the sample complexity (how many samples are needed)

of the top-k ranking problem in standard noise models4. We first show that one-round

algorithms have much worse performance than fully adaptive algorithms. Then we tightly

characterize the minimum number of rounds an algorithm requires to achieve the performance

of fully adaptive algorithms. Surprisingly, this number is quite small: 4 and Θ(log∗(n)) in

the noise models we study, despite the poor performance of one-round algorithms.

In Chapter 7, we study a more general noise model named strong stochastic transitivity

(SST) noise model. SST requires that for any items i, j, l, the probability we observe item

i beats item l in the comparisons is at least the probability we observe item j beats item

l. In this chapter, we present an algorithm which has a competitive ratio of Õ(
√
n); i.e. to

solve any instance of the top-k problem, our algorithm needs at most Õ(
√
n) times as many

samples needed as the best possible algorithm for that instance. In contrast, all previous

4Two noise models we consider here are: erasure (each comparison is erased with probability 1− γ) and
noisy (each comparison is correct with probability 1/2 + γ/2 and incorrect otherwise.
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known algorithms for the top-k problem have competitive ratios of Ω̃(n) or worse. We further

show that this is tight up to polylogarithmic factors: any algorithm for the top-k problem

has competitive ratio at least Ω̃(
√
n). Our result is very related to the notion “instance

optimal” [96] and it directly implies that there are no instance optimal algorithms under the

SST noise model.

In Chapter 8, we study the top-k problem under the multinomial logit (MNL) model

to understand how much more helpful multi-wise comparisons are. In MNL, a multi-wise

comparison within set S will return item i with probability θi∑
j∈S θj

for i ∈ S. Here θi is the

underlying preference score of item i. We design a new active ranking algorithm without

using any information about the underlying items’ preference scores. We also establish a

matching lower bound on the sample complexity even when the set of preference scores is

given to the algorithm. These two results together show that the proposed algorithm is

nearly instance optimal. With this tight sample complexity bound, we also characterize

when multi-wise comparisons are more helpful than pairwise comparisons.

1.2 Preliminaries

In this section, we describe some tools we use throughout the thesis.

1.2.1 Game Theory

Here we review some standard definitions from game theory which are used in Part I and

Part II.

Consider a finite game with n players. Player i has a set of strategies Si and it can

choose a mixed strategy xi ∈ ∆Si (a distribution over the strategy set Si). For a strategy

profile s = (s1, ..., sn), player i’s utility is defined as ui(s). For a mixed strategy profile

x = (x1, ..., xn), player i’s expected utility is defined as ui(x) = Es∼x[ui(s)]. We use notation

x−i to denote the mixed strategies of all players except player i.
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Definition 1.2.1 (Nash Equilibrium). A mixed strategy profile x is a Nash equilbrium if for

all i ∈ [n] and si ∈ Si,

ui(x) ≥ ui(si, x−i).

Definition 1.2.2 (ε-Nash Equilibrium). A mixed strategy profile x is an ε-Nash equilbrium

if for all i ∈ [n] and si ∈ Si,

ui(x) ≥ ui(si, x−i)− ε.

Definition 1.2.3 (Dominant Strategy). We say that strategy xi is a dominant strategy for

player i, if for all x−i and si ∈ Si,

ui(xi, x−i) ≥ ui(si, x−i).

1.2.2 Information Theory

We briefly review some standard facts and definitions from information theory which is used

in Chapter 4, Chapter 6 and Chapter 7. For a more detailed introduction, we refer the reader

to [66].

Throughout this thesis, we use log to refer to the base 2 logarithm and use ln to refer to

the natural logarithm.

Definition 1.2.4. The entropy of a random variable X, denoted by H(X), is defined as

H(X) =
∑

x Pr[X = x] log(1/Pr[X = x]).

If X is drawn from Bernoulli distributions B(p), we use H(p) = −(p log p+(1−p)(log(1−

p)) to denote H(X).

Definition 1.2.5. The conditional entropy of random variable X conditioned on random

variable Y is defined as H(X|Y ) = Ey[H(X|Y = y)].

Fact 1.2.1. H(XY ) = H(X) +H(Y |X).
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Definition 1.2.6. The mutual information between two random variables X and Y is defined

as I(X;Y ) = H(X)−H(X|Y ) = H(Y )−H(Y |X).

Definition 1.2.7. The conditional mutual information between X and Y given Z is defined

as I(X;Y |Z) = H(X|Z)−H(X|Y Z) = H(Y |Z)−H(Y |XZ).

Fact 1.2.2. Let X1, X2, Y, Z be random variables, we have I(X1X2;Y |Z) = I(X1;Y |Z) +

I(X2;Y |X1Z).

Fact 1.2.3. Let X, Y, Z,W be random variables. If I(Y ;W |X,Z) = 0, then I(X;Y |Z) ≥

I(X;Y |ZW ).

Fact 1.2.4. Let X, Y, Z,W be random variables. If I(Y ;W |Z) = 0, then I(X;Y |Z) ≤

I(X;Y |ZW ).

Definition 1.2.8. The Kullback-Leibler divergence between two random variables X and Y

is defined as D(X‖Y ) =
∑

x Pr[X = x] log(Pr[X = x]/Pr[Y = x]).

If X and Y are drawn from Bernoulli distribution Bp and Bq, we write D(p‖q) as an

abbreviation for D(X‖Y ).

Fact 1.2.5. Let X, Y, Z be random variables, we have I(X;Y |Z) = Ex,z[D((Y |X = x, Z =

z)‖(Y |Z = z))].

Fact 1.2.6. Let X, Y be random variables,

∑
x

|Pr[X = x]− Pr[Y = x]|2

2 max{Pr[X = x],Pr[Y = x]}
≤ ln(2) ·D(X‖Y ) ≤

∑
x

|Pr[X = x]− Pr[Y = x]|2

Pr[Y = x]
.
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Proof. For notation convenience, let p(x) = Pr[X = x] and q(x) = Pr[Y = x]. Let’s first

prove the right-hand side.

ln(2) ·D(X‖Y ) =
∑
x

p(x) ln

(
p(x)

q(x)

)

≤ ln

(∑
x

p(x)2

q(x)

)
(by concavity of ln(z))

≤
∑
x

p(x)2

q(x)
− 1

=
∑
x

(p(x)− q(x))2

q(x)
.

For the left-hand side, consider any convex function f such that f ′′(x) ≥ m > 0 for all

x ∈ [a, b]. By strong convexity, for x, y ∈ [a, b], we have

f(y) ≥ f(x) + f ′(x)(y − x) +
m(y − x)2

2
.

Let f(x) = x lnx. For x ∈ [a, b], we have f ′′(x) ≥ 1
b
. Therefore,

a ln a ≥ b ln b+ (a− b)(1 + ln b) +
(a− b)2

2b
.

and then

a ln
(a
b

)
≥ (a− b) +

(a− b)2

2b
.

Similarly, we have

b ln

(
b

a

)
≥ (b− a) +

(a− b)2

2b
.
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Thus

ln(2) ·D(X‖Y ) =
∑
x

p(x) ln

(
p(x)

q(x)

)
≥

∑
x

[
p(x)− q(x) +

(p(x)− q(x))2

2 max{p(x), q(x)}

]
=

∑
x

(p(x)− q(x))2

2 max{p(x), q(x)}
.

1.2.3 Communication Complexity

The two-party communication model was introduced by Yao [190]. Here we review some

definitions and notations in communication complexity which are used in Chapter 4 and

Chapter 5. For a more detailed introduction, see [135].

In the two-party communication model, Alice and Bob want to jointly compute a function

f : X ×Y → Z. Alice is only given input x ∈ X and Bob is only given input y ∈ Y . In order

to compute function f , they have to communicate with each other following a protocol π

which specifies when the communication is over, who sends the next bit if the communication

is not over, and the function of each transmitted bit given the history, the input of the person

who sends this bit and the shared randomness. The transcript of a protocol is a concatenation

of all bits exchanged. The communication cost of a communication protocol π is define as

the maxmimum number of bits exchanged on the worst input.

Definition 1.2.9 (Deterministic Communication Complexity). For a function f : X ×Y →

Z, the deterministic communication complexity of f is defined as the communication cost of

the best deterministic protocol for computing f .

Definition 1.2.10 (Randomized Communication Complexity). For a function f : X ×

Y → Z and a parameter ε > 0, the randomized communication complexity of f denotes the

12



communication cost of the best randomized protocol for computing f with error at most ε on

every input.

The two-party communication model can be generalized to the multi-party number-in-

hand model. In this model, there are k players, each with a private input Xi and players

wish to compute a joint function f(X1, ..., Xk). In Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, we focus on the

communication model in the context of combinatorial auctions. This model is a special case

of the multi-party number-in-hand model. The players are the bidders and the auctioneer.

Each bidder’s input is its valuation function and the goal is to output the optimal allocation

of items.
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Part I

Multi-armed Bandit Problems with

Strategic Inputs
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Chapter 2

Selling to a No-Regret Buyer

The results of this chapter are based on joint work with Mark Braverman, Jon Schneider

and Matt Weinberg [37].

2.1 Introduction

Consider a bidder trying to decide how much to bid in an auction (for example, a spon-

sored search auction). If the auction happens to be the truthful Vickrey-Clarke-Groves

auction [187, 63, 110], then the bidder’s decision is easy: simply bid your value. If instead,

the bidder is participating in a Generalized First-Price (GFP) or Generalized Second-Price

(GSP) auction, the optimal strategy is less clear. Bidders can certainly attempt to compute

a Bayes-Nash equilibrium of the associated game and play accordingly, but this is unrealistic

due to the need for accurate priors and extensive computation.

Alternatively, the bidders may try to learn a best-response over time (possibly offloading

the learning to commercial bid optimizers). We specifically consider bidders who no-regret

learn, as empirical work of [160] shows that bidder behavior on Bing is largely consistent

with no-regret learning (i.e. for most bidders, there exists a per-click value such that their

behavior guarantees no-regret for this value). From the perspective of a revenue-maximizing
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auction designer, this motivates the following question: If a seller knows that buyers

are no-regret learning over time, how should they maximize revenue?

This question is already quite interesting even when there is just a single item for sale

to a single buyer. We consider a model where in every round t, the seller solicits a bid

bt ∈ [0, 1] from the buyer, then allocates the item according to some allocation rule xt(·)

and charges the bidder according to some pricing rule pt(·) (satisfying pt(b) ≤ b · xt(b) for all

t, b).1 Note that the allocation and pricing rules (henceforth, auction) can differ from round

to round, and that the auction need not be truthful. Each round, the bidder has a value vt

drawn independently from D, and uses some no-regret learning algorithm to decide which

bid to place in round t, based on the outcomes in rounds 1, . . . , t − 1 (we will make clear

exactly what it means for a buyer with changing valuation to play no-regret in Section 2.2,

but one can think of vt as providing a “context” for the bidder during round t). The same

mathematical model can also represent a population D of many indistinguishable buyers

with fixed values who each separately no-regret learn - see Section 2.2.3 for further details.

One default strategy for the seller is to simply to set Myerson’s revenue-optimal reserve

price for D, r(D), in every round (that is, xt(bt) = I(bt ≥ r(D)), pt(bt) = r(D) · I(bt ≥ r(D))

for all t, where I(·) is the indicator function). It’s not hard to see that any no-regret learning

algorithm will eventually learn to submit a winning bid during all rounds where vt > r(D),

and a losing bid whenever vt < r(D). Note that this observation appeals only to the fact

that the buyer guarantees no-regret, and makes no reference to any specific algorithm the

buyer might use. So if Rev(D) denotes the expected revenue of the optimal reserve price

when a single buyer is drawn from D, the default strategy guarantees the seller revenue

T · Rev(D)− o(T ) over T rounds. The question then becomes whether or not the seller can

beat this benchmark, and if so by how much.

The answer to this question isn’t a clear-cut yes or no, so let’s start with the following

instantiation: how much revenue can the seller extract if the buyer runs EXP3 [18]? In

1Of course, the pricing rule can be implemented by charging pt(b)/xt(b) whenever the item is awarded if
ex-post individual rationality is desired.
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Theorem 2.3.1, we show that the seller can actually do much better than the default strategy:

it’s possible to extract revenue per round equal to (almost) the full expected welfare! That

is, if Val(D) = Ev←D[v], there exists an auction that extracts revenue T · Val(D) − o(T ) for

all D.2 It turns out this result holds not only for EXP3, but for any learning algorithm

with the following (roughly stated) property: if at time t, the mean reward of action a

is significantly larger than the mean reward of action b, the learning algorithm will choose

action b with negligible probability. We call a learning algorithm with this property a “mean-

based” learning algorithm and note that many commonly used learning algorithms - EXP3,

Multiplicative Weights Update [14], and Follow-the-Perturbed-Leader [114, 128, 129] - are

‘mean-based’ (see Section 2.2 for a formal definition).

We postpone all intuition until Section 2.3.1 with a worked-through example, but just

note here that the auction format is quite unnatural: it “lures” the bidder into submitting

high bids early on by giving away the item for free, and then charging very high prices (but

still bounded in [0, 1]) near the end. The transition from “free” to “high-price” is carefully

coordinated across different bids to achieve the revenue guarantee.

This result motivates two further directions. First, do there exist other no-regret algo-

rithms for which full surplus extraction is impossible for the seller? In Theorem 2.3.2, we

show that the answer is yes. In fact, there is a simple no-regret algorithm A, such that

when the bidder uses algorithm A to bid, the default strategy (set the Myerson reserve every

round) is optimal for the seller. We again postpone a formal statement and intuition to

Section 2.3.2, but just note here that the algorithm is a natural adaptation of EXP3 (or in

fact, any existing no-regret algorithm) to our setting.

Finally, it is reasonable to expect that bidders might use off-the-shelf no-regret learning

algorithms like EXP3, so it is still important to understand what the seller can hope to

achieve if the buyer is specifically using such a “mean-based” algorithm (formal definition

in Section 2.2). Theorem 2.3.1 is perhaps unsatisfying in this regard because the proposed

2The order of quantifiers in this sentence is correct: it is actually the same auction format that works for
all D.
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auction is so unnatural. It turns out that the key property separating natural untruthful

auctions (e.g. GSP/GFP) from the unnatural auction above is whether overbidding is a

dominated strategy. That is, in our unnatural auction, if the bidder truly hopes to guarantee

low regret they must seriously consider overbidding (and this is how the auction lures them

into bidding way above their value). In both GSP and GFP, overbidding is dominated, so

the bidder can guarantee no regret while overbidding with probability 0 in every round.

The final question we ask is the following: if the buyer is using EXP3 (or any “mean-

based” algorithm), never overbids (we call such a bidder conservative), how much revenue

can the seller extract using an auction where overbidding is dominated in every round? It

turns out that the auctioneer can still outperform the default strategy, but not extract full

welfare. Instead, we identify a linear program (as a function of D) that tightly characterizes

the optimal revenue the seller can achieve in this setting when the buyer’s values are drawn

from D. Moreover, we show that the auction that achieves this guarantee is natural, and can

be thought of as a pay-your-bid auction with decreasing reserves over time. Finally, we show

that this “mean-based revenue” benchmark, MBRev(D) lies truly in between the Myerson

revenue and the expected welfare: for all c, there exists a distribution D over values such that

c · T · Rev(D) < MBRev(D) < 1
c
· T ·Val(D). In other words, the seller’s mean-based revenue

may be unboundedly better than the default strategy, yet simultaneously unboundedly far

from the expected welfare. We provide formal statements and a detailed proof overview of

these results in Section 2.3.3. To briefly recap, our main results are the following:

1. If the buyer uses a “mean-based” learning algorithm like EXP3, the seller can extract

revenue (1− ε)T · Val(D)− o(T ) for any constant ε > 0 (Theorem 2.3.1).

2. There exists a natural no-regret algorithm A such that when the buyer bids according

to A, the seller’s default strategy (charging the Myerson reserve every round) is optimal

(Theorem 2.3.2).
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3. If the buyer uses a “mean-based” algorithm only over undominated strategies, the seller

can extract revenue MBRev(D) using an auction where overbidding is dominated in

every round. Moreover, we characterize MBRev(D) as the value of a linear program, and

show it can be simultaneously unboundedly better than T · Rev(D) and unboundedly

worse than T · Val(D) (Theorems 2.3.4, 2.3.3 and 2.3.5).

Our plan for the remaining sections is as follows. Below, we overview our connection to

related work. Section 2.2 formally defines our model. Section 2.3 works through a concrete

example, providing intuition for all three results. Section 2.4 discusses conclusions and open

problems.

2.1.1 Related Work

There are two lines of work that are most related to ours. The first is that of dynamic

auctions, such as [164, 15, 151, 152, 143]. Like our model, there are T rounds where the

seller has a single item for sale to a single buyer, whose value is drawn from some distribution

every round. However, the buyer is fully strategic and processes fully how their choices today

affect the seller’s decisions tomorrow (e.g. they engage with deals of the form “pay today to

get the item tomorrow”). Additional closely related work is that of Devanur et al. studying

the Fishmonger problem [73, 122]. Here, there is again a single buyer and seller, and T

rounds of sale. Unlike our model, the buyer draws a value from D once during round 0 and

that value is fixed through all T rounds (so the seller could try to learn the buyer’s value

over time). Also unlike our model, they study perfect Bayesian equilibria (where again the

buyer is fully strategic, and reasons about how their actions today affect the seller’s behavior

tomorrow).

In contrast to these works, while buyers in our model do care about the future (e.g. they

value learning), they don’t reason about how their actions today might affect the seller’s

decisions tomorrow. Our model better captures settings where full information about the
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auction is not public (and fully strategic reasoning is simply impossible without the necessary

information).

Other related work considers the Price of Anarchy of simple combinatorial auctions

when bidders no-regret learn [173, 181, 160, 68]. One key difference between this line of

work and ours is that these all study welfare maximization for combinatorial auctions with

rich valuation functions. In contrast, our work studies revenue maximization while selling

a single item. Additionally, in these works the seller commits to a publicly known auction

format, and the only reason for learning is due to the strategic behavior of other buyers. In

contrast, buyers in our model have to learn even when they are the only buyer, due to the

strategic nature of the seller.

Recent work has also considered learning from the perspective of the seller. In these

works, the buyer’s (or buyers’) valuations are drawn from an unknown distribution, and the

seller’s goal is to learn an approximately optimal auction with as few samples as possible [65,

71, 155, 156, 109, 47, 85]. These works consider numerous different models and achieve a

wide range of guarantees, but all study the learning problem from the perspective of the

seller, whereas the buyer is simply myopic and participates in only one round. In contrast,

it is the buyer in our model who does the learning (and there is no information for the seller

to learn: the buyer’s values are drawn fresh in every round).

Finally, no-regret learning in online decision problems is an extremely well-studied prob-

lem. When feedback is revealed for every possible action, one well-known solution is the

multiplicative weight update rule which has been rediscovered and applied in many fields

(see survey [14] for more details). Another algorithmic scheme for the online decision prob-

lem is known as Follow the Perturbed Leader [114, 128, 129]. When only feedback for the

selected action is revealed, the problem is referred to as the multi-armed bandit problem.

Here, similar ideas to the MWU rule are used in developing the EXP3 algorithm [18] for

adversarial bandit model, and also for the contextual bandit problem [138]. Our algorithm

in Theorem 2.3.2 bears some similarities to the low swap regret algorithm introduced in [28].
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See the survey [45] for more details about the multi-armed bandit problem. Our results hold

in both models (i.e. whether the buyer receives feedback for every bid they could have made,

or only the bid they actually make), so we will make use of both classes of algorithms.

In summary, while there is already extensive work related to repeated sales in auctions,

and even no-regret learning with respect to auctions (from both the buyer and seller perspec-

tive), our work is the first to address how a seller might adapt their selling strategy when

faced with a no-regret buyer.

2.2 Model and Preliminaries

We consider a setting with 1 buyer and 1 seller. There are T rounds, and in each round

the seller has one item for sale. At the start of each round t, the buyer’s value v(t) (known

only to the buyer) for the item is drawn independently from some distribution D (known to

both the seller and the buyer). For simplicity, we assume D has a finite support3 of size m,

supported on values 0 ≤ v1 < v2 < · · · < vm ≤ 1. For each i ∈ [m], vi has probability qi of

being drawn under D.

The seller then presents K options for the buyer, which can be thought of as “possible

bids” (we will interchangeably refer to these as options, bids, or arms throughout the paper,

depending on context). Each arm i is labelled with a bid value bi ∈ [0, 1], with b1 < . . . , < bK .

Upon pulling this arm at round t, the buyer receives the item with some allocation probability

ai,t, and must pay a price pi,t ∈ [0, ai,t · bi]. These values ai,t and pi,t are chosen by the seller

during time t, but remain unknown to the buyer until he plays an arm, upon which he

learns the values for that arm. All of our positive results (i.e. strategies for the seller) are

non-adaptive (in some places called oblivious), in the sense that that ai,t, pi,t are set before

the first round starts. All of our negative results (i.e. upper bounds on how much a seller

3If D instead has infinite support, all our results hold approximately after discretization to multiples of
ε. If D is bounded in [0, H], then all our results hold after normalizing D by dividing by H.
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can possibly attain) hold even against fully adaptive sellers, where ai,t and pi,t can be set

even after learning the distribution of arms the buyer intends to pull in round t.

In order for the selling strategies to possibly represent natural auctions, we require the

allocation/price rules to be monotone. That is, if i > j, then for all t, ai,t ≥ aj,t and pi,t ≥ pj,t.

In other words, bidding higher should result in a (weakly) higher probability of receiving the

item and (weakly) higher expected payment. We’ll also insist on the existence of an arm 0

with bid b0 = 0 and a0,t = 0 for all t; i.e., an arm which charges nothing but does not give

the item. Playing this arm can be thought of as not participating in the auction.

2.2.1 Bandits and experts

Our goal is to understand the behavior of such mechanisms when the buyer plays according

to some no-regret strategy for the multi-armed bandit problem. In the classic multi-armed

bandit problem a learner (in our case, the buyer) chooses one of K arms per round, over

T rounds. On round t, the learner receives a reward ri,t ∈ [0, 1] for pulling arm i (where

the values ri,t are possibly chosen adversarially). The learner’s goal is to maximize his total

reward.

Let It denote the arm pulled by the principal at round t. The regret of an algorithm

A for the learner is the random variable Reg(A) = maxi
∑T

t=1 ri,t −
∑T

t=1 rIt,t. We say an

algorithm A for the multi-armed bandit problem is δ-no-regret if E[Reg(A)] ≤ δ (where the

expectation is taken over the randomness of A). We say an algorithm A is no-regret if it is

δ-no-regret for some δ = o(T ).

In the multi-armed bandits setting, the learner only learns the value ri,t for the arm i

which he pulls on round t. In our setting, the learner will learn ai,t and pi,t explicitly (from

which they can compute ri,t). Our results (both positive and negative) also hold when the

learner learns the value ri,t for all arms i (we refer this full-information setting as the experts

setting, in contrast to the partial-information bandits setting). Simple no-regret algorithms

exist in both the experts setting and the bandits setting. Of special interest in this paper
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will be a class of learning algorithms for the bandits problem and experts problem which we

term ‘mean-based’.

Definition 2.2.1 (Mean-Based Learning Algorithm). Let σi,t =
∑t

s=1 ri,s. An algorithm

for the experts problem or multi-armed bandits problem is γ-mean-based if it is the case that

whenever σi,t < σj,t − γT , then the probability that the algorithm pulls arm i on round t is

at most γ. We say an algorithm is mean-based if it is γ-mean-based for some γ = o(1).

Intuitively, ‘mean-based’ algorithms will rarely pick an arm whose current mean is signif-

icantly worse than the current best mean. Many no-regret algorithms, including commonly

used variants of EXP3 (for the bandits setting), the Multiplicative Weights algorithm (for

the experts setting) and the Follow-the-Perturbed-Leader algorithm (experts setting), are

mean-based (see the full version of [37]).

Contextual bandits

In our setting, the buyer has the additional information of their current value for the item,

and hence is actually facing a contextual bandits problem. In (our variant of) the contextual

bandits problem, each round t the learner is additionally provided with a context ct drawn

from some distribution D supported on a finite set C (in our setting, ct = v(t), the buyer’s

valuation for the item at time t). The adversary now specifies rewards ri,t(c), the reward

the learner receives if he pulls arm i on round t while having context c. If we are in the

full-information (experts) setting, the learner learns the values of ri,t(ct) for all arms i after

round t, where as if we are in the partial-information (bandits) setting, the learner only

learns the value of ri,t(ct) for the arm i that he pulled.

In the contextual bandits setting, we now define the regret of an algorithm A

in terms of regret against the best “context-specific” policy π; that is, Reg(A) =

maxπ:C→[K]

∑T
t=1 rπ(ct),t(ct) −

∑T
t=1 rIt,t(ct), where again It is the arm pulled by M on

round t. As before, we say an algorithm is δ-low regret if E[Reg(M)] ≤ δ, and say an

algorithm is no-regret if it is δ-no-regret for some δ = o(T ).
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If the size of the context set C is constant with respect to T , then there is a simple way

to construct a no-regret algorithm M ′ for the contextual bandits problem from a no-regret

algorithm M for the classic bandits problem: simply maintain a separate instance of M

for every different context v ∈ C (in the contextual bandits literature, this is sometimes

referred to as the S-EXP3 algorithm [45]). We call the algorithm we obtain this way its

contextualization, and denote it as cont(M).

If we start with a mean-based learning algorithm, then we can show that its contextual-

ization satisfies an analogue of the mean-based property for the contextual-bandits problem.

Definition 2.2.2 (Mean-Based Contextual Learning Algorithm). Let σi,t(c) =
∑t

s=1 ri,s(c).

An algorithm for the contextual bandits problem is γ-mean-based if it is the case that whenever

σi,t(c) < σj,t(c)−γT , then the probability pi,t(c) that the algorithm pulls arm i on round t if it

has context c satisfying pi,t(c) < γ. We say an algorithm is mean-based if it is γ-mean-based

for some γ = o(1).

Theorem 2.2.1. If an algorithm for the experts problem or multi-armed bandits problem

is mean-based, then its contextualization is also a mean-based algorithm for the contextual

bandits problem.

Finally, we will refer to learning algorithms that never overbid as conservative. We will

sometimes abuse notation and instead refer to a buyer employing a conservative algorithm

as conservative.

2.2.2 Welfare and monopoly revenue

In order to evaluate the performance of our mechanisms for the seller, we will compare the

revenue the seller obtains to two benchmarks from the single-round setting of a seller selling

a single item to a buyer with value drawn from distribution D.
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The first benchmark we consider is the welfare of the buyer, the expected value the buyer

assigns to the item. This quantity clearly upper bounds the expected revenue that the seller

can hope to extract per round.

Definition 2.2.3. The welfare, Val(D) is equal to Ev∼D[v].

The second benchmark we consider is the monopoly revenue, the maximum possible

revenue attainable by the seller in one round against a rational buyer. Seminal work of My-

erson [157] shows that this revenue is attainable by setting a fixed price (“monopoly/Myerson

reserve”) for the item, and hence can be characterized as follows.

Definition 2.2.4. The monopoly revenue (alternatively, Myerson revenue) Mye(D) is equal

to maxp p · Prv∼D[v ≥ p].

2.2.3 A final note on the model

For concreteness, we chose to phrase our problem as one where a single bidder whose value is

repeatedly drawn independently from D each round engages in no-regret learning with their

value as context. Alternatively, we could imagine a population of m different buyers, each

with a fixed value vi. Each round, exactly one buyer arrives at the auction, and it is buyer i

with probability qi. The buyers are indistinguishable to the seller, and each buyer no-regret

learns (without context, because their value is always vi). This model is mathematically

equivalent to ours, so all of our results hold in this model as well if the reader prefers this

interpretation instead.

2.3 An Illustrative Example

In this section, we overview an illustrative example to show the difference between

mean-based and non-mean-based learning algorithms, and between conservative and non-

conservative learners. We will not prove all claims in this section (nor carry out all
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calculations) as it is only meant to illustrate and provide intuition. Throughout this section,

the running example will be when D samples 1/4 with probability 1/2, 1/2 with probability

1/4, and 1 with probability 1/4. Note that Val(D) = 1/2 and Rev(D) = 1/4.

2.3.1 Mean-Based Learning

Let’s first consider what the seller can do with an auction when the buyer is running a

mean-based (non-conservative) learning algorithm like EXP3. The seller will let the buyer

bid 0 or 1. If the buyer bids 0, they pay nothing but do not receive the item (recall that an

arm of this form is required). If the buyer bids 1 in round t, they receive the item and pay

some price pt as follows: for the first half of the game (1 ≤ t ≤ T/2), the seller sets pt = 0.

For the second half of the game (T/2 < t ≤ T ), the seller sets pt = 1.

Let’s examine the behaviour of the buyer, recalling that they run a mean-based learning

algorithm, and therefore (almost) always pull the arm with highest cumulative utility. The

buyer with value 1 will happily bid 1 all the way through, since he is always offered the

item for less than or equal to his value for the item. The buyer with value 1/2 will bid 1

for the first T/2 rounds, accumulating a surplus (i.e., negative regret) of 1/2 per round. For

the next T/2 rounds, this surplus slowly disappears at the rate of 1/2 per round until it

disappears at time T , so the bidder with value 1/2 will bid 1 all the way through. Finally,

the bidder with value 1/4 will bid 1 for the first T/2 rounds, accumulating surplus at a rate

of 1/4 per round. After round T/2, this surplus decreases at a rate of 3/4 per round, until

at round 2T/3 his cumulative utility from bidding 1 reaches 0 and he switches to bidding 0.

Now let’s compute the revenue. From round T/2 through 2T/3, the buyer always buys

the item at a price of 1, so the seller obtains T/6 revenue. Finally, from round 2T/3 through

T , the buyer purchases the item with probability 1/2 and pays 1. The total revenue is

0 + T/6 + T/6 = T/3. Note that if the seller used the default strategy, they would extract

revenue only T/4.
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Where did our extra revenue come from? First, note that the welfare of the buyer in

this example is quite high: the bidder gets the item the whole way through when v ≥ 1/2,

and two-thirds of the way through when v = 1/4. One reason why the welfare is so high is

because we give the item away for free in the early rounds. But notice also that the utility

of the buyer is quite low: the buyer actually has zero utility when v ≤ 1/2, and utility 1/2

when v = 1. The reason we’re able to keep the utility low, despite giving the item away

for free in the early rounds is because we overcharge the bidders in later rounds (and they

choose to overpay, exactly because their learning is mean-based).

In fact, by offering additional options to the buyer, we show that it is possible for the

seller to extract up to the full welfare from the buyer (e.g. a net revenue of T/2 − o(T )

for this example). As in the above example, our mechanism makes use of arms which are

initially very good for the buyer (giving the item away for free, accumulating negative regret),

followed by a period where they are very bad for the buyer (where they pay more than their

value). The trick in the construction is making sure that the good/bad intervals line up so

that: a) the buyer purchases the item in every round, no matter their value (this is necessary

in order to possibly extract full welfare) and b) by round T , the buyer has zero (arbitrarily

small) utility, no matter their value.

Getting the intervals to line up properly so that any mean-based learner will pick the

desired arms still requires some work. But interestingly, our constructed mechanism is non-

adaptive and prior-independent (i.e. the same mechanism extracts full welfare for all D).

Theorem 2.3.1 below formally states the guarantees. The construction itself and the proof

appear in the full version of [37].

Theorem 2.3.1. If the buyer is running a mean-based algorithm, for any constant ε > 0,

there exists a strategy for the seller which obtains revenue at least (1− ε)Val(D)T − o(T ).

Two properties should jump out as key in enabling the result above. The first is that the

buyer only has no regret towards fixed arms and not towards the policy they would have

used with a lower value (this is what leads the buyer to continue bidding 1 with value 1/2
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even though they have already learned to bid 0 with value 1/4). This suggests an avenue

towards an improved learning algorithm: have the bidder attempt to have no regret not

only towards each fixed arm, but also towards the policy of play produced when having

different values. This turns out to be exactly the right idea, and is discussed in the following

subsection below.

The second key property is that we were able to “lure” the bidders into playing an arm

with a free item, then overcharge them later to make up for lost revenue. This requires that

the bidder consider pulling an arm with maximum bid exceeding their value, which will never

happen for a conservative bidder. It turns out it is still possible to do better than the default

strategy against conservative bidders, but not as well as against non-conservative mean-based

bidders. Section 2.3.3 explores conservative mean-based bidders for this example.

2.3.2 Better Learning

In our bad example above, the buyer with value 1/2 for the item slowly spends the second

half of the game losing utility. While his behaviour is still no-regret (he ends up with zero

net utility, which indeed is at least as good as only bidding 0), he would have been much

happier to follow the actions of the buyer with value 1/4, who started bidding 0 at 2T/3.

Using this idea, we show how to construct a no-regret algorithm for the buyer (Algorithm

1) such that the seller receives at most the Myerson revenue every round. We accomplish this

by extending an arbitrary no-regret algorithm (e.g. EXP3) by introducing “virtual arms” for

each value, so that each buyer with value v has low regret not just with respect to every fixed

bid, but also no-regret with respect to the policy of play as if they had a different value v′ for

the item (for all v′ < v). In some ways, our construction is very similar to the construction

of low internal-regret (or swap-regret) algorithms from low external-regret algorithms. The

main difference is that instead of having low regret with respect to swapping actions, we have

low regret with respect to swapping contexts (i.e. values). Theorem 2.3.2 below states that
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the seller cannot outperform the default strategy against buyers who use such algorithms to

learn.

Theorem 2.3.2. There exists a no-regret algorithm (Algorithm 1) for the buyer against

which every seller strategy extracts no more than Mye(D)T +O(m
√
δT ) revenue.

Algorithm 1 No-regret algorithm for buyer where the seller achieves no more than
Mye(D)T + o(T ) revenue.

1: Let M be a δ-no-regret algorithm for the classic multi-armed bandit problem, with
δ = o(T ). Initialize m copies of M , M1 through Mm.

2: Instance Mi of M will learn over K + i− 1 arms.
3: The first K arms of Mi (“bid arms”) correspond to the K possible menu options
b1, b2, . . . , bK .

4: The last i−1 arms of Mi (“value arms”) correspond to the i−1 possible values (contexts)
v1, . . . , vi−1.

5: for t = 1 to T do
6: if buyer has value vi then
7: Use Mi to pick one arm from the K + i− 1 arms.
8: if the arm is a bid arm bj then
9: Pick the menu option j (i.e. bid bj).

10: else if the arm is a value arm vj then
11: Sample an arm from Mj (but don’t update its state). If it is a bid arm, pick the

corresponding menu option. If it is a value arm, recurse.
12: end if
13: Update the state of algorithm Mi with the utility of this round.
14: end if
15: end for

A more further discussion of the algorithm along with a proof of Theorem 2.3.2 appear

in the full version of [37]. The key observation in the proof is that “not regretting playing as

if my value were v′” sounds a lot like “not preferring to report value v′ instead of v.” This

suggests that the aggregate allocation probabilities and prices paid by any buyer using our

algorithm should satisfy the same constraints as a truthful auction, proving that the resulting

revenue cannot exceed the default strategy (and indeed the proof follows this approach).

Finally, observe that the following corollary immediately follows. Because the seller

cannot hope to get more than Mye(D)T+o(T ) per round when the buyer is using Algorithm 1,

and the buyer cannot hope to do better than telling the truth against a truthful auction, it
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is in fact a Nash for the buyer to use Algorithm 1 and the seller to set price equal to the

Myerson reserve every round.

Corollary 2.3.1. It is an o(T )-Nash equilibrium for the seller to set the Myerson reserve

p(D) in every round (any bid ≥ p(D) reserve wins the item and pays p(D)), and the buyer

to use Algorithm 1.

2.3.3 Mean-Based Learning and Conservative Bidders

Recall in our example that to extract revenue T/3, bidders with values 1/4 and 1/2 had to

consider bidding 1. If bidders are conservative, they will simply never do this.

Although the auction in Section 2.3.1 is no longer viable, consider the following auction

instead: in addition to the zero arm, the bidder can bid 1/4 or 1/2. If they bid 1/2 in

any round, they will get the item with probability 1 and pay 1/2. If they bid 1/4 in round

t ≤ T/3, they get nothing. If they bid 1/4 in round t ∈ (T/3, T ], they get the item and pay

1/4. Let’s again see what the bidder will choose to do, remembering that they will always

pull the arm that has provided highest cumulative utility (due to being mean-based).

Clearly, the bidder with value 1/4 will bid 1/4 every round (since they are conservative,

they won’t even consider bidding 1/2), making a total payment of 2T/3 · 1/4 · 1/2 = T/12.

The bidder with value 1/2 will bid 1/2 for the first T/3 rounds, and then immediately switch

to bidding 1/4, making a total payment of T/3 · 1/2 · 1/4 + 2T/3 · 1/4 · 1/4 = T/12.

The bidder with value 1 will actually bid 1/2 for the entire T rounds. To see this, observe

that their cumulative surplus through round t from bidding 1/2 is t ·1/2 ·1/4 = t/8 (t rounds

by utility 1/2 per round by probability 1/4 of having value 1). Their cumulative surplus

through round t from bidding 1/4 is instead (t− T/3) · 3/4 · 1/4 = 3t/16− T/16 ≤ t/8 (for

t ≤ T ). Because they are mean-based, they will indeed bid 1/2 for the entire duration due

to its strictly higher utility. So their total payment will be T · 1/2 · 1/4 = T/8. The total

revenue is then 7T/24 > T/4, again surpassing the default strategy (but not reaching the

T/3 achieved against non-conservative buyers).
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Let’s again see where our extra revenue comes from in comparison to a truthful auction.

Notice that the bidder receives the item with probability 1 conditioned on having value 1/2,

and also conditioned on having value 1. Yet somehow the bidder pays an average of 1/3

conditioned on having value 1/2, but an average of 1/2 conditioned on having value 1. This

could never happen in a truthful auction, as the bidder would strictly prefer to pretend their

value was 1/2 rather than 1. But it is entirely possible when the buyer does mean-based

learning, as evidenced by this example.

We define MBRev(D) as the value of the LP in Figure 2.1. In Theorems 2.3.4 and 2.3.3,

we show that MBRev(D)T tightly characterizes (up to ±o(T )) the optimal revenue a seller

can extract against a conservative buyer. The proofs can be found in the full version of [37].

maximize
m∑
i=1

qi(vixi − ui)

subject to ui ≥ (vi − vj) · xj, ∀ i, j ∈ [m] : i > j

ui ≥ 0, 1 ≥ xi ≥ 0, ∀ i ∈ [m]

Figure 2.1: The mean-based revenue LP.

Before stating our theorems, let us parse this LP. qi is a constant representing the proba-

bility that the buyer has value vi (also a constant). xi is a variable representing the average

probability that the bidder gets the item with value vi, and ui is a variable representing the

average utility of the bidder when having value vi. Therefore, this bidder’s average value

is vixi, the average price they pay is vixi − ui, and the objective function is simply the

average revenue. The second constraints are just normalization, ensuring that everything

lies in [0, 1]. The first line of constraints are the interesting ones. These look a lot like IC

constraints that a truthful auction must satisfy, but something’s missing: the LHS is clearly

the utility of the buyer with value vi for “telling the truth,” but the utility of the buyer for

“reporting vj instead” is (vi − vj) · xj + uj (so the uj term is missing on the RHS).

Here is a brief proof outline for why no seller can extract more revenue than MBRev(D):
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1. Since the buyer has no regret conditioned on having value vi, their utility is at least as

high as playing arm j every round, for all j ≤ i.

2. Since the auction never charges arm j more than vj (conditioned on awarding the

item), the buyer’s utility for playing arm j every round is at least yj · (vi − vj), where

yj is the average probability that arm j awards the item.

3. Since the auction is monotone, and the buyer never considers overbidding, if the buyer

gets the item with probability xj conditioned on having value vj, we must have yj ≥ xj.

These three facts together show that no seller can extract more than MBRev(D) against

a no-regret buyer who doesn’t overbid. Observe also that step 3 is exactly the step that

doesn’t hold for buyers who consider overbidding (and is exactly what’s violated in our

example in Section 2.3.1): if the buyer ever overbids, then they might receive the item with

higher probability than had they just played their own arm every round.

Theorem 2.3.3. Any strategy for the seller achieves revenue at most MBRev(D)T + o(T )

against a conservative buyer.

The full proof of Theorem 2.3.3 can be found in the full version of [37] - all of the key

ideas have been overviewed above.

It turns out that the previous theorem is tight; there exists an auction (taking the form

of a first-price auction with descending reserve) which achieves revenue MBRev(D)T against

a conservative mean-based buyer. More specifically, this auction is defined by a threshold rt

that decreases over time. If at time t you bid bt ≥ rt, then you receive the item and must

pay bt; otherwise, you receive nothing and pay nothing. Moreover, the threshold function rt

which achieves optimal revenue is determined from the optimal solution to the mean-based

LP: the threshold rt drops from vi to vi+1 at round xi (where the xi belong to some optimal

solution).
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To show that this is a valid strategy for the seller, we need to show that the values xi

are monotone increasing. Luckily, this follows simply from the structure of the mean-based

revenue LP.

Lemma 2.3.1. Let x1, x2, . . . , xm, u1, u2, . . . , um be an optimal solution to the mean-based

revenue LP. Then for all i < j, xi < xj.

Proof. We proceed by contradiction. Suppose that the sequence of xi are not monotone;

then there exists an 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1 such that xi > xi+1. Now consider another solution

of the LP, where we increase xi+1 to xi, keeping the value of all other variables the same.

This new solution does not violate any constraints in the LP since for all j > i + 1, uj ≥

(vj − vi) · xi ≥ (vj − vi+1) · xi. However this change increases the value of the objective by

vi+1qi+1(xi−xi+1) > 0, thus contradicting the fact that x1, . . . , xm, u1, ..., um was an optimal

solution of the mean-based revenue LP.

We now show that this strategy indeed achieves MBRev(D)T against a conservative buyer.

Theorem 2.3.4. For any constant ε > 0, there exists a strategy for the seller gets revenue at

least (MBRev(D)−ε)T −o(T ) against a buyer running a mean-based algorithm who overbids

with probability 0. The strategy sets a decreasing cutoff rt and for all t awards the item with

probability 1 to any bid bt ≥ rt for price bt, and with probability 0 to any bid bt < rt.

Proof. We will show that: i) the buyer with value vi receives the item for at least xiT −o(T )

turns (receiving vixiT − o(T ) total utility from the items), and ii) this buyer’s net utility

is at most (ui + ε)T + o(T ). This implies that this buyer pays the seller at least xiviT −

(ui + ε)T − o(T ) over the course of the T rounds; taking expectation over all vi completes

the proof.

Assume the buyer is running a γ-mean-based learning algorithm. Consider the buyer

when they have value vi. Note that

σj,t(vi) = (vi − vj + ε) ·max(0, t− (1− xj)T ).
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We first claim that after round (1 − xi)T + γT/ε, the buyer will buy the item (i.e.,

choose an option that results in him getting the item) each round with probability at least

1 −mγ. To see this, first note that σi,t(vi) ≥ γT when t ≥ (1 − xi)T + γT/ε. Then, since

the cumulative utility of any arm is 0 until it starts offering the item, it follows from the

mean-based condition that the buyer will pick a specific arm that is not offering the item

with probability at most γ, and therefore choose some good arm with probability at least

1−mγ. It follows that, in expectation, the buyer with value vi receives the item for at least

(1−mγ)(xiT − γT/ε) = xiT − o(T ) turns.

We now proceed to upper bound the overall expected utility of the buyer. For each

index j ≤ i, let Sj be the set of t where σj,t(vi) > σj′,t(vi) for all other j′. Note that since

each σj,t(vi) is a linear function in t (when positive), each Sj is either the empty set or an

interval (yjT, zjT ). Since all the vi are distinct, note that these intervals partition the interval

((1 − xi)T, T ) (with the exception of up to m endpoints of these intervals); in particular,∑
j≥i(zj − yj) = xi.

Let ε′ = minj(vj+1− vj). Note that, if t ∈ (yjT + γT/ε′, zjT − γT/ε′), then for all j′ 6= j,

σj,t(vi) > σj′,t(vi) + γT . This follows since σj,t(vi)− σj′,t(vi) is linear in t with slope vj − vj′ ,

and |vj − vj′ | > ε′. It follows that if t is in this interval, then the buyer will choose option j

with probability at least 1−mγ (by a similar argument as before).

Define j(t) = arg maxj σj,t(vi) to be the index of the arm with the current largest cumu-

lative reward, and let σmax,t(vi) =
∑t

s=1 rj(s),s(vi) be the cumulative utility of always playing

the arm with the current highest cumulative reward for the first t rounds. The following

lemma shows that σmax,T (vi) is close to maxj σj,T (vi). (In other words, playing the best arm

every round and playing the best-at-the-end arm every round have similar payoffs if the

historically best arm does not change often).

Lemma 2.3.2. |σmax,T (vi)−maxj σj,T (vi)| ≤ m.

Proof. Let W = |{t|j(t) 6= j(t+1)}| equal the number of times the best arm switches values;

note that since each σj,t(vi) is linear, W is at most m. Let t1 < t2 < · · · < tW be the values
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of t such that j(t) 6= j(t+ 1). Additionally define t0 = 1 and tW+1 = T . Then, dividing the

cumulative reward σmax,t into intervals by these ti, we get that

σmax,t(vi) =
t∑

s=1

rj(s),s(vi)

=
W+1∑
i=1

(σj(ti),ti(vi)− σj(ti),ti−1
(vi))

= σj(T ),T (vi) +
W+1∑
i=1

(σj(ti−1),ti−1
(vi)− σj(ti),ti−1

(vi))

= max
j
σj,t(vi) +

W+1∑
i=1

(σj(ti−1),ti−1
(vi)− σj(ti),ti−1

(vi))

It therefore suffices to show that |σj(ti−1),ti−1
(vi) − σj(ti),ti−1

(vi)| ≤ 1 for all i. To see

this, note that (by the definition of j(t)), σj(ti−1),ti−1
(vi) − σj(ti),ti−1

(vi) > 0, and that

σj(ti−1),ti−1+1(vi)− σj(ti),ti−1+1(vi) < 0. However,

(σj(ti−1),ti−1+1(vi)− σj(ti),ti−1+1(vi))

=(σj(ti−1),ti−1
(vi)− σj(ti),ti−1

(vi)) + (rj(ti−1),ti−1+1(vi)− rj(ti),ti−1+1(vi))

Since 0 ≤ rj,t(u) ≤ 1, it follows that |σj(ti−1),ti−1
(vi) − σj(ti),ti−1

(vi)| ≤ 1. This completes

the proof.

Let σT (vi) =
∑T

t=1 E[rIt,t(vi)] denote the expected cumulative utility of this buyer at

time T . We claim that σT ≤ maxj σj,T (vi) + o(T ). To see this, recall that, for t ∈ (yjT +

γT/ε′, zjT − γT/ε′), Pr[It 6= j] ≤ mγ, and therefore E[rIt,t] ≤ rj,t + mγ. Furthermore, note

that for t ∈ Sj, j(t) = j, so rj,t = rj(t),t and E[rIt,t] ≤ rj(t),t +mγ. It follows that
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σT (vi) =
T∑
t=1

E[rIt,t(vi)]

≤
T∑

t=(1−xi)T

E[rIt,t(vi)]

=
i∑

j=1

zjT∑
t=yjT

E[rIt,t(vi)]

≤
i∑

j=1

2γT

ε′
+

zjT−γT/ε′∑
t=yjT+γT/ε′

E[rIt,t(vi)]


≤

i∑
j=1

2γT

ε′
+

zjT−γT/ε′∑
t=yjT+γT/ε′

(rj(t),t(vi) +mγ)


≤ 2mγT

ε′
+mγT +

T∑
t=1

rj(t),t(vi)

=
2mγT

ε′
+mγT + σmax,T (vi)

≤ 2mγT

ε′
+mγT +m+ max

j
σj,T (vi)

= max
j
σj,T (vi) + o(T ).

Finally, note that

max
j
σj,T (vi) = max

j<i
(vi − vj + ε)xjT

≤ (max
j<i

(vi − vj)xj + ε)T

= (ui + ε)T

It follows that σT (vi) ≤ (ui + ε)T + o(T ), as desired.
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Finally, we show that this quantity MBRev(D) is in fact significantly different from both

Val(D) and Rev(D); in particular, it is a constant-factor approximation to neither. In partic-

ular, the multiplicative gap between MBRev(D) and Rev(D) can grow as large as log logH

for distributions D supported on [1, H]. In comparison, the gap between Val(D) and Rev(D)

can grow as large as logH on this same interval, and in fact both gaps are maximized for

the same distribution: the equal-revenue curve DERC truncated at H.

Theorem 2.3.5. For distributions D supported on [1, H], MBRev(D) = O(log logH), and

there exist D supported on [1, H] such that MBRev(D) = Θ(log logH). For this same D,

Val(D) = Θ(logH).

The proof of Theorem 2.3.5 can be found in the full version of [37]. The proof is di-

vided into two parts (after extending the definition of MBRev(D) to hold for continuous

distributions D): 1. showing that MBRev(DERC) ≤ O(log logH), and 2. showing that

MBRev(DERC) ≥ O(log logH).

To show the first part, it suffices to simply demonstrate a solution to the mean-based LP

with value at least O(log logH). In the proof it suffices to choose x(v) = log v
logH

(equivalently,

the reserve for the associated second-price auction should exponentially decay over time).

To show the second part, we examine the dual of the LP. Effectively, this involves rewrit-

ing MBRev(D) in the form

MBRev(D) = max
x

Evi∼D
[
vixi −max

j
(vi − vj)xj

]
(in particular, note that for a fixed choice of x, uj = maxj(vi − vj)xj), and finding an

appropriate function j(i) (which corresponds to an assignment to the dual).
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2.3.4 A Final Note on the Example

While reading through our examples, the reader may think that the mean-based learner’s

behavior is clearly irrational: why would you continue paying above your value? Why would

you continue paying more than necessary, when you can safely get the item for less?

But this is exactly the point: a more thoughtful learner can indeed do better (for in-

stance, by using the algorithm of Section 2.3.2). It is also perhaps misleading to believe

that the bidder should “obviously” stop overpaying: we only know this because we know

the structure of the example. But in principle, how is the bidder supposed to know that

the overcharged rounds are the new norm and not an anomaly? Given that most standard

no-regret algorithms are mean-based, it’s important to nail down the seller’s options for

exploiting this behavior.

2.4 Conclusion and Future Directions

We consider a revenue-maximizing seller with a single item (each round) to sell to a single

buyer. We show that when the buyer uses mean-based algorithms like EXP3, the seller can

extract revenue equal to the expected welfare with an unnatural auction. We then provide

a modified no-regret algorithm A such that the seller cannot extract revenue exceeding

the monopoly revenue when the buyer bids according to A. Finally, we consider a mean-

based buyer who never overbids. We tightly characterize the seller’s optimal revenue with

a linear program, and show that a pay-your-bid auction with decreasing reserves over time

achieves this guarantee. Moreover, we show that the mean-based revenue can be unboundedly

better than the monopoly revenue while simultaneously worse than the expected welfare. In

particular, for the equal revenue curve truncated at H, the monopoly revenue is 1, the

expected welfare is ln(H), and the mean-based revenue is Θ(ln(ln(H))).

While our work has already shown the single-buyer problem is quite interesting, the

most natural direction for future work is understanding revenue maximization with multiple
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learning buyers. Of our three main results, only Theorem 2.3.2 extends easily (that if every

buyer uses our modified learning, the default strategy, which now runs Myerson’s optimal

auction every round, is optimal). Our work certainly provides good insight into the multi-

bidder problem, but there are still clear barriers. For example, in order to obtain revenue

equal to the expected welfare, the auction must necessarily also maximize welfare. In our

single-bidder model, this means that we can give away the item for free for Ω(T ) rounds,

but with multiple bidders, such careless behaviour would immediately make it impossible

to achieve the optimal welfare. Regarding the mean-based revenue, while there is a natural

generalization of our LP to multiple bidders, it’s no longer clear how to achieve this revenue

against conservative bidders, as all the relevant variables now implicitly depend on the

actions of the other bidders. These are just examples of concrete barriers, and there are

likely interesting conceptual barriers for this extension as well.

Another interesting direction is understanding the consequences of our work from the

perspective of the buyer. Aside from certain corner configurations (e.g. the seller extracting

the buyer’s full welfare), it’s not obvious how the buyer’s utility changes. For instance, is

it possible that the buyer’s utility actually increases as the seller switches from the default

strategy to the optimal mean-based revenue? Does the buyer ever benefit from using an

“exploitable” learning strategy, so that the seller can exploit it and make them both happier?
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Chapter 3

Multi-armed Bandit with Strategic

Arms

The results of this chapter are based on joint work with Mark Braverman, Jon Schneider

and Matt Weinberg [36].

3.1 Introduction

Classically, algorithms for problems in machine learning assume that their inputs are drawn

either stochastically from some fixed distribution or chosen adversarially. In many contexts,

these assumptions do a fine job of characterizing the possible behavior of problem inputs.

Increasingly, however, these algorithms are being applied to contexts (ad auctions, search

engine optimization, credit scoring, etc.) where the quantities being learned are controlled

by rational agents with external incentives. To this end, it is important to understand how

these algorithms behave in strategic settings.

The multi-armed bandit problem is a fundamental decision problem in machine learning

that models the trade-off between exploration and exploitation, and is used extensively as a

building block in other machine learning algorithms (e.g. reinforcement learning). A learner

(who we refer to as the principal) is a sequential decision maker who at each time step t,
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must decide which of k arms to ‘pull’. Pulling this arm bestows a reward (either adversarially

or stochastically generated) to the principal, and the principal would like to maximize his

overall reward. Known algorithms for this problem guarantee that the principal can do

approximately as well as the best individual arm.

In this paper, we consider a strategic model for the multi-armed bandit problem where

each arm is an individual strategic agent and each round one arm is pulled by an agent we

refer to as the principal. Each round, the pulled arm receives a private reward v ∈ [0, 1] and

then decides what amount x of this reward gets passed on to the principal (upon which the

principal receives utility x and the arm receives utility v − x). Each arm therefore has a

natural tradeoff between keeping most of its reward for itself and passing on the reward so

as to be chosen more frequently. Our goal is to design mechanisms for the principal which

simultaneously learns which arms are valuable while also incentivizing these arms to pass on

most of their rewards.

This model captures a variety of dynamic agency problems, where at each time step

the principal must choose to employ one of K agents to perform actions on the principal’s

behalf, where the agent’s cost of performing that action is unknown to the principal (for

example, hiring one of K contractors to perform some work, or hiring one of K investors

with external information to manage some money - the important feature being that the

principal doesn’t know exactly how much they will pay/receive/etc. until the job is done,

and the agent has a lot of freedom to set this ex-post). In this sense, this model can be

thought of as a multi-agent generalization of the principal-agent problem in contract theory

when agents are allowed private savings (see Section 3.1.2 for references). The model also

captures, for instance, the interaction between consumers (as the principal) and many sellers

deciding how steep a discount to offer the consumers - higher prices now lead to immediate

revenue, but offering better discounts than your competitors will lead to future sales. In all

domains, our model aims to capture settings where the principal has little domain-specific
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or market-specific knowledge, and can really only process the reward they get for pulling an

arm and not any external factors that contributed to that reward.

There are two “obvious” approaches to try and solve these problems: Option one is to

treat it like a procurement auction and run a reverse second-price auction. This doesn’t

quite work, however, in the case where the agents don’t initially know how much reward

they’ll generate, so some amount of learning needs to enter the picture for a solution to be

viable. Using the contractor as a toy running example: the contractor will not initially know

how much it costs her to work on your home, but after working on your home several times

they will start to learn how much the next one will cost (you will only learn how much they

charge you). In any case, one cannot simply treat it like an auctions problem and ignore

learning completely.

The second “obvious” approach is just to treat it as a learning problem, and ignore in-

centives completely. In fact, one oft-cited motivation for considering adversarial rewards in

bandit settings is that arms might be strategic. Indeed, this is because even if the arms’

rewards are stochastic, the utility they strategically pass on to the principal is unlikely to

follow any distribution. Algorithms like EXP3 which guarantee low-regret in adversarial set-

tings then seem like the natural “pure learning” approach. Interestingly, our main “negative

result” shows that any adversarial learning algorithm admits a really bad approximate Nash

equilibrium (more details below).

So auctions alone cannot solve the problem, nor can learning alone. To complement our

main negative result, we show that the right combination of auctions and learning yields a

positive result: an algorithm such that all approximate Nash result in good utility for the

principal. We now overview our results in more detail.
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3.1.1 Our results

Low-regret algorithms are far from strategyproof

Many algorithms for the multi-armed bandit problem are designed to work in worst-case set-

tings, where an adversary can adaptively decide the value of each arm pull. Here, algorithms

such as EXP3 ([18]) guarantee that the principal receives almost as much as if he had only

pulled the best arm. Formally, such algorithms guarantee that the principal experiences at

most O(
√
T ) regret over T rounds compared to any algorithm that only plays a single arm

(when the adversary is oblivious).

Given these worst-case guarantees, one might naively expect low-regret algorithms such

as EXP3 to also perform well in our strategic variant. It is important to note, however,

that single arm strategies perform dismally in this strategic setting; if the principal only

ever selects one arm, the arm has no incentive to pass along any surplus to the principal.

In fact, we show that the objectives of minimizing adversarial regret and performing well in

this strategic variant are fundamentally at odds.

Theorem 3.1.1. Let M be a low-regret algorithm for the classic multi-armed bandit problem

with adversarially chosen values. Then there exists an instance of the strategic multi-armed

bandit problem and an o(T )-Nash equilibrium for the arms where a principal running M

receives at most o(T ) revenue.

While not immediately apparent from the statement of Theorem 3.1.1, these instances

where low-regret algorithms fail are far from pathological; in particular, there is a problematic

equilibrium for any instance where arm i receives a fixed reward vi each round it is pulled,

as long as the the gap between the largest and second-largest vi is not too large (roughly

1/#arms).

Here we assume the game is played under a tacit observational model, meaning that arms

can only observe which arms get pulled by the principal, but not how much value they give

to the principal. In particular, this means that arms can achieve this equilibrium despite
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not communicating directly with each other and not observing the actions of the other arms.

This rules out various sorts of “grim trigger” collusion strategies (similar to collusion that

occurs in the setting of repeated auctions, see [178]), where arms agree on a protocol ahead

of time and immediately defect as soon as one arm deviates from this protocol. (Indeed, in

an explicit observational model, where arms can see both which arms get pulled and how

much value they pass on, it is easy to show even stronger results via such strategies; see the

full version of [36] for details).

Instead, the strategies in the equilibrium of Theorem 3.1.1 take the form of market-sharing

strategies, where arms calibrate their actions so that they each get played some proportion

(e.g. 1/K) of the time while passing on little utility to the principal. For example, consider

a simple instance of this problem with two strategic arms, where the principal is using the

low-regret EXP3 algorithm, and where arm 1 always gets private reward 1 if pulled and arm

2 always gets private reward 0.8. By always reporting some value slightly larger than 0.8,

arm 1 can incentivize the principal to almost always pull it in the long run. This gains arm

1 roughly 0.2 utility per round (and arm 2 nothing). On the other hand, if arm 1 and arm 2

never pass along any surplus to the principal, they will likely be played equally often, gaining

arm 1 roughly 0.5 utility per round and arm 2 0.4 utility per round.

To show such a market-sharing strategy works for general low-regret algorithms, much

more work needs to be done. The arms must be able to enforce an even split of the principal’s

pulls (as soon as the principal starts lopsidedly pulling one arm more often than the others,

the remaining arms can defect and start reporting their full value whenever pulled). As long

as the principal guarantees good performance in the non-strategic adversarial case (achieving

o(T ) regret), we show that the arms can (at o(T ) cost to themselves, and without explicitly

communicating) cooperate so that they are all played equally often.
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Mechanisms for strategic arms with stochastic values

We next show that, in contrast to Theorem 3.1.1, it is in fact possible for the principal to

extract positive values from the arms per round, if we do not restrict the principal to use an

adversarial low-regret algorithm (and hence there is a price to being adversarial low-regret).

We consider a setting where each arm i’s reward when pulled is drawn independently from

some distribution Di with mean µi (unknown to the principal). In this case the principal can

extract the value of the second-best arm (which is the best possible, as we show in Lemma

3.4.2). In the below statement, we are using the term “truthful mechanism” quite loosely as

shorthand for “strategy that induces a game among the arms where each arm has a dominant

strategy.”

Theorem 3.1.2 (restatement of Corollary 3.4.2). Let µ′ be the second largest mean amongst

the set of µis. Then there exists a truthful mechanism for the principal that guarantees

revenue at least µ′T−o(T ) when the arms are playing according to any o(T )-Nash equlibrium.

The mechanism in Theorem 3.1.2 can be thought of as a combination of a second-price

auction with the explore-then-exploit strategy from multi-armed bandits. The principal

divides the time horizon into three “phases”. In the first phase (of size o(T )), the principal

begins by asking each arm i to simply report their value each round, thus allowing the

principal to learn which arm is the most valuable. In the second phase (which comprises

the vast majority of the rounds), the principal asks the most valuable arm (the arm with

the highest mean in the first phase) to give him the second-largest mean worth of value per

round. If this arm fails to comply in any round, the principal avoids picking this arm for

the remainder of the rounds. Finally, in the third phase, the principal uses a proper scoring

rule to recompensate all arms for reporting truthfully in the first phase. (A more detailed

description of the mechanism can be seen in Mechanisms 2 and 3 in Section 3.4).
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As an added bonus, we show that this mechanism has similar guarantees in the setting

where some arms are strategic and some arms are non-strategic (and our mechanism does

not know which arms are which).

Theorem 3.1.3 (restatement of Theorem 3.4.1). Let µs be the second largest mean amongst

the means of the strategic arms, and let µn be the largest mean amongst the means of the

non-strategic arms. Then there exists a truthful mechanism for the principal that guarantees

(with probability 1−o(1/T )) revenue at least max(µs, µn)T −o(T ) when arms play according

to any o(T )-Nash equilibrium.

In particular, this implies that Mechanism 3 has low-regret in the classical stochastic

multi-armed bandits setting, and so the adversarial aspect of the low-regret guarantees is

actually essential for the proof of Theorems 3.1.1.

A fair critique of this mechanism is that most of the work of learning the distributions

of the arms is offloaded to the beginning of the game. This is appealing because it makes it

much feasible to “slide in” some auction design and scoring rules to handle incentives. It is

an interesting problem whether learning can still be done adaptively over time in this model,

as such a procedure would necessitate a much more sophisticated treatment of incentives;

see Section 3.5 for further discussion.

3.1.2 Related work

The study of classical multi-armed bandit problems was initiated by [171], and has since

grown into an active area of study. The most relevant results for our paper concern the

existence of low-regret bandit algorithms in the adversarial setting, such as the EXP 3

algorithm ([18]), which achieves regret Õ(
√
KT ). Other important results in the classical

setting include the upper confidence bound (UCB) algorithm for stochastic bandits ([137])

and the work of [105] for Markovian bandits. For further details about multi-armed bandit

problems, see the survey [45].
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One question that arises in the strategic setting (and other adaptive settings for multi-

armed bandits) is what the correct notion of regret is; standard notions of regret guarantee

little, since the best overall arm may still have a small total reward. [13] considered the

multi-armed bandit problem with an adaptive adversary and introduced the quantity of

“policy regret”, which takes the adversary’s adaptiveness into account. They showed that

any multi-armed bandit algorithm will get Ω(T ) policy regret. This indicates that it is not

enough to treat strategic behaviors as an instance of adaptively adversarial behavior; good

mechanisms for the strategic multi-armed bandits problem must explicitly take advantage

of the rational self-interest of the arms.

Our model bears some similarities to the principal-agent problem of contract theory,

where a principal employs an more informed agent to make decisions on behalf of the prin-

cipal, but where the agent may have incentives misaligned from the principal’s interests

when it gets private savings (for example [52]). For more details on principal-agent problem,

see the book [136]. Our model can be thought of as a sort of multi-armed version of the

principal-agent problem, where the principal has many agents to select from (the arms) and

can try to use competition between the agents to align their interests with the principal.

Our negative results are closely related to results on collusions in repeated auctions.

Existing theoretical work [147, 17, 126, 11, 12, 178] has shown that collusive schemes exist in

repeated auctions in many different settings, e.g., with/without side payments, with/without

communication, with finite/infinite typespace. In some settings, efficient collusion can be

achieved, i.e., bidders can collude to allocate the good to the bidders who values it the most

and leave 0 asymptotically to the seller. Even without side payments and communication,

[178] showed that tacit collusion exists and can achieve asymptotic efficiency with a large

cartel.

Our truthful mechanism uses a proper scoring rule [42, 148] implicitly. In general, scoring

rules are used to assessing the accuracy of a probabilistic prediction. In our mechanisms, we

use a logarithmic scoring rule to incentivize arms to truthfully report their average rewards.
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Our setting is similar to settings considered in a variety of work on dynamic mechanism

design, often inspired by online advertising. [26] considers the problem where a buyer wants

to buy a stream of goods with an unknown value from two sellers, and examines Markov

perfect equilibria in this model. [22, 72, 20] study truthful pay-per-click auctions where

the auctioneer wishes to design a truthful mechanism that maximizes the social welfare.

[133, 104] consider the scenario where the principal cannot directly choose which arm to

pull, and instead must incentivize a stream of strategic players to prevent them from acting

myopically. [9, 10] consider a setting where a seller repeatedly sells to a buyer with unknown

value distribution, but the buyer is more heavily discounted than the seller. [127] develops a

general method for finding optimal mechanisms in settings with dynamic private information.

[158] develops an ex ante efficient mechanism for the Cost-Per-Action charging scheme in

online advertising.

3.2 Our Model

3.2.1 Classic Multi-Armed Bandits

We begin by reviewing the definition of the classic multi-armed bandits problem and associ-

ated quantities.

In the classic multi-armed bandit problem a learner (the principal) chooses one of K

choices (arms) per round, over T rounds. On round t, the principal receives some reward

vi,t ∈ [0, 1] for pulling arm i. The values vi,t are either drawn independently from some

distribution corresponding to arm i (in the case of stochastic bandits) or adaptively chosen

by an adversary (in the case of adversarial bandits). Unless otherwise specified, we will

assume we are in the adversarial setting.
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Let It denote the arm pulled by the principal at round t. The revenue of an algorithm

M is the random variable

Rev(M) =
T∑
t=1

vIt,t

and the the regret of M is the random variable

Reg(M) = max
i

T∑
t=1

vi,t − Rev(M)

Definition 3.2.1 (δ-Low Regret Algorithm). Mechanism M is a δ-low regret algorithm for

the multi-armed bandit problem if

E[Reg(M)] ≤ δ.

Here the expectation is taken over the randomness of M and the adversary.

Definition 3.2.2 ((ρ, δ)-Low Regret Algorithm). Mechanism M is a (ρ, δ)-low regret algo-

rithm for the multi-armed bandit problem if with probability 1− ρ,

Reg(M) ≤ δ.

There exist O(
√
KT logK)-low regret algorithms and (ρ,O(

√
KT log(K/ρ)))-low regret

algorithms for the multi-armed bandit problem; see Section 3.2 of [45] for details.

3.2.2 Strategic Multi-Armed Bandits

The strategic multi-armed bandits problem builds upon the classic multi-armed bandits

problem with the notable difference that now arms are strategic agents with the ability to

withhold some payment from the principal. Instead of the principal directly receiving a

reward vi,t when choosing arm i, now arm i receives this reward and passes along some

amount wi,t to the principal, gaining the remainder vi,t − wi,t as utility.
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For simplicity, in the strategic setting, we will assume the rewards vi,t are generated

stochastically; that is, each round, vi,t is drawn independently from a distribution Di (where

the distributions Di are known to all arms but not to the principal). While it is possible to

pose this problem in the adversarial setting (or other more general settings), this comes at

the cost of there being no clear notion of strategic equilibrium for the arms.

This strategic variant comes with two additional modeling assumptions. The first is the

informational model of this game; what information does an arm observe when some other

arm is pulled. We define two possible observational models:

1. Explicit: After each round t, every arm sees the arm played It along with the quantity

wIt,t reported to the principal.

2. Tacit: After each round t, every arm only sees the arm played It.

In both cases, only arm i knows the size of the original reward vi,t; in particular, the

principal also only sees the value wi,t and learns nothing about the amount withheld by the

arm. Collusion between arms is generally significantly easier in the explicit observational

model than in the tacit observational model, and for this reason we will assume we are in

the tacit observational model unless otherwise stated.

The second modeling assumption is whether to allow arms to go into debt while paying

the principal. In the restricted payment model, we impose that wi,t ≤ vi,t; an arm cannot

pass along more than it receives in a given round. In the unrestricted payment model, we

let wi,t be any value in [0, 1]. We prove our negative results in the restricted payment model

and our positive results in the unrestricted payment model, but our proofs for our negative

results work in both models (in particular, it is easier to collude and prove negative results in

the unrestricted payment model) and Mechanism 3 can be adapted to work in the restricted

payment model (see discussion in Section 3.4.2).
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Finally, we proceed to define the set of strategic equilibria for the arms. We assume the

mechanism M of the principal is fixed ahead of time and known to the K arms. If each arm

i is using a (possibly adaptive) strategy Si, then the expected utility of arm i is defined as

ui(M,S1, . . . , SK) = E

[
T∑
t=1

(vi,t − wi,t) · 1It=i

]
.

An ε-Nash equilibrium for the arms is then defined as follows.

Definition 3.2.3 (ε-Nash Equilibrium for the arms). Strategies (S1, ..., SK) form an ε-Nash

equilibrium for the strategic multi-armed bandit problem if for all i ∈ [n] and any deviating

strategy S ′i,

ui(S1, . . . , Si, . . . , SK) ≥ ui(S1, . . . , S
′
i, . . . , SK)− ε.

Similarly as before, the revenue of the principal in this case is the random variable

Rev(M,S1, . . . , SK) =
T∑
t=1

wIt,t.

The goal of the principal is to choose a mechanism M which guarantees large revenue in

any ε-Nash Equilibrium for the arms.

In Section 3.4, we will construct mechanisms for the strategic multi-armed bandit problem

which are truthful for the arms. We define the related terminology below.

Definition 3.2.4 (Dominant Strategy). When the principal uses mechanism M , we say Si

is a dominant strategy for arm i if for any deviating strategy S ′i and any strategies for other

arms S1, .., Si−1, Si+1, ..., SK,

ui(M,S1, . . . , Si, . . . , SK) ≥ ui(M,S1, . . . , S
′
i, . . . , SK).

Definition 3.2.5 (Truthfulness). We say that a mechanism M for the principal is truthful,

if all arms have some dominant strategies.
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3.3 Negative Results Overview

In this section we give a sketch of the proof of our main theorem, Theorem 3.3.1. The full

list of our negative results and proofs can be found in the full version of [36].

Theorem 3.3.1. Let mechanism M be a (ρ, δ)-low regret algorithm for the multi-armed

bandit problem with K arms, where K ≤ T 1/3/ log(T ), ρ ≤ T−2, and δ ≥
√
T log T . Then

in the strategic multi-armed bandit problem under the tacit observational model, there exist

distributions Di and an O(
√
KTδ)-Nash Equilibrium for the arms where the principal gets

at most O(
√
KTδ) revenue.

Proof Sketch. The underlying idea here is that the arms work to try to maintain an equal

market share, where each of the K arms are each played approximately 1/K of the time.

To ensure this happens, arms collude so that arms that aren’t as likely to be pulled pass

along more than arms that have been pulled a lot or are more likely to be pulled; this ends

up forcing any low-regret algorithm for the principal to choose all the arms equally often.

Interestingly, this collusion strategy is mechanism dependent, as arms need to estimate the

probability they will be pulled in the next round.

More formally, let µi denote the mean of the ith arm’s distribution Di. Without loss

of generality, further assume that µ1 ≥ µ2 ≥ · · · ≥ µK . We will show that as long as

µ1−µ2 ≤ µ1

K
, there exists some O(

√
KTδ)-Nash equilibrium for the arms where the principal

gets at most O(
√
KTδ) revenue.

We begin by describing the equilibrium strategy S∗ for the arms. Let ci,t denote the

number of times arm i has been pulled up to time t. Set B = 7
√
KTδ and set θ =

√
Kδ
T

.

The equilibrium strategy for arm i at time t is as follows:

1. If at any time s ≤ t in the past, there exists an arm j with cj,s − ci,s ≥ B, defect and

offer your full value wi,t = µi.

2. Compute the probability pi,t, the probability that the principal will pull arm i condi-

tioned on the history so far.
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3. Offer wi,t = θ(1− pi,t).

The main technical challenge in proving that this strategy is an equilibrium involves

showing that, if all arms are following this strategy and the principal is using a low-regret

mechanism, then with high probability the arms will not defect. Here the low-regret property

of the mechanism M is essential (indeed, as our positive results imply, the theorem is not

true without this assumption). In particular, by the construction of wi,t in terms of pi,t, the

principal’s expected total regret (here defined to be the sum of the principal’s regrets with

respect to each arm) will increase each round by some amount proportional to the variance

of the pi,t. Intuitively, this implies that the values pi,t cannot be too far from uniform for

too many rounds, and therefore that each arm should be picked approximately the same

proportion of the time. This is formalized in the following lemma:

Lemma 3.3.1. If all arms are using strategy S∗, then with probability
(
1− 3

T

)
, |ci,t−cj,t| ≤ B

for all t ∈ [T ], i, j ∈ [K].

Proof. As before, assume that all arms are playing the strategy S∗ with the modification

that they never defect. This does not change the probability that |ci,t − cj,t| ≤ B for all

t ∈ [T ], i, j ∈ [K].

Define Ri,t =
∑t

s=1wi,s−
∑t

s=1wIs,s be the regret the principal experiences for not playing

only arm i up until time t. We begin by showing that with probability at least 1 − 2
T

, Ri,t

lies in [−Kθ
√
T log T − (K − 1)δ, δ] for all t ∈ [T ] and i ∈ [K].

To do this, first note that since the principal is using a (T−2, δ)-low-regret algorithm,

with probability at least 1 − T−2 the regrets Ri,t are all upper bounded by δ at any fixed

time t. Via the union bound, it follows that Ri,t ≤ δ for all i and t with probability at least

1− 1
T

.

To lower bound Ri,t, we will first show that
∑K

i=1 Ri,t is a submartingale in t. Note that,

with probability pj,t, Ri,t+1 will equal Ri,t + θ((1− pj,t)− (1− pi,t)). We then have
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E

[
K∑
i=1

Ri,t+1

∣∣∣∣∣
K∑
i=1

Ri,t

]
=

K∑
i=1

Ri,t +
K∑
i=1

pi,t

K∑
j=1

θ((1− pj,t)− (1− pi,t))

=
K∑
i=1

Ri,t +
K∑
i=1

pi,t

K∑
j=1

θ(pi,t − pj,t)

=
K∑
i=1

Ri,t + θ

K∑
i=1

pi,t(Kpi,t − 1)

=
K∑
i=1

Ri,t + θ

(
K

K∑
i=1

p2
i,t −

K∑
i=1

pi,t

)

≥
K∑
i=1

Ri,t

where the last inequality follows by Cauchy-Schwartz. It follows that
∑K

i=1Ri,t forms a

submartingale.

Moreover, note that (since |pi − pj| ≤ 1) |Ri,t+1 − Ri,t| ≤ θ. It follows that∣∣∣∑K
i=1Ri,t+1 −

∑K
i=1Ri,t

∣∣∣ ≤ Kθ and therefore by Azuma’s inequality that, for any fixed

t ∈ [T ],

Pr

[
K∑
i=1

Ri,t ≤ −2Kθ
√
T log T

]
≤ 1

T 2
.

With probability 1− 1
T

, this holds for all t ∈ [T ]. Since (with probability 1− 1
T

) Ri,t ≤ δ,

this implies that with probability 1− 2
T

, Ri,t ∈
[
−2Kθ

√
T log T − (K − 1)δ, δ

]
.

We next proceed to bound the probability that ci,t − cj,t > B for a i, j, and t. Define

S
(i,j)
t =

(
ci,t − cj,t +

1

θ
(Ri,t −Rj,t)

)
.

We claim that S
(i,j)
t is a martingale. To see this, we first claim that Ri,t+1 − Rj,t+1 =

Ri,t − Rj,t − θ(pi,t − pj,t). Note that, if arm k is pulled, then Ri,t+1 = Ri,t + θ((1 − pi,t) −
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(1 − pk,t)) = Ri,t + θ(pk,t − pi,t) and similarly, Rj,t+1 = Rj,t + θ(pk,t − pj,t). It follows that

Ri,t+1 −Rj,t+1 = Ri,t −Rj,t − θ(pi,t − pj,t).

Secondly, note that (for any arm k) E[ck,t+1 − ck,t|pt] = pk,t, and thus E[ci,t+1 − cj,t+1 −

(ci,t − cj,t)|pt] = pi,t − pj,t. It follows that

E[S
(i,j)
t+1 − S

(i,j)
t |pt] = E[(ci,t+1 − cj,t+1)− (ci,t − cj,t)|pt]

+
1

θ
E[(Ri,t+1 −Rj,t+1)− (Ri,t −Rj,t)|pt]

= (pi,t − pj,t)− (pi,t − pj,t)

= 0

and thus that E[S
(i,j)
t+1 |S

(i,j)
t ] = S

(i,j)
t , and thus that S

(i,j)
t is a martingale. Finally, note

that |S(i,j)
t+1 − S

(i,j)
t | ≤ 2, so by Azuma’s inequality

Pr
[
S

(i,j)
t ≥ 4

√
T log(TK)

]
≤ (TK)−2

Taking the union bound, we find that with probability at least 1 − 1
T

, S(i,j) ≤

4
√
T log(TK) for all i, j, and t. Finally, since with probability at least 1 − 2

T
each Ri,t

lies in
[
−2Kθ

√
T log T − (K − 1)δ, δ

]
, with probability at least 1 − 3

T
we have that (for all

i, j, and t)
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ci,t − cj,t = S
(i,j)
t − 1

θ
(Ri,t −Rj,t)

≤ 4
√
T log(TK) +

1

θ
|Ri,t −Rj,t|

≤ 4
√
T log(TK) + 2K

√
T log T +

Kδ

θ

≤ 7Kδ

θ

= 7K
√
Tδ

= B

Lemma 3.3.1 implies that if each arm plays strategy S∗, then each arm i will receive on

average µi/K per round. To finish the proof, it suffices to note that by deviating and playing

a different strategy S from S∗, one of two things can occur. If playing this different strategy

S does not trigger the defect condition in (1), then still each arm will be played roughly

1/K of the time (and your total utility is unchanged up to o(T ) additive factors). On the

other hand, once the defect condition is triggered, you can receive at most µ1 − µ2 utility

per round (and only if you are arm 1). This implies that as long as µ1/K > µ1 − µ2, there

is no incentive to deviate.

While the theorem above merely claims that a bad set of distributions for the arms exists,

the proof shows it is possible to collude in a wide range of instances - in particular, any

collection of distributions which satisfies µ1− µ2 ≤ µ1/K. A natural question is whether we

can extend the above results to show that it is possible to collude in any set of distributions.

One issue with the collusion strategy in the above proof is that if µ1 − µ2 > µ1/K, then

arm 1 will have an incentive to defect in any collusive strategy that plays all the arms evenly

(arm 1 can report a bit over µ2 per round, and make µ1−µ2 every round instead of µ1 every
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K rounds). One solution to this is to design a collusive strategy that plays some arms more

than others in equilibrium (for example, playing arm 1 90% of the time). We show how to

modify our result for two arms to achieve an arbitrary market partition and thus work over

a broad set of distributions.

Theorem 3.3.2. Let mechanism M be a (ρ, δ)-low regret algorithm for the multi-armed

bandit problem with two arms, where ρ ≤ T−2 and δ ≥
√
T log T . Then, in the strategic

multi-armed bandit problem under the tacit observational model, for any distributions D1, D2

of values for the arms (supported on [
√
δ/T , 1]), there exists an O(

√
Tδ)-Nash Equilibrium

for the arms where a principal using mechanism M gets at most O(
√
Tδ) revenue.

Unfortunately, it as not as easy to modify the proof of Theorem 3.3.1 to prove the same

result for K arms. It is an interesting open question whether there exist collusive strategies

for K arms that can achieve an arbitrary partition of the market.

3.4 Positive Results

In this section we will show that, in contrast to the previous results on collusion, there exists

a mechanism for the principal that can obtain Θ(T ) revenue from the arms when they play

according to an o(T )-Nash equilibrium.

We begin by demonstrating a simpler version of our mechanism (Mechanism 2) that

guarantees the principal Θ(T ) revenue whenever the arms play according to their dominant

strategies. In Section 3.4.2, we then show how to make this mechanism more robust (Mech-

anism 3) so that the principal is guaranteed Θ(T ) revenue whenever the arms play according

to any o(T )-approximate Nash equilibrium (thus showing a separation between the power

of adversarial low-regret algorithms and general learning algorithms in this model). As an

added bonus, we show that this mechanism also works for a combination of strategic and

non-strategic arms (and therefore achieves low regret in the classical stochastic multi-armed

bandits setting).
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Throughout this section we will assume we are working in the tacit observational model

and the unrestricted payment model (unless otherwise specified). All the proofs can be found

in the full version of [36].

3.4.1 Good dominant strategy equilibria

This mechanism essentially incentivizes each arm to report the mean of its distribution and

then runs a second-price auction, asking the arm with the highest mean for the second-highest

mean each round.

Define µi as the mean of distribution Di for i = 1, . . . , K, let µmin = mini:µi 6=0(µi), and

u = − log µmin + 1. We assume throughout that u = o(T/K).

2 Truthful mechanism for strategic arms with known stochastic values in the tacit model

Play each arm once (i.e. play arm 1 in the first round, arm 2 in the second round, etc.). Let
wi be the value arm i reports in round i.
Let i∗ = arg maxwi (breaking ties lexicographically), and let w′ = maxi 6=i∗ wi.
Tell arm i∗ the value of w′. Play arm i∗ for R = T − (u + 2)K − 1 rounds. If arm i∗ ever
reports a value different from w′, stop playing it immediately. If arm i∗ always gives w′, play
it for one bonus round (ignoring the value it reports).
For each arm i such that i 6= i∗, play it for one round.
For each arm i satisfying u+log(wi) ≥ 0, play it bu+log(wi)c times. Then, with probability
u+ log(wi)− bu+ log(wi)c, play arm i for one more round.

We will first show that the dominant strategy of each arm in this mechanism includes

truthfully reporting their mean at the beginning, and then then compute the principal’s

revenue under this dominant strategy.

Lemma 3.4.1. The following strategy is the dominant strategy for arm i in Mechanism 2:

1. (line 1 of Mechanism 2) Report the mean value µi of Di the first time when arm i is

played.

2. (lines 3,4 of Mechanism 2) If i = i∗, for the R rounds that the principal expects to see

reported value w′, report the value w′. For the bonus round, report 0. If i 6= i∗, report

0.
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3. (line 5 of Mechanism 2) For all other rounds, report 0.

Corollary 3.4.1. Under Mechanism 2, the principal will receive revenue at least µ′T − o(T )

when arms use their dominant strategies, where µ′ is the second largest mean in the set of

means µi.

We additionally show that the performance of Mechanism 2 is as good as possible; no

mechanism can do better than the second-best arm in the worst case.

Lemma 3.4.2. Let µ and µ′ be the largest and second largest values respectively among the

µi. Then for any constant α > 0, no truthful mechanism can guarantee (αµ + (1 − α)µ′)T

revenue in the worst case.

3.4.2 Good approximate Nash equilbria

One issue with Mechanism 2 is that, while the principal achieves Θ(T ) revenue when the

arms play according to their dominant strategies, there can exist ε-Nash equilibria for the

arms which still leave the principal with negligible revenue. For instance, if there are two

arms with equal means µ1 = µ2 = µ, one possible ε-Nash equilibrium is for them both to

bid µ, and then for arm i∗ to immediately defect after it is chosen. This is not a dominant

strategy, since arm i∗ surrenders its bonus for not defecting, but since this bonus is at most

1, this is still an ε-Nash equilibrium for any ε = o(T ) which is larger than 1.

We can make Mechanism 3 more robust to strategies like this by increasing the size of

the bonus with ε. If we additionally allow a tiny buffer between the current reported average

and w′, this mechanism has the added property that it works even when there are a mixture

of strategic and non-strategic arms (and the principal does not know which are which).

In particular, this Mechanism 3 obtains low-regret in the classical stochastic multi-armed

bandits setting, which implies that our negative results in Section 3.3 are really due to the

adversarial nature of the low-regret guarantees.
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As before, define µi as the mean of distribution Di for i = 1, ..., K. Our mechanism takes

in two parameters, B (representing the size of the bonus) and M (representing the size of

the buffer). We will set B = 2ε1/4T 3/4/µmin and M = 8B−1/2 ln(KT ). In addition, we will

define u = − log (mini:µi 6=0 µi) + 2 +M . We assume u = o( T
BK

).

3 Truthful mechanism for strategic/non-strategic arms in the tacit model

Play each arm B times (i.e. play arm 1 in the first B rounds, arm 2 in the next B rounds,
etc.). Let w̄i be the average value arm i reported in its B rounds.
Let i∗ = arg max w̄i (breaking ties lexicographically), and let w′ = maxi 6=i∗ w̄i.
Tell arm i∗ the value of w′. Play arm i∗ for R = T − (u + 3)BK rounds. If arm i∗ ever
reports values with average less than w′ −M in any round after B rounds in this step, stop
playing it immediately. If arm i∗ gives average no less than w′ −M , play it for B bonus
rounds (ignoring the value it reports).
For each arm i such that i 6= i∗, play it for B rounds.
For each arm i satisfying u + log(w̄i −M) ≥ 0, play it Bb(u + log(w̄i −M))c times. Then,
with probability u+ log(w̄i −M)− bu+ log(w̄i −M)c, play arm i for B more rounds.

We begin by characterizing the dominant strategy for Mechanism 3. Similarly as in

Lemma 3.4.1, we show that this dominant strategy involves each arm reporting their true

mean in the beginning rounds.

Lemma 3.4.3. The following strategy is the dominant strategy for arm i in Mechanism 3:

1. (line 1 of Mechanism 3) For the first B rounds, report a total sum of (µi +M)B.

2. (lines 3,4 of Mechanism 3) If i = i∗, for the R rounds that the principal expects to see

reported value w′, report the value w′−M . For the B bonus rounds, report 0. If i 6= i∗,

report 0.

3. (line 5 of Mechanism 3) For all other rounds, report 0.

We use this to show that under any o(T )-Nash equilibrium, the principal receives µ′T −

o(T ) revenue under Mechanism 3.

Corollary 3.4.2. Under Mechanism 3, the principal will receive revenue at least µ′T − o(T )

whenever arms play according to an ε-Nash equilibrium, where µ′ is the second largest mean

in the set of means µi and ε = o(T ).
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The dominant strategy in Lemma 3.4.3, as written, requires the arms to know their own

means µi (in particular for step 1). However, if the arms don’t initially know their means,

they can instead simply report their value (plus M) each round, and still report a total sum

of (µi + M)B in expectation. This no longer results in a strictly dominant strategy, but

instead an o(T )-dominant strategy.

Lemma 3.4.4. The following strategy is a prior-independent o(T )-dominant strategy for

arm i in Mechanism 3:

1. (line 1 of Mechanism 3) For each round t in the first B rounds, report vi,t +M .

2. (lines 3,4 of Mechanism 3) If i = i∗, for the R rounds that the principal expects to see

reported value w′, report the value w′−M . For the B bonus rounds, report 0. If i 6= i∗,

report 0.

3. (line 5 of Mechanism 3) For all other rounds, report 0.

It is an interesting question whether a more clever stochastic bandit algorithm can be

embedded without destroying dominant strategies, and also whether a solution exists in

exact dominant strategies for this model.

Similarly, the dominant strategy in Lemma 3.4.3 assumes we are in the unrestricted

payment regime, because sometimes the value you must report (whether it is µi + M or

w′−M) might be larger than the value received in that round. However, again it is possible

to adapt the mechanism (by setting M = 0) and dominant strategy in Lemma 3.4.3 to

work for arms in the restricted payment regime at the cost of transforming it into a o(T )-

dominant strategy. To do this, arms (as in the previous paragraph) simply report their

value each round in the first phase of the mechanism. In the second phase of the mechanism,

instead of reporting w′ each round, they again report their full value, until they have reported

a total of Rw′ (at which point they start reporting 0 for the rest of the game).

Finally, we consider the case when some arms are strategic and other arms are non-

strategic. Importantly, the principal does not know which arms are strategic and which are
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non-strategic. We show in this case that the principal can get (per round) the larger of the

largest mean of the non-strategic arms and the second largest mean of the strategic arms.

Theorem 3.4.1. If the strategic arms all play according to in Lemma 3.4.3, then the prin-

cipal will get at least max(µs, µn)T − o(T ) with probability 1− o(1/T ). Here µs is the second

largest mean of the strategic arms and µn is the largest mean of the non-strategic arms.

3.5 Conclusions and Future Directions

We consider the multi-armed bandit problem with strategic arms: arms obtain a reward when

pulled and may pass any of it onto the principal. Our first main result shows that treating

this purely as a learning problem results in undesirable approximate Nash equilibria for the

principle (guaranteeing only o(T ) reward over T rounds). Our second main result shows that

a careful combination of auctions, learning, and scoring rules provides a learning algorithm

such that every approximate Nash equilibrium guarantees the principal Ω(T ) reward (and

even better - the arms have a dominant strategy). Still, we are far from understanding

the complete picture of multi-armed bandit problems in strategic settings. Many questions

remain, both in our model and related models.

One limitation of our negative results is that they only show there exists some ‘bad’

approximate Nash equilibrium for the arms, i.e., one where any low-regret principal receives

little revenue. This, however, says nothing about the space of all approximate Nash equilib-

ria. Does there exist a low-regret mechanism for the principal along with an approximate

Nash equilibria for the arms where the principal extracts significant utility? An affirmative

answer to this question would raise hope for the possibility of a mechanism that can per-

form well in both the adversarial and strategic setting, whereas a negative answer would

strengthen our claim that these two settings are fundamentally at odds.

One limitation of our positive results is that all of the learning takes place at the beginning

of the protocol. As a result, our mechanism fails in cases where the arms’ distributions can
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change over time. Is it possible to design good mechanisms for such settings? Ideally, any

good mechanism should learn the arms’ values continually throughout the T rounds, but

accommodating this would require novel tools to handle incentives.

Throughout this paper, whenever we consider strategic bandits we assume their rewards

are stochastically generated. Can we say anything about strategic bandits with adversarially

generated rewards? The key barrier here seems to be defining what a strategic equilibrium is

in this case - arms need some underlying priors to reason about their future expected utility.

Finally, there are other quantities one may wish to optimize instead of the utility of the

principal. For example, is it possible to design an efficient principal, who almost always picks

the best arm (even if the arm passes along little to the principal)? Theorem 3.3.1 implies

the answer is no if the principal also has to be efficient in the adversarial case, but are there

other models where we can answer this question affirmatively?
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Part II

Truthful Mechanisms in

Combinatorial Auctions
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Chapter 4

On Simultaneous Two-player

Combinatorial Auctions

The results of this chapter are based on joint work with Mark Braverman and Matt Wein-

berg [39].

4.1 Introduction

We consider the following communication problem: Alice and Bob each have some valuation

functions v1(·) and v2(·) over subsets of m items, and their goal is to partition the items into

S, S̄ in a way that maximizes the welfare, v1(S)+v2(S̄). We study both the allocation problem,

which asks for a welfare-maximizing partition and the decision problem, which asks whether

or not there exists a partition guaranteeing certain welfare, for binary XOS valuations. For

interactive protocols with poly(m) communication, a tight 3/4-approximation is known for

both [97, 82].

For interactive protocols, the allocation problem is provably harder than the decision

problem: any solution to the allocation problem implies a solution to the decision problem

with one additional round and logm additional bits of communication via a trivial reduc-
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tion. Surprisingly, the allocation problem is provably easier for simultaneous protocols.

Specifically, we show:

• There exists a simultaneous, randomized protocol with polynomial communication

that selects a partition whose expected welfare is at least 3/4 of the optimum. This

matches the guarantee of the best interactive, randomized protocol with polynomial

communication.

• For all ε > 0, any simultaneous, randomized protocol that decides whether the welfare

of the optimal partition is ≥ 1 or ≤ 3/4−1/108 + ε correctly with probability > 1/2 +

1/poly(m) requires exponential communication. This provides a separation between

the attainable approximation guarantees via interactive (3/4) versus simultaneous (≤

3/4− 1/108) protocols with polynomial communication.

In other words, this trivial reduction from decision to allocation problems provably requires

the extra round of communication. We further discuss the implications of our results for

the design of truthful combinatorial auctions in general, and extensions to general XOS

valuations. In particular, our protocol for the allocation problem implies a new style of

truthful mechanisms.

Intuitively, search problems (find the optimal solution) are considered “strictly harder”

than decision problems (does a solution with quality ≥ Q exist?) for the following (formal)

reason: once you find the optimal solution, you can simply evaluate it and check whether its

quality is ≥ Q or not. The same intuition carries over to approximation as well: once you find

a solution whose quality is within a factor α of optimal, you can distinguish between cases

where solutions with quality ≥ Q exist and those where all solutions have quality ≤ αQ.

The easy conclusion one then draws is that the communication (resp. runtime) required

for an α-approximation to any decision problem is upper bounded by the communication

(resp. runtime) required for an α-approximation to the corresponding search problem plus

the communication (resp. runtime) required to evaluate the quality of a proposed solution.
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Note though that for communication problems, in addition to the negligible increase in

communication (due to evaluating the quality of the proposed solution), this simple reduc-

tion might also require (at least) an extra round of communication (because the parties can

evaluate a solution’s quality only after it is found). Still, it seems hard to imagine that

this extra round is really necessary, and that somehow protocols exist that guarantee an

(approximately) optimal solution without (approximately) learning their quality. The sur-

prising high-level takeaway from our main results is that this extra round of communication

is provably necessary : Theorems 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 provide a natural communication problem

(combinatorial auctions) such that a 3/4-approximation for the search problem can be found

by a simultaneous protocol1 with polynomial communication, but every simultaneous proot-

col guaranteeing a (3/4−1/108+ε)-approximation for the decision problem requires exp(m)

communication.

At this point, we believe our results to have standalone interest, regardless of how we

wound up at this specific communication problem. But there is a rich history related to the

design of truthful combinatorial auctions motivating our specific question, which we overview

below.

4.1.1 Combinatorial Auctions - how did we get here?

In a combinatorial auction, a designer with m items wishes to allocate them to n bidders

so as to maximize the social welfare. That is, if bidder i has a monotone valuation function

vi : 2[m] → R+,2 the designer wishes to find disjoint sets S1, . . . , Sn maximizing
∑

i vi(Si).

The history of combinatorial auctions is rich, and the problem has been considered with and

without incentives, with and without Bayesian priors, and in various models of computation

(see Section 4.1.5 for brief overview). The overarching theme in all of these works is to

1A simultaneous protocol has one round of communication: Alice and Bob each simultaneously send a
message and then no further communication takes place.

2By monotone, we mean that vi(S) ≥ vi(T ) for all T ⊆ S.
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try and answer the following core question: Are truthful mechanisms as powerful as (not

necessarily truthful) algorithms?3

For many instantiations of the above question, the answer is surprisingly yes. For exam-

ple, without concern for computational/communication complexity, the celebrated Vickrey-

Clarke-Groves auction is a truthful mechanism that always selects the welfare-maximizing

allocation (and therefore achieves welfare equal to that of the best algorithm) [187, 63, 110].

Of course, the welfare maximization problem is NP-hard and also requires exponential com-

munication between the bidders, even to guarantee a 1/
√
m-approximation. A poly-time al-

gorithm (with polynomial communication) is known to match this guarantee [168, 131, 43],

and interestingly, a poly-time truthful mechanism (with polynomial communication) was

later discovered as well [139].

The state of affairs gets even more interesting if we restrict to proper subclasses of mono-

tone valuations such as submodular valuations.4 Here, a very simple greedy algorithm is

known to find a 1/2-approximation in both poly(n,m) black-box value queries to each vi(·),

and polynomial runtime (in n,m, and the description complexity of each vi(·)) [140], and a se-

ries of improvements provides now a (1-1/e)-approximation, which is tight [188, 153, 83]. Yet,

another series of works also proves that any truthful mechanism that runs in polynomial time

(in n,m, and the description complexity of each vi(·)), or makes only poly(n,m) black-box

value queries to each vi(·) achieves at best an 1/mΩ(1)-approximation [67, 75, 87, 84]. So while

poly-time algorithms, or algorithms making poly(n,m) black-box value queries can achieve

constant-factor approximations, poly-time truthful mechanisms and truthful mechanisms

making poly(n,m) black-box value queries can only guarantee an 1/mΩ(1)-approximation,

and there is a separation.

But this is far from the whole story: already ten years ago, quite natural truthful mech-

anisms were developed that achieved an 1/O(log2m)-approximation [81], which were subse-

3Note that combinatorial auctions is not the only literature to study this question, see Section 6.1.1 for
very brief discussion of other examples such as combinatorial public projects [165] and job scheduling [161].
We just note here that combinatorial auctions remain the core testbed for this line of work.

4A function is submodular if v(S) + v(T ) ≥ v(S ∪ T ) + v(S ∩ T ).
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quently improved to 1/O(
√

logm) [74, 134, 76], and even hold for the much broader class

of XOS valuations.5 As these approximation guarantees are better than the lower bounds

referenced in the previous paragraph, it seems that perhaps there should be some kind of

contradiction: any reasonable definition of “natural” should imply “poly-time,” right? The

catch is that each of these mechanisms are essentially posted-price mechanisms: they (essen-

tially) offer each bidder a price pj for item j, and let the buyer choose any subset of items

they want to purchase. These prices can be computed in poly-time, but the barrier is that

deciding which subset of items the bidder wishes to purchase, called a demand query, is in

general NP-hard (assuming a succinct representation of the valuation function is given), or

requires exponentially many black-box value queries. So the only reason these mechanisms

don’t fall victim to the strong lower bounds of the previous paragraph is because they get to

ask each bidder to compute a single demand query, and this query is used to select exactly

the set of items that bidder receives.

The point is that while these existing separations are major results, and rule out certain

classes of natural truthful mechanisms from achieving desirable approximation ratios, they

are perhaps not addressing “the right” model if posted-price mechanisms with poly-time com-

putable prices provide approximation guarantees that significantly outperform known lower

bounds. Therefore, it seems that communication is really the right complexity measure to

consider, if one wants the resulting lower bounds to hold against all “natural” mechanisms.

Unfortunately, the state-of-affairs for communication complexity of combinatorial auctions

lags pretty far behind the aforementioned complexity measures. For instance, existing litera-

ture doesn’t provide a single lower bound against truthful mechanisms that doesn’t also hold

against algorithms. That is, wherever it’s known that no truthful mechanism with communi-

cation at most C obtains an approximation ratio better than α when buyers have valuations

in class V , it’s because it’s also known that no algorithm/protocol with communication at

5A valuation is XOS if there exists a matrix of item valuations vij and vi(S) = maxj{
∑

i∈S vij}. XOS
valuations are also called fractionally subadditive, and are a proper subclass of subadditive valuations (where
v(S ∪ T ) ≤ v(S) + v(T )).
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most C obtains an approximation ratio better than α when buyers have valuations in class

V . On the other hand, the best known truthful mechanisms with polynomial communication

for (say) XOS bidders achieve an 1/O(
√

logm) approximation [76], while the best known

algorithms with polynomial communication obtain a (1 − 1/e)-approximation [82, 97, 98].

Even for the case of just two bidders, the best known truthful mechanisms with polynomial

communication achieve a 1/2-approximation (which is trivial - just give the grand bundle

of all items to whoever values it most), while the best known algorithms with polynomial

communication achieve a 3/4-approximation (which is tight). It’s fair to say that deter-

mining whether or not there’s a separation in what approximation guarantees are possible

for algorithms with polynomial communication and truthful mechanisms with polynomial

communication for any class of valuations between submodular and subadditive is one of the

core, concrete open problems in Algorithmic Mechanism Design.

Progress on this front had largely been stalled until very recent work of Dobzinski pro-

vided a clear path to possibly proving a separation (and it seems to be an accepted conjecture

that indeed a separation exists) [77]. Without getting into details of the complete result, one

implication is the following: if there exists a truthful mechanism with polynomial communi-

cation for 2-player combinatorial auctions with XOS (/submodular/subadditive) valuations

that guarantees an approximation ratio of α, then there exists a simultaneous protocol

with polynomial communication for 2-player combinatorial auctions with XOS (/submod-

ular/subadditive) valuations that guarantees an approximation ratio of α as well. Let us

emphasize this point again: in general, interactive protocols with polynomial communica-

tion do not imply simultaneous protocols with polynomial communication, and numerous

well-known problems have polynomial interactive protocols, but require exponential simul-

taneous communication [166, 88, 162, 79, 8, 16]. But, Dobzinski’s result asserts that because

of the extra conditions on truthful (interactive) mechanisms, their existence indeed implies

a simultaneous (not necessarily truthful) protocol of comparable communication complex-

ity. So “all” one has to do to prove lower bounds against truthful mechanisms for 2-player
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combinatorial auctions is prove lower bounds against simultaneous protocols, motivating the

study of simultaneous 2-player combinatorial auctions.

At first glance, it perhaps seems obvious that achieving strictly better than a 1/2-

approximation via a simultaneous protocol should be impossible, and it’s just a matter

of finding the right tools to prove it.6 This is because quite strong lower bounds are known

for “sketching” valuation functions, that is, finding a succinct representation of a func-

tion that allows for approximate evaluation of value queries. For example, it’s known that

any sketching scheme for XOS valuations that allows for evaluation of value queries to be

accurate within a o(m)-factor requires superpoly(m) size [23]. So if somehow a 1/(2 − ε)-

approximation could be guaranteed with a poly(m)-communication simultaneous protocol,

it is not because enough information is transmitted to evaluate value queries within any

non-trivial error. At first glance, it perhaps seems unlikely that such a protocol can possibly

exist. Surprisingly, our work shows not only that a 1/(2 − ε)-approximation is achievable

with poly(m) simultaneous communication, but (depending on exactly the question asked)

poly(m) simultaneous communication suffices to achieve the same approximation guarantees

as the best possible interactive protocol with poly(m) communication.

4.1.2 Simultaneous Protocols for Welfare Maximization

In this work, we specifically study the welfare maximization problem for two bidders with

binary XOS valuations.7 Binary XOS valuations are a natural starting point since welfare

maximization is especially natural when phrased as a communication problem. Depending

on whether one wants to decide the quality of the welfare-optimal allocation, or actually find

an allocation inducing the optimal welfare, welfare maximization for binary XOS bidders is

equivalent to one of the following:8

6Indeed, that is what the authors conjectured at the onset of this work.
7A function is binary XOS if all vij in the matrix representation are 0 or 1.
8Equivalent definitions are given in Section 4.1.4 which are stated more in the language of welfare maxi-

mization. We pose these statements here since these formulations make for an especially natural communi-
cation problem.
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Definition 4.1.1 (BXOS Decision Problem). Alice is given as input a subsets of [m],

A1, . . . , Aa. Bob is given as input b subsets of [m], B1, . . . , Bb, and both see input X.

Determine whether or not there exists an i, j such that |Ai ∪ Bj| ≥ X. A protocol is an

α-approximation if whenever there exists an i, j such that |Ai ∪ Bj| ≥ X, it answers yes,

and whenever maxi,j{|Ai ∪ Bj|} < X/α it answers no, but may have arbitrary behavior in

between.

Definition 4.1.2 (BXOS Allocation Problem). Alice is given as input a subsets of [m],

A1, . . . , Aa. Bob is given as input b subsets of [m], B1, . . . , Bb. Output a partition of items

S, S̄ maximizing maxi,j{|Ai ∩ S|+ |Bj ∩ S̄|} (over all partitions).9

Recall that typically we think of decision problems as being “easier” than alloca-

tion/search problems: certainly if you can find a welfare maximizing allocation, you can

also determine its welfare (and this claim is formal for interactive protocols with poly(m)

communication). Our main result asserts that this intuition breaks down for simultaneous

protocols: the decision problem is strictly harder than the allocation/search problem. To

the best of our knowledge, this is the first instance of such a separation.

Theorem 4.1.1. There exists a randomized, simultaneous protocol with poly(m) communi-

cation that obtains a 3/4-approximation for the BXOS allocation problem. This is the best

possible, as even randomized, interactive protocols require 2Ω(m) communication to do better.

Theorem 4.1.2. For all ε > 0, any randomized, simultaneous protocol that obtains a (3/4−

1/108 + ε)-approximation for the BXOS decision problem with probability larger than 1/2 +

1/poly(m) requires 2Ω(m) communication.

Future sections contain more precise versions (that reference the protocols achieving

them) of Theorems 4.1.1 (Theorem 4.4.1) and 4.1.2 (Theorem 4.5.1).

9A protocol is an α-approximation if it outputs a partition S, S̄ guaranteeing α·maxi,j{|Ai∩S|+|Bj∩S̄|} ≥
maxi,j,T {|Ai ∩ T |+ |Bj ∩ T |}.
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4.1.3 Extensions and Implications for Truthful Combinatorial

Auctions

Part of the analysis of our protocols actually makes use of the binary assumption (as opposed

to holding for general XOS). Part of the analysis, however, does not. In particular, our

same protocols when applied to general XOS functions yield a deterministic, simultaneous

(3/4 − 1/32 − ε)-approximation for both problems, and a deterministic 2-round (3/4 − ε)-

approximation for both problems for general XOS functions.

We are also able to show that a modification of our protocol yields a 1/2-approximation

for any number of binary XOS bidders, and that this protocol implies a strictly truthful

mechanism.10 The mechanism is quite different from existing approaches, and could inspire

better truthful mechanisms in domains where previous molds provably fail. Essentially, the

designer offers a menu of lotteries to each bidder and the cost of each lottery depends on

how “flexible” the option is. So for instance, taking item one deterministically will be more

expensive than taking a single item uniformly at random. The pricing scheme is designed

exactly so that each bidder is strictly incentivized to follow our simultaneous protocol.

Finally, while our results have standalone merit outside the scope of truthful combinato-

rial auctions, it is important to properly quantify their impact in this direction. Dobzinski’s

recent reduction shows that truthful combinatorial auctions with polynomial communication

imply simultaneous algorithms for the allocation problem. So Theorem 4.1.2 does not rule

out the possibility of a truthful mechanism for two XOS bidders that requires polynomial

communication and guarantees a 3/4-approximation (more on this in Section 4.6).

4.1.4 Brief Preliminaries and Roadmap

Below we give some brief preliminaries. Section 4.2 provides a toy setting to help develop

intuition for where the gap between allocation and decision problem comes from. Section 4.3

10By this we mean it is a strongly dominant strategy for bidders to follow the protocol, and not just that
they are indifferent between following and not following.
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provides a warmup for our protocols via a 2/3-approximation for the allocation problem and

a 3/5-approximation for the decision problem. Sections 4.4 and 4.4.1 contain our positive

results, and Section 4.5 contains details on our lower bound.

In a combinatorial auction, there are n players and m items. In 2-party case, we call

the first player Alice and the second player Bob. Each player i has a valuation function

vi : 2[m] → R+. (We require vi(∅) = 0.) The goal for the auctioneer is to find an allocation

S1, ..., Sn (S1 ∩ · · · ∩ Sn = ∅) to maximize the social welfare
∑n

i=1 vi(Si).

1. When we use “protocol”, it means that players honestly follow the protocol and the

challenge is to make the protocol have good approximation ratio, polynomial commu-

nication cost and possibly small number of rounds. In this paper, we use the standard

communication complexity model and we allow public randomness and private ran-

domness. For details, we refer the reader to [135]. We want to emphasize two relevant

properties of the communication protocols here:

(a) We care about the number of rounds of a protocol. In each round, all the mes-

sages need to be sent simultaneously. We use ”simultaneous protocols” to denote

protocols with only one round of communication.

(b) All the protocols discussed in this paper are in the “blackboard model.” In the

blackboard model, each message is broadcasted. Or in other words, each message

is written on a blackboard for all players and the auctioneer to see. In some

protocol, we don’t really need broadcast, we will specify where is the message

from and sent to in those protocols.

2. When we use “mechanism,” it means that players might not tell the truth and we need

to incentivize the players to cooperate. A mechanism in this paper can be considered

as a protocol together with an allocation rule and a payment rule. Let the protocol

be π and the transcript be Π. For i = 1, ..., n, let Si be the allocation rule and pi

be the payment of player i. Player i’s utility is defined as ui(Π) = vi(Si(Π)) − pi(Π).
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Player i’s goal is to maximize her expected utility E[ui(Π)]. The expectation is over

the randomness of the mechanism.

We further define the truthful mechanism as the following. Let mi be the message sent

by player i. mi is a function of vi and the history of the protocol. Here we only make the

definition for the case when each player sends at most one message in the protocol and all

the mechanisms in this paper are in this case. We say that mi is a dominant strategy (in

expectation) for player i, if for all v1, ..., vn, player i’s other strategy m′i and other players’

strategy m−i,

E [vi(Si(Π(mi,m−i))− pi(Π(mi,m−i))]

≥ E [vi(Si(Π(m′i,m−i))− pi(Π(m′i,m−i))] .

We say that a mechanism is a truthful mechanism if there exist dominant strategies for

all players.

One of our goals in this paper is to find an allocation that achieves good approximation

of the maximum social welfare SW∗(v1, ..., vn) (defined as allocation problem in Section 4.1).

We say a protocol is α-approximation if for all v1, ..., vn,

E[
n∑
i=1

vi(Si(Π))] ≥ α · SW∗(v1, ..., vn).

We say a truthful mechanism is α-approximation if for all v1, ..., vn there exist dominant

strategies m1, ...,mn for player 1, ..., n guaranteeing:

E[
n∑
i=1

vi(Si(Π(m1, ...,mn))] ≥ α · SW∗(v1, ..., vn).

Below are definitions of the valuation classes used in the paper. These are equivalent to

the definitions used in Section 4.1, but more apt for proofs and less apt for posing easy-to-

parse communication problems.
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Definition 4.1.3. We consider the following classes of valuations:

• A valuation function v is additive if for every bundle S, v(S) =
∑

i∈S v({i}).

• A valuation function v is XOS if there exist additive valuations a1, ..., at such that for

every bundle S, v(S) = maxti=1 ai(S). Each ai is called a clause of v.

• A valuation function v is binary additive if v is additive and for every item i,

v({i}) ∈ {0, 1}. We will sometimes refer to a binary additive valuation as a set,

referring to {i|v({i}) = 1}.

• A valuation function v is binary XOS if v is XOS and all v’s clauses are binary

additive valuations. Again, we will sometimes refer to v’s clauses as sets to make it

more natural to talk about unions/intersections/etc.

4.1.5 Background on Related Work

There is an enormous literature of related work on combinatorial auctions. The state-of-

the-art without concern for incentives is a 1/2-approximation for any number of subadditive

bidders [97], and numerous improvements for special cases, such as submodular bidders [82,

97, 98]. With concern for incentives, the state-of-the-art (for worst-case approximation ratios

and dominant strategy truthfulness) is an 1/O(
√

logm)-approximation for XOS bidders,

again with improvements for further special cases [86]. The problem has also been studied

in Bayesian settings, where a generic black-box reduction is known if the designer only

desires Bayesian truthfulness11 [118, 117, 25]. If the designer desires dominant strategy

truthfulness but is okay with an average-case welfare guarantee, then a 1/2-approximation

is known for XOS bidders [101]. Combinatorial auctions have also been studied through

the lens of Price of Anarchy, but a deeper discussion of this is outside the scope of this

paper [27, 163, 180, 181, 100, 48, 78, 70, 140, 62, 38, 99].

11A mechanism is Bayesian truthful if it is in every bidder’s interest to tell the truth, assuming all other
bidders tell the truth and have values drawn from the correct Bayesian prior.
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The direction of “truthful mechanisms versus algorithms” is also studied through other

topics. For example, [165] introduces the combinatorial public projects problem, and char-

acterize truthful mechanisms via a Roberts-like theorem [172]. They further show a sep-

aration between what is achievable by communication-efficient truthful mechanisms and

communication-efficient algorithms, owing to this characterization. In contrast, such a char-

acterization is not known (and not believed to exist) for combinatorial auctions, with Dobzin-

ski’s recent reduction being the only progress in this direction [77]. Nisan and Ronen’s

seminal paper also attacked this question through the problem of truthful job scheduling

on unrelated machines [161]. Here, the specific question studied is fundamentally different:

they ask whether or not any truthful mechanism (regardless of computation/communication)

can achieve makespan guarantees competitive with the best possible (whereas for combina-

torial auctions, the VCG mechanism guarantees that truthful mechanisms can achieve the

first-best without concern for computation/communication [187, 63, 110]).

On the topic of simultaneous versus interactive communication, [190] proposed the

2-party simultaneous communication model when communication complexity was intro-

duced. [166], [88], [162] showed that in the 2-party case, there is an exponential gap between

k and (k − 1)-round deterministic/randomized communication complexity of an explicit

function. In the multiparty number-on-forehead communication model [51], [19] showed

an exponential gap between simultaneous communication complexity and communication

complexity for up to (log n)1−ε players for any ε > 0. [79] recently showed that in combina-

torial auctions with unit demand bidders/subadditive bidders, there is an exponential gap

(exponential in the number of players) between simultaneous communication complexity

and communication complexity. In comparison to these works, our separation between

simultaneous and interactive communication for the 2-player BXOS decision problem is of

a quite different flavor, and makes the available toolkit for future results more diverse.
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4.2 Intuition for the Gap: an Extremely Toy Setting

Consider the following very toy setting: Alice and Bob each have some valuation function

v(·) such that v([m]) ∈ [1,M ], and v(·) is monotone (no other assumptions).12

Observation 4.2.1. In the very toy setting, Alice and Bob can guarantee the following tight

approximation guarantees with zero communication:

• A 1/2-approximation for the allocation problem with a randomized protocol: give all

the items either to Alice or Bob uniformly at random.

• A 1/(M + 1)-approximation for the allocation problem with a deterministic protocol:

give all the items to Alice.

• A 1/(2M)-approximation for the decision problem (decide if social welfare ≥ X or

≤ X/(2M), arbitrary behavior allowed in-between): If X > 2M output “≤ X/(2M)”

If X ≤ 2M , “≥ X.”

Since this example is just to provide intuition, we omit a complete proof. The first bullet

should be fairly clear: the optimal welfare is clearly upper bounded by v1([m]) + v2([m]),

and the protocol guarantees exactly half of this. The third bullet should also be clear: the

optimal welfare is always between 1 and 2M . Moreover, any value in the range is possible

(2M if, for instance, v1({1}) = M = v2({2}). 1 if, for instance, v1(S) = v2(S) = 1 iff S 3 1,

and v1(S) = v2(S) = 0 otherwise). So with zero communication, better than 1/(2M) is not

possible. The middle bullet is perhaps the only tricky one. If we give all of the items to

Alice, we guarantee welfare v1([m]) ≥ 1, and the optimum is upper bounded by v1([m])+M .

Again, the purpose of this example is just to provide intuition as to where this gap might

come from, and we do not consider it a “result.” Of course, one should not expect the gaps

to stay quite so drastic as we dial up the communication: with just logM bits in the above

example, a deterministic protocol for the allocation problem and decision problem can both

12If one wishes, one could further restrict attention to submodular, XOS, etc., but this section is just
supposed to be a toy model to provide some intuition, and we will not belabor this point.
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guarantee a 1/2-approximation (output v([m])). But this example still captures some of the

intuition as to where the gap comes from.

4.3 Warmup: Beating a 1/2-Approximation

Before explaining our protocol, consider the following thought experiment: say instead Alice

and Bob are asked to just report a single clause from their valuation. What clause should

they choose and how well will this protocol solve the allocation/decision problem? It’s not

too hard to see that the best they can do is to just report the largest clause in their list

(maximizes bi([m]) over all clauses bj), which will obtain just a 1/2-approximation for each

problem. Now, what if they each report two clauses from their valuations, can they do

something more clever? Well, they should certainly try to report clauses that are large, as

this lets the other know which sets they value the most. But they should also try to report

clauses that are different, as this allows for more flexibility in an allocation that both parties

value highly. It’s perhaps not obvious what the right tradeoff is between large/different (or

even exactly what “different” should formally mean), but it turns out that a good approach

is for Alice and Bob to each output the two clauses in their list with the largest union

(i.e. output bi, bj maximizing SW∗(bi, bj)). Subject to figuring out how to translate this

information into solutions, a slight variant of this protocol guarantees a 2/3-approximation

for the allocation problem, and a 3/5-approximation for the decision problem, and the proof

is actually quite simple. Note below that Theorem 4.3.1 holds only for BXOS, whereas

Theorem 4.3.2 holds for general XOS. We’ll provide both proofs below first, followed by a

brief discussion.

Protocol 4 Simultaneous randomized warmup protocol for 2-party combinatorial auctions
with binary XOS valuations

1: Alice finds b1, b2, b3 among clauses of her valuation v1 such that b1 maximizes b1([m]) and
b2, b3 maximize SW∗(b2, b3). Then she picks j uniformly at random from {1, 2, 3} and
sends bj to the auctioneer.

2: For each item i, the auctioneer allocates it to Alice if bj({i}) = 1; otherwise allocate it
to Bob.
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Theorem 4.3.1. Protocol 4 gives a 2/3-approximation to the 2-party BXOS allocation prob-

lem.

Proof. First, we want to claim that if Alice sents bj to the auctioneer, then the resulting

welfare is at least SW∗(bj, v2). This is actually an instantiation of a claim we will want to

reference later, so we’ll state a more general form below:

Claim 4.3.1. Let b1 be a binary additive valuation and v2 be a binary XOS valuation. Then

the allocation that awards to Alice all items such that b1({i}) = 1 achieves welfare equal to

SW∗(b1, v2).

Proof. Let A denote the set of items for which b1({i}) = 1, and consider any other allocation

(B, B̄). We first reason that we can remove from B all items /∈ A without hurting bj(B) +

v2(B̄). This is trivial to see, as bj has value 0 for all items /∈ A. Next, we reason that we

can add to B any item ∈ A without hurting bj(B) + v2(B̄). To see this, observe that we

are certainly increasing bj(B) by 1 when we make this change, as bj is just additive and

bj({i}) = 1 for all i ∈ A. In addition, we can’t possibly decrease v2(B̄) by more than 1, as all

of the clauses in v2 are binary additive (and therefore have value at most 1 for any item). So

again, the total change is only positive. At the end of these changes, observe that we have

now transitioned from (B, B̄) to (A, Ā) without losing any welfare, and therefore (A, Ā) is

indeed optimal.

Claim 4.3.1 immediately lets us conclude that the expected welfare guaranteed by Proto-

col 4 is at least 1
3
·
∑3

j=1 SW∗(bj, v2). Now, let S and T be the optimal allocation to achieve

SW∗(v1, v2). Let a be the clause of v1 such that a(S) = v1(S). Let a′ be the clause of v2

such that a′(T ) = v2(T ). So SW∗(v1, v2) = a(S) + a′(T ). From the protocol, we know that

b1([m]) ≥ a([m]) ≥ a(S). Moreover, if U and U ′ are the allocation that achieves SW∗(b2, b3),

then we know that b2(U) + b3(U ′) = SW∗(b2, b3) ≥ SW∗(a, b1) ≥ a(S) + b1(T ) (by definition
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of b2, b3). In expectation, the social welfare we get in the protocol is at least:

1

3
·

3∑
j=1

SW∗(bj, v2)

≥ 1

3
· (b1(S) + a′(T ) + b2(U) + a′(U ′) + b3(U ′) + a′(U))

≥ 1

3
· (b1(S) + a′(T ) + a(S) + b1(T ) + a′([m]))

≥ 1

3
· (b1([m]) + a(S) + 2a′(T ))

≥ 1

3
· (2a(S) + 2a′(T )) =

2

3
· SW∗(v1, v2).

Protocol 5 Simultaneous deterministic warmup protocol for 2-party combinatorial auctions
with XOS valuations

1: Alice finds b1, b2, b3 among clauses of her valuation v1 such that b1 maximizes b1([m]) and
b2, b3 maximize SW∗(b2, b3). Bob finds b4, b5, b6 among clauses of his valuation v2 such
that b4 maximizes b4([m]) and b5, b6 maximize SW∗(b5, b6). Alice sends b1, b2, b3 to the
auctioneer and Bob sends b4, b5, b6 to the auctioneer simultaneously.

2: For allocation problem: Auctioneer finds j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, j′ ∈ {4, 5, 6} that maximizes
SW∗(bj, b′j′) and allocate items according to it.

3: For decision problem: Let X be the parameter in the decision problem. Auctioneer
finds j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, j′ ∈ {4, 5, 6} that maximizes SW∗(bj, b′j′). If SW∗(bj, b′j′) ≥ 3X/5,
say ”yes” (SW∗(v1, v2) ≥ X). If SW∗(bj, b′j′) < 3X/5, say ”no”.

Theorem 4.3.2. Protocol 5 gives a 3/5-approximation to the 2-party XOS allocation problem

and the 2-party XOS decision problem.13

Proof. Let S and T be the optimal allocation to achieve SW∗(v1, v2). Let a be the clause

of v1 such that a(S) = v1(S). Let a′ be the clause of v2 such that a′(T ) = v2(T ). So

SW∗(v1, v2) = a(S) + a′(T ). From the protocol, we know that b1([m]) ≥ a([m]) ≥ a(S) and

b4([m]) ≥ a′([m]) ≥ a′(T ). Let U and U ′ be the allocation to achieve SW∗(b2, b3). We know

13XOS allocation problem and XOS decision problem are the obvious extensions of BXOS allocation
problem and BXOS decision problem for non-binary clauses.
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that b2(U) + b3(U ′) ≥ a(S) + b1(T ). Let W and W ′ be the allocation to achieve SW∗(b5, b6).

We know that b5(W ) + b6(W ′) ≥ a′(T ) + b4(S). Then we have

SW∗(b1, b5) + SW∗(b1, b6)

≥ b1(W ′) + b5(W ) + b1(W ) + b6(W ′)

≥ b1([m]) + b5(W ) + b6(W ′) ≥ a(S) + a′(T ) + b4(S).

Similarly we have

SW∗(b2, b4) + SW∗(b3, b4) ≥ a(S) + a′(T ) + b1(T ).

The social welfare we get in the protocol is at least

SW∗(bj, b′j′)

≥ 1

5
· (SW∗(b1, b4) + SW∗(b1, b5) +

SW∗(b1, b6) + SW∗(b2, b4) + SW∗(b3, b4))

≥ 1

5
· (b1(S) + b4(T ) + 2a(S) + 2a′(T ) + b4(S) + b1(T ))

≥ 1

5
· (b1([m]) + b4([m]) + 2a(S) + 2a′(T ))

≥ 3

5
(a(S) + a′(T )) =

3

5
SW∗(v1, v2).

From this, it is easy to check that Protocol 5 gives a 3/5-approximation to both the 2-party

XOS allocation problem and the 2-party XOS decision problem.

So now there are two remaining questions: first, how does one generalize the reasoning

in Protocols 4 and 5 to multiple clauses? And second, why the heck is there a difference

between their guarantees for the allocation and decision problem for binary XOS valuations?

For the first question, we’ll postpone the details to Section 4.4, but just note here that our
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full protocols indeed makes use of similar reasoning. For the second, observe that Claim 4.3.1

is somewhat magical: if Alice’s valuation is binary additive, and Bob’s is binary XOS, then

it is possible to allocate the items optimally without any input from Bob (other than the

knowledge that his valuation is indeed binary XOS). While it’s not obvious that Claim 4.3.1

should necessarily be quite so helpful (given that we do, in fact, get input from Bob), this

turns out to be the crucial difference between the allocation and decision problem. At a high

level, there is necessarily some information lost between Alice’s valuation and her message

(ditto for Bob). The decision problem requires us to deal with both losses, but Claim 4.3.1

lets certain kinds of protocols only worry about the loss from Alice.

4.4 Developing Good Summaries

In this section, we define “summaries” in some specific forms for binary XOS valuations.

They are the main ingredients in our protocols and mechanisms. At a high level, the sum-

maries are trying to simultaneously maximize the size of the reported clauses, while also

keeping on eye on reporting “different” clauses. One can interpret the negative term as a

“regularizer” that achieves this goal. The total size of the reported clauses corresponds to

term
∑m

i=1 xi and we encourage reporting “different” clauses by having the term−
∑m

i=1 α·x2
i .

Definition 4.4.1 (Summaries of binary XOS valuations). For a binary XOS valuation v, de-

fine its (k, α)-summary (b1, ..., bk) as argmaxb1,...,bk∈{a1,...,at}
∑m

i=1 (xi − α · x2
i ), where a1, ..., at

are the clauses of v and xi = b1({i})+···+bk({i})
k

.

Remark 4.4.1. For the summaries defined above, there might be multiple (b1, ..., bk)’s max-

imize the term. When we use a (k, α)-summary in some protocol, we will use an arbitrary

one. Additionally, note that our warm-up protocols from Section 4.3 ask Alice and Bob to

output both their (1, 1/2)-summary and their (2, 2/3)-summary, see examples below.
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Example 4.4.1. For a (1, 1/2)-summary of some binary XOS valuation v, we will find b1

among clauses of v that maximizes

m∑
i=1

(
b1({i})− 1

2
· (b1({i}))2

)
=

m∑
i=1

b1({i})/2 =
1

2
b1([m]).

Example 4.4.2. For a (2, 2/3)-summary of some binary XOS valuation v, we will find b1, b2

among clauses of v that maximize

m∑
i=1

(
b1({i}) + b2({i})

2
− 2

3
·
(
b1({i}) + b2({i})

2

)2
)

=
1

3

m∑
i=1

(b1({i}) + b2({i})− b1({i})b2({i}))

=
1

3
SW∗(b1, b2).

Proofs of some simple properties of these summaries, and an extension of the definition

to non-binary XOS valuations can be found in the full version of [39]. Essentially, what the

lemmas are stating is that for any set A, the summaries defined above do a “good enough” job

capturing Alice’s (/Bob’s) value for A. Note that “good enough” doesn’t mean “captures

v(A) within a constant factor,” as this is impossible with a sketch [23]. “Good enough”

simply means that the summary can be used inside a similar approach to Section 4.3.

Once summaries from Alice and Bob are in hand, there are a couple natural ways to

“wrap up” the allocation/decision problem. We’ll formally name these and refer to them in

future protocols:

• Alice-Only Allocation (randomized): Pick a clause uniformly at random from

Alice’s summary, award to Alice items for which that clause values at 1, and the rest

to Bob.
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• Best Known Allocation (deterministic): If Alice reports clauses a1, . . . , ak, and

Bob reports clauses b1, . . . , bk, find i, j maximizing SW∗(ai, bj). Allocate items accord-

ing to the allocation that yields SW∗(ai, bj).

• Best Known Decision(α,X) (deterministic): If Alice reports clauses a1, . . . , ak,

and Bob reports clauses b1, . . . , bk, find i, j maximizing SW∗(ai, bj). If SW∗(ai, bj) ≥

αX say “yes” (guess that SW∗(v1, v2) ≥ X). Otherwise, guess “no” (guess that

SW∗(v1, v2) < αX).

4.4.1 Our Protocols and Mechanisms

In this section, we’ll describe all protocols used to provide our positive results. All protocols

involve Alice and Bob reporting a (k, α)-summary, and then using the Alice-Only or Best

Known Allocation, or making the Best Known Decision. All proofs can be found in the full

version of [39]. We make two remarks before proceeding:

1. All of the high-level intuition for why the protocols work is captured by the summaries.

Many of the actual proofs are different, but at a high level everything comes down to

the fact that this class of summaries selects “the right” clauses to report for welfare

maximization.

2. Any protocol that eventually uses the Alice-Only Allocation doesn’t require Alice to

report her entire summary (she can just draw the random clause herself as in Protocol 4

(and have communication m for any choice of k). While we state the guarantees for

such protocols for a fixed k, one can actually take k → ∞ without increasing the

communication at all.

Theorem 4.4.1. The following protocols achieve guarantees:
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Alice’s Bob’s Wrap-up Approximation Problem Valuations

summary summary

(k, 1/2) ⊥ Alice-Only 3/4− 1/k Allocation BXOS

(k, 1/3) (k, 1/3) Best Known Allocation 23/32− 1/k Allocation XOS

(k, 1/3) (k, 1/3) Best Known Decision 23/32− 1/k Decision XOS

Before continuing, we briefly remark the following:

• The 3/4-approximation guaranteed by the protocol in the first row is tight: [82] showed

that randomized, interactive protocols require exponential communication to beat a

3/4-approximation.

• The second and third protocols also work for general XOS.

• It is still open whether it is possible to beat 23/32 with a deterministic protocol for

the allocation problem, but 23/32 is optimal for any protocol using the Best Known

Allocation after Alice and Bob each report a (k, αi)-summary.

Additional applications of our summaries appear in the full version of this paper, in-

cluding a 2-round protocol guaranteeing a 3/4-approximation for general XOS valuations,

and our strictly truthful mechanism. The strictly truthful mechanism essentially visits bid-

ders one at a time, asks for a (k, 1/2)-summary on the remaining items, awards them the

“Alice-Only Allocation” for their reported summary, and charges payments to ensure strict

truthfulness.

4.5 Lower Bounds

Finally, we overview our lower bound for the BXOS decision problem (which implies Theo-

rem 4.1.2). We begin with some intuition: Alice and Bob will each get exponentially many

clauses of size m/2. These sets will be random, but not uniformly random.14 Instead, they

14If they were uniformly random, then Alice and Bob can guarantee 3m/4 in expectation by just reporting
a single arbitrary clause, because two uniformly random sets of size m/2 have union 3m/4 in expectation.
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are drawn in such a way that the union of two random clauses of Alice and Bob has size

(3/4 − 1/108)m in expectation. At this point, the optimal welfare is (3/4 − 1/108)m if we

don’t further adjust their inputs. Finally, we modify the construction either by hiding or

not hiding a0 within Alice’s input and b0 within Bob’s input such that a0 ∪ b0 = [m], in a

matter so that these sets are indistinguishable from the rest. Therefore, the answer to the

decision problem rests on whether or not Alice and Bob each have this hidden set, but they

have no means by which to convey this information as this set looks indistinguishable from

the rest. The proof of Theorem 4.5.1 below can be found in the full version of [39].

Theorem 4.5.1. For any constant ε > 0, there exists a distribution over binary XOS valu-

ations such that no simultaneous, randomized protocol with less than e2Cm/9 communication

can guarantee an α-approximation to the 2-party BXOS decision problem with probability

larger than 1
2

+ 2e−Cm/9. Here α = 3/4− 1/108 + ε and C = 2ε2.

4.6 Discussion and Future Work

Our main result shows a simultaneous protocol guaranteeing a 3/4-approximation for the

BXOS allocation problem, and a lower bound of 3/4 − 1/108 for for the BXOS decision

problem. The bigger picture behind these results, even without consideration of truthful

combinatorial auctions, is the following:

• It is surprising that the decision problem is strictly harder than the allocation/search

problem. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first instance of such a separation.

• It is surprising that a (> 1/2)-approximation for either the allocation or decision

problem is possible at all, given the strong lower bounds already known on sketching

valuation functions, but we are able to get a tight 3/4-approximation for the allocation

problem.
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• A 3/4-approximation for the decision problem now serves as a new example of what

can be achieved in polynomial interactive communication (in fact, two rounds by a

theorem in the full version), but requires exponential simultaneous communication.

While such problems are already known, this has a very different flavor than previous

constructions, and will likely be a useful tool for this reason.

The most obvious question is to resolve whether or not there is a 3/4-approximation

for the allocation problem with general XOS functions. If there isn’t, this would provide

the first separation between truthful and non-truthful protocols with polynomial commu-

nication via Dobzinski’s reduction [77]. Additionally, whether or not our protocol can be

de-randomized is an enticing open question: if no matching deterministic protocol can be

found (implying a lower bound of < 3/4 for deterministic protocols for the allocation prob-

lem), this would provide the first separation between truthful and non-truthful deterministic

protocols (Dobzinski’s reduction preserves determinism). If our protocol can in fact be de-

randomized, this would be fascinating, as this protocol would deterministically guarantee a

3/4-approximation without learning the welfare it achieves.15

Finally, while we have provided simultaneous protocols for the allocation problem with

approximation guarantees strictly better than 1/2 when bidders have XOS valuations, it still

remains open whether or not a truthful mechanism can obtain a (> 1/2)-approximation for

two-player combinatorial auctions with XOS bidders.

15It somehow seems tempting to conjecture both that our protocol can be de-randomized and that it can’t
- a random clause of Alice’s does well on average with no input from Bob, so to de-randomize we just need
Bob to tell us something that identifies a clause performing better than average. At the same time it seems
extremely unlikely that a deterministic protocol will somehow provide an approximation guarantee better
than 3/4− 1/108 for the allocation problem without violating Theorem 4.5.1.
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Chapter 5

Interpolating Between Truthful and

non-Truthful Mechanisms for

Combinatorial Auctions

The results of this chapter are based on joint work with Mark Braverman and Matt Wein-

berg [38].

5.1 Introduction

In a combinatorial auction, a single designer has m items available for purchase to n buyers.

Each buyer has some private valuation function vi(·) : 2[m] → R+ over subsets of items, and

the seller aims to partition the items into S1 t . . . t Sn so as to optimize the social wel-

fare,
∑

i vi(Si). Much recent work addresses the design of combinatorial auctions, targeting

the desiderata of optimality, simplicity (from both a design and strategic perspective), and

computational tractability. For instance, the celebrated Vickrey-Clarke-Groves mechansim

achieves the optimal social welfare, and is truthful (therefore it is strategically simple: no

bidder need consider any strategy except for honest behavior) [187, 63, 110]. However, in vir-
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tually all settings of interest, the VCG mechanism is not computationally tractable, making

it unusable in practice.

Much recent work of computer scientists has targeted the design of auctions that are in-

stead approximately optimal, but computationally tractable. One active line of work searches

for truthful mechanisms [139, 80, 81, 74, 86, 134]. While these results all achieve compu-

tational tractability and strategic simplicity in the strongest possible way, the mechanisms

are quite involved and therefore don’t achieve design simplicity. More importantly, many

of these mechanisms can only guarantee approximation ratios that are polynomial in m.

When buyers are assumed to be submodular1 or subadditive,2 the best achieve ratios just

logarithmic in m. A central open problem is the design of computationally tractable truthful

mechanisms that guarantee a constant-factor approximation when valuation functions are

submodular or subadditive.

Another exciting line of work has shown simple mechanisms that achieve a low price of

anarchy at various equilibrium concepts [27, 163, 180, 181, 100]. These results show, for

instance, that as long as buyers are subadditive and interact at equilibrium, auctioning each

item simultaneously via a first-price auction achieves half the optimal social welfare [100].

All of these auctions are computationally tractable and simple in design, and many achieve

approximation ratios that are very small constants, via the price of anarchy. However,

none of the equilibria at which these results hold are known to arise naturally, and some

are even known to be computationally intractable [48, 78].3 Note that even distributed

regret minimization may be computationally intractable in these settings, as each buyer

has exponentially many (in m) strategies to consider. Therefore, these mechanisms are

all extremely complex from a strategic perspective, as buyers would have to reason about

1A valuation function v(·) is submodular if v(X) + v(Y ) ≥ v(X ∩ Y ) + v(X ∪ Y ) for all X,Y .
2A valuation function v(·) is subadditive if v(X) + v(Y ) ≥ v(X ∩ Y ) for all X,Y .
3Some equilibrium concepts, such as a pure Nash equilibrium in simultaneous second price auctions for

submodular buyers, can be found in polynomial time [140, 62, 78]. However, the algorithms finding them are
highly centralized, and the equilibria themselves are very unnatural: each item only has only one non-zero
bidder, even though bidding zero on any item is possibly a dominated strategy.
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exponentially many different strategies in order to approach an equilibrium at which good

approximation guarantees hold.

So, truthful mechanisms are strategically simple but achieve poor approximation ratios,

and simple mechanisms achieve good approximation guarantees but are strategically com-

plex. As an alternative to pursuing each direction separately, we propose taking ideas from

each and introduce interpolation mechanisms. An interpolation mechanism has two phases.

In the first phase, buyers participate in some non-truthful mechanism whose output is itself

a truthful mechanism. In the second phase, buyers participate in the truthful mechanism

selected during phase one. In this language, all truthful mechanisms are interpolation mech-

anisms with a non-existent first phase, and the simple mechanisms referenced above are

interpolation mechanisms with a non-existent second phase.

What might interpolation mechanisms bring to the table that truthful mechanisms and

existing simple mechanisms don’t? This question is best addressed with an example. Re-

cent work of Devanur et. al. [70] designs the first interpolation mechanism (although they

did not consider this classification), the single-bid mechanism. Phase one of the single-bid

mechanism asks each buyer to report just a single real number, bi, as their bid. Phase two

visits the buyers one by one in decreasing order of bi, and allows the buyer to purchase any

number of remaining items at bi per item (so more items are available to higher bidders, but

lower bidders pay less per item). It is easy to see that once the bids are fixed and order

determined in phase one, phase two constitutes a truthful mechanism. Note that phase one

by itself is extremely limited: buyers are asked to represent their entire valuation function (of

which there are doubly-exponentially many) with just logm bits. Unsurprisingly, no proto-

col using this limited amount of communication can possibly find a good allocation directly.

Note also that phase two by itself is also quite limited: an ordering of the bidders along with

a single price is set ahead of time, then buyers do as they please. Also unsurprisingly, such

truthful mechanisms (that we call single-price mechanisms) can’t guarantee any non-trivial

approximation ratio. From our perspective, the single-bid mechanism is interesting because
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it takes two useless mechanisms, neither of which can guarantee a sub-polynomial approx-

imation ratio on even 0/1-additive buyers,4 and combines them into a mechanism with a

price of anarchy O(logm) at correlated equilibria when buyers are subadditive. Importantly,

because the per-bidder communication in phase one is only logarithmic, each bidder can

actually implement any standard regret minimization algorithm over possible bids in poly

time. Therefore, the mechanism achieves design simplicity, strategic simplicity, and com-

putational tractability. The main open problem left following their work is the design of

mechanisms that achieve these three desiderata with a constant price of anarchy.

Interpolation mechanisms are a natural avenue to tackle this problem, and therefore lower

bounds on their capability are important to guide their research. Following Devanur et. al.’s

work, questions arose such as: what if bidders make a constant number of bids instead of

just one? What if the posted prices are different for each item? What if we restrict attention

to a much smaller class than subadditive bidders? What if we consider price of stability

instead of anarchy? Surprisingly, a subset of our results shows that none of these relaxations

suffice to (significantly) beat the O(logm) bound attained by the single-bid mechanism.

The remainder of our results show that lower bounds known for various classes of truthful

mechanisms also extend to interpolation mechanisms with little first-phase communication.

One should interpret these results not as claiming that the limits of interpolation mechanisms

have already been reached, but as guiding future research towards other classes of truthful

mechanisms (specifically, we identify posted-price mechanisms as a natural candidate in

Section 5.1.2).

5.1.1 Our Results

In addition to formally identifying interpolation mechanisms as an important avenue of study,

we identify their connection to the price of anarchy and stability, and provide numerous

lower bounds. Our lower bounds consider interpolation mechanisms where the phase-two

4A buyer is additive if they have a value vi for item i, and their value for a set S is
∑

i vi. A buyer is
0/1-additive if each vi ∈ {0, 1}.
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mechanism comes from a certain class. The goal of these lower bounds is to identify which

classes of mechanisms are incompatible with interpolation (MIR and value-query, below),

and for which classes of mechanisms the limits have already been reached (single-price and

non-adaptive posted-price, below) to guide future research towards others (adaptive posted-

price mechanisms, Section 5.1.2). Our results all lower bound the amount of first-phase

communication necessary to find a suitable phase-two mechanism from the desired class.

Note that even for truthful mechanisms, no unconditional communication lower bounds are

known outside of artificial settings, so it is outside the scope of this paper to suddenly provide

unconditional lower bounds in the strictly more general setting of interpolation mechanisms.

Price of Anarchy and Price of Stability. Any bidder participating in an interpolation

mechanism with O(logm) first-phase communication per bidder can run any standard regret

minimization algorithm in poly-time. Because bidders need not strategize over their phase-

two behavior, they need only optimize over their possible strategies in phase one, of which

there are at most poly(m). Therefore, price of anarchy bounds for correlated equilibria of

interpolation mechanisms with logarithmic first-phase communication have some extra bite,

as bidders can be reasonably expected to converge to a correlated equilibria and the bound

will hold. We call such mechanisms a priori learnable, and formally define this in Section 5.2.

Because we lower bound the first-phase communication complexity, we not only lower

bound the achievable price of anarchy by such mechanisms, but also the price of stability. In

this context, our bounds are strong in the sense that they don’t rely on equilibrium behavior

of the buyers, and apply no matter how the buyers interact. Prior to this work, Rough-

garden provides the only general approach for proving price of anarchy lower bounds [174],

and no general approach was known for price of stability at all. Our approach is similar to

Roughgarden’s in the sense that both identify settings in which communication lower bounds

imply “the right” price of anarchy lower bounds. Still, our approach differs signifcantly as

Roughgarden’s work specifically targets equilibrium concepts that are not efficiently com-
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putable, and doesn’t apply to price of stability. We discuss formally the connection between

first-phase communication bounds and price of anarchy/stability in Section 5.2.

Single-Price Mechanisms. A single-price mechanism fixes a price pi for buyer i, then

visits the buyers one at a time and offers buyer i any remaining items for pi each. Devanur et.

al.’s single-bid mechanism has O(logm) first-phase communication per bidder, and obtains

a price of anarchy at correlated equilibria of O(logm) whenever buyers are subadditive.

We show in Section 5.3 that even when buyers are just additive, no amount of first-phase

communication suffices for an interpolation mechanism whose second phase is a single-price

mechanism to obtain an approximation ratio o(logm/ log logm). Note that this significantly

improves a lower bound shown in [70], which simply proved that the single-bid mechanism

itself could not guarantee an approximation ratio o(logm/ log logm).

Non-Adaptive Posted-Price Mechanisms. Non-adaptive posted-price mechanisms

generalize single-price mechanisms by allowing the mechanism to set a price pij for buyer i

to purchase item j. The mechanism still visits the buyers one at a time, and allows buyer

i to purchase any remaining items at the designated price. We show in Section 5.4 that

even when buyers are just additive, any interpolation mechanism whose second phase is a

non-adaptive posted-price mechanism and guarantees an o(logm/ log logm) approximation

ratio has Ω(m1−ε) first-phase communication per bidder, for all ε > 0. Therefore, the

single-bid mechanism cannot be improved by restricting attention to a smaller class of

valuations, restricting attention to a smaller class of equilibrium concepts, setting different

prices for different items, or allowing significantly more (but still sublinear) first-phase

communication.

Maximal-In-Range, Value Query, and Computationally Efficient Mechanisms.

Several recent works have identified lower bounds on approximation ratios that can possi-

bly be obtained by these classes of mechanisms, which we will define in the corresponding
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sections. We extend these lower bounds to mechanisms with low first-phase communication

that induce a mechanism in one of these classes. In Section 5.5, we extend techniques of

Daniely et. al. based on generalizations of the VC-dimension [67], and in Section 5.6, we

extend the techniques of Dobzinski and Vondrak based on structured sub-menus [75, 83].

5.1.2 Discussion and Future Work

Motivated by impossibility results associated with truthful mechanisms, and concerns re-

garding the strategic simplicity of existing simple mechanisms analyzed via price of anarchy,

we propose the study of interpolation mechanisms. Using this new notion, we show that the

single-bid mechanism of Devanur et. al. [70] is essentially optimal for its class, even subject

to quite significant generalizations. We note that, prior to our work, it was unclear even how

to define a class containing this mechanism, let alone prove lower bounds against mechanisms

“like this.” We also identify several classes of truthful mechanisms that are incompatible

with interpolation in the sense that low first-phase communication doesn’t allow for better

approximation guarantees than no first-phase communication.

Our work identifies adaptive posted-price mechanisms (where the mechanism may choose

what prices to set based on what items have already sold) as an intriguing class of mechanisms

to study with interpolation, as none of the lower bounds from this work apply. Furthermore,

Dynkin’s secretary algorithm [94] immediately implies an adaptive posted-price mechanism

that gets a 1/e approximation for additive bidders, so mild adaptations of our lower bounds

for non-adaptive posted-price mechanisms are unlikely to apply. Can an interpolation mech-

anism with O(logm) per bidder first-phase communication and an adaptive posted-price

mechanism for its second phase guarantee a constant price of anarchy?

Our results also fit into a line of work designing combinatorial auctions with low price of

anarchy via valuation compression [89, 120, 90, 21]. These mechanisms restrict the allowable

valuation reports from buyers to a space where the VCG mechanism is computationally

tractable, even though the buyers may have much more complex valuations. In our context,
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these mechanisms still consist of just a first phase, and therefore rich valuation classes (like

submodular, subadditive, or even just additive) cannot be compressed all the way down to a

class that can be indexed with just O(logm) bits without super-constant loss. On this front,

interpolation mechanisms provide a new style of two-phase valuation compression where this

level of compression may be attainable.

Additionally, many existing truthful auction formats are naturally parameterized by pa-

rameters that are assumed to be known to the designer (e.g. buyers’ budgets in a clinching

auction [106, 107, 108] or buyers’ interest sets in single-minded combinatorial auctions).

Our framework provides a natural extension of such mechanisms to settings where these

parameters are instead private. For instance, one could take any clinching auction where the

budgets are assumed to be known, and add a first phase where buyers are asked to report

their private budget. It would be very interesting to analyze the price of anarchy of such

interpolation mechanisms, as these parameters are often not public knowledge in practice.

Finally, while we were motivated to study interpolation mechanisms for welfare maxi-

mization in combinatorial auctions, interpolation will also be useful in any setting where

unfortunate lower bounds are known for truthful mechanisms but strategic simplicity is still

a concern. A natural generalization of the presented setting, which we omit due to space

constraints, is a model where rounds of truthful and non-truthful interaction might be inter-

leaved (instead of having all non-truthful interaction come before all truthful interaction). It

would be interesting to understand the power and complexity of such mechanisms in settings

beyond necessarily just combinatorial auctions.

5.2 Preliminaries

In a combinatorial auction, the designer has m items to allocate to n buyers. Each item can

be allocated to at most one buyer, and the buyers can be charged any non-negative price.

Agents have a valuation function vi(·) mapping subsets of items to non-negative real values.
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Agents are quasi-linear, meaning that their utility for receiving items Si and paying price pi

is vi(Si)− pi. The designer’s goal is to select an allocation that (approximately) maximizes

the welfare,
∑

i vi(Si).

A mechanism is truthful if it is in every buyer’s interest to tell the truth, no matter their

type. Formally, if pi(~v) denotes the expected price paid by buyer i when the reported types

are ~v, and Si(~v) denotes the (possibly random) set that buyer i receives, then we must have:

ESi←Si(~v)[vi(Si)]− pi(~v)

≥ ESi←Si(~v−i;v′i)[vi(Si)]− pi(~v−i; v
′
i), ∀i, ~v−i, vi, v′i.

We define various classes of mechanisms and subclasses of valuation functions within the

following sections.

5.2.1 Interpolation Mechanisms

An interpolation mechanism is a communication protocol with two phases. The first phase

is non-truthful, and the output is a truthful mechanism. The second phase is the truthful

mechanism output in phase one, and the output is an allocation of items and prices to charge.

Definition 5.2.1. (Interpolation Mechanism) Let M denote the space of all truthful mech-

anisms for a combinatorial auction setting. Note that the output space of all M ∈ M is an

allocation of items and charged prices. An interpolation mechanism provides a communica-

tion protocol, P , that outputs a mechanism M ∈ M based on the transcript of P . In phase

one, bidders participate in the protocol P . In phase two, bidders participate in the truthful

mechanism output by P during phase one. After phase two, the items are allocated and prices

charged according to the bidders’ play of the phase two mechanism. If the second phase of an

interpolation mechanism always lies inside a restricted class C of truthful mechanisms, then

we call this a “C interpolation mechanism.”
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Our main results provide lower bounds on the per-bidder communication necessary during

the first phase in order to possibly select a good truthful mechanism for the second phase.

Formally, we say that an interpolation mechanism guarantees an approximation ratio of c

when buyers have types in V if for all i, vi ∈ V , there exists a phase-one strategy for buyer i,

si(vi), such that for all ~v ∈ Vn, if buyers use the strategies si(vi) during phase one, and report

truthfully during phase two, the resulting allocation obtains a 1/c-fraction (in expectation)

of the optimal social welfare for ~v.

Note that this approximation guarantee is not tied to any particular equilibrium concept.

It is strictly easier to design an interpolation mechanism that guarantees an approximation

ratio of c than one that has a price of anarchy/stability of c (stated formally in the following

section), so lower bounds on the approximation ratio imply lower bounds on attainable price

of anarchy/stability.

Of specific interest are interpolation mechanisms that have poly(n,m) total communi-

cation, and only require bidders to consider poly(m) strategies. Note that bidders must,

at least a priori, consider every possible strategy during phase one (but need only consider

telling the truth during phase two). So in order to guarantee that bidders have at most

poly(m) strategies to consider, the first phase must be especially simple.

Definition 5.2.2. (a priori learnable) We say that an interpolation mechanism is a priori

learnable if the first phase contains a single simultaneous broadcast round of communica-

tion, and the per-bidder communication is O(logm).5

Observation 5.2.1. Any buyer can run any standard regret minimization algorithm (for

instance, Multiplicative Weights Updates) over her strategies in an a priori learnable inter-

polation mechanism in time/space poly(m). Therefore, a correlated equilibrium of any a

priori learnable interpolation mechanism can be found in poly-time, and correlated equilibria

arise as the result of poly-time distributed regret minimization.

5Note that, for instance, a single simultaneous broadcast round of poly(m) communication per bidder
results in exponentially many strategies (as in simultaneous first or second price auctions).
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Proof. As the second phase is a truthful mechanism, each buyer need not strategize over

possible actions during the second phase. Therefore, buyers should always play their domi-

nant strategies during phase two and need only learn over their strategies during phase one;

this can only decrease their regret. As phase one is a normal form game and there are only

poly(m) such strategies, each buyer can just run a standard regret minimization algorithm

in time/space poly(m). If each buyer does this, their play will converge to a correlated

equilibrium [103, 115].

Note that price of anarchy bounds for correlated equilibria in a priori learnable interpo-

lation mechanisms have more bite than price of anarchy bounds for solution concepts that

don’t arise naturally. The single-bid mechanism, for instance, is a priori learnable.

5.2.2 Connection to Price of Anarchy and Stability

The main application of our first-round communication lower bounds is on the price of

anarchy or stability achievable for any a priori learnable interpolation mechanism. Price of

anarchy/stability is typically defined for the social welfare, but has recently been considered

also for revenue [116], and is well-defined for more general objectives as well. The observation

below holds for any objective, but we state it for social welfare in combinatorial auctions

since that is the focus of this paper.

Definition 5.2.3. Let E denote any solution concept (i.e. Nash equilibria) for the mecha-

nism M , and V denote any set of valuation functions. Then the price of anarchy (PoA) and

Price of Stability (PoS) of M with respect to E when buyers have valuations in V are:

PoA = max
~v∈Vn

maxS1t...tSn{
∑

i vi(Si)}
min~s∈E{ES1,...,Sm←M(~s)[

∑
i vi(Si)]}

.

PoS = max
~v∈Vn

maxS1t...tSn{
∑

i vi(Si)}
max~s∈E{ES1,...,Sm←M(~s)[

∑
i vi(Si)]}

.
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Observation 5.2.2. If an interpolation mechanism has price of anarchy or price of stability

α at any non-empty equilibrium concept, then that same interpolation mechanism guarantees

an approximation ratio of α. Therefore, lower bounds on the approximation ratios of inter-

polation mechanisms imply lower bounds on the possible price of anarchy/stability obtainable

by those same mechanisms.

Proof. Just sample each strategy si(vi) from any equilibrium where the price of anar-

chy/stability holds. This strategy immediately witnesses that the interpolation mechanism

guarantees an α-approximation.

5.3 Single-Price Mechanisms

In this section, we consider single-price mechanisms. A single-price mechanism visits bidders

one at a time and offers the current bidder the opportunity to buy any number of remaining

items at pi per item. The main result of this section is the following:

Theorem 5.3.1. There exist profiles of additive buyers for which the best single-price mech-

anism achieves an Ω(logm/ log logm)-approximation. Therefore, for all C > 0, no single-

price interpolation mechanism with first-round communication C per bidder obtains an

o(logm/ log logm)-approximation on all profiles of additive buyers. This holds even when

each buyer values each item at an integer between 1 and m.

Proof. Consider the following example. There are b buckets of items (indexed from 0 to

b− 1), with bucket i containing cb−i items, for some constants b, c to be set later. The value

of (almost) every bidder for each item in bucket i is ci. Each item is “special” for exactly

one bidder, who values it instead at ci+1. Each bidder has exactly cb−i/n special items in

bucket i. It is clear that the optimal allocation in this instance is to award each bidder each

of their special items, which has welfare bcb+1.

Now consider any single-price mechanism, with prices p1, . . . , pn. We want to consider

when bidder i will get his special items in bucket j. Notice that bidder i’s special items in
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bucket j are available to her if and only if pk > cj for all k < i. Bidder i will choose to

purchase her special items in bucket j if and only if pi ≤ cj+1.

So for each bucket j, let ij denote the first bidder for which pi ≤ cj (w.l.o.g. such a

bidder exists as it is always optimal to set pn = 0), and nj denote the number of bidders

before i whose price is at most cj+1. Then the number of bidders who get their special items

in bucket j is exactly nj + 1. So the total number of pairs (i, j) such that bidder i gets

her special items in bucket j is exactly b +
∑b

j=1 nj. It’s also clear that
∑b

j=1 nj ≤ n, as

pi ∈ (cj, cj+1] for at most one j. So the number of pairs (i, j) such that bidder i gets her

special items in bucket j is at most b+ n.

Finally, observe that if the number of pairs (i, j) such that bidder i receives her special

items in bucket j is x, then the welfare is exactly xcb+1/n + (bn − x)cb/n, which achieves

at most a ( x
nb

+ 1
c
)-fraction of the optimal welfare. Plugging in for x = n + b, this is a

1/(1/n+ 1/b+ 1/c)-approximation.

Setting b = c = n provides an example withm = Θ(nn) items (so n = Θ(logm/ log logm))

for which no single-price mechanism obtains an o(n) = o(logm/ log logm)-approximation.

Notice that the impossibility above is quite strong: no amount of communication suf-

fices to find a good single-price mechanism (because it is possible that one simply doesn’t

exist). This greatly strengthens an inapproximability result of [70], which just shows that

their specific procedure (the single-bid mechanism) for selecting one doesn’t obtain a better

approximation ratio.

Corollary 5.3.1. No single-price interpolation mechanism obtains a price of anarchy or

price of stability o(logm/ log logm) at any solution concept that is guaranteed to exist on all

profiles of additive buyers.
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5.4 Non-Adaptive Pricing Mechanisms

In this section, we consider non-adaptive posted-price mechanisms. A non-adaptive posted-

price mechanism orders the bidders however it wants (possibly randomly), then selects a

price vector ~pi for each bidder i. The bidders are visited one at a time, and offered the

opportunity to purchase any subset Si of remaining items for price
∑

j∈Si pij. The main

result of this section is below. Our proof uses the probabilistic method, which has also been

used in [91] to prove price of anarchy lower bounds.

Theorem 5.4.1. Any non-adaptive posted-price interpolation mechanism that guarantees an

approximation ratio of o(logm/ log logm) on all profiles of additive bidders has first-round

communication at least m1−ε per bidder, for all ε > 0. This holds even when each buyer

values each item at an integer between 1 and m.

Proof. We will use the probabilistic method to define a set of profiles of additive bidders

such that no non-adaptive posted-price mechanism does well on much of the set. Let each

~vj (the vector of values of each bidder for item j) be drawn independently, and be equal to

a random permutation of (ck+1, ck, . . . , ck) with probability 1/ck for each k ∈ {1, . . . , b}, and

(0, . . . , 0) with probability 1−
∑b

k=1 1/ck for constants c ≥ 2, b to be set later.

It is clear that the expected maximum value per item is exactly bc, so the expected

optimal welfare is bcm. Consider now any non-adaptive posted-price mechanism, and restrict

attention to prices for item j. For each k, let ik denote the first bidder such that pikj ≤ ck, and

nk denote the number of bidders before ik such that pij ≤ ck+1. Then the probability that this

mechanism awards the item to the “special” bidder when the profile is a random permutation

of (ck+1, ck, . . . , ck) is exactly 1+nk
n

. Therefore, the expected welfare of this posted-price

mechanism, just considering contributions from item j, is
∑b

k=1 c(1+nk)/n+(n−1−nk)/n.

It is also clear that
∑b

k=1 nk ≤ n, as each pij ∈ (ck, ck+1] for at most one k. So the expected

welfare per item of this non-adaptive posted-price mechanism is at most cb/n + c + b, and

the total expected welfare is at most (cb/n+ c+ b)m.
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Because the values for each item are drawn independently, the optimal welfare and the

welfare of this non-adaptive posted-price mechanism is the sum of m independent random

variables, each in [0, cb+1]. Therefore, we can use the Chernoff bound to bound the probability

that these random variables deviate from their expectation.

Set b = c = n. Then the probability that the welfare of any fixed item pricing exceeds

2(3n)m is at most e−m/n
n
. The probability that the optimal welfare is less than (n2m)/2 is

at most e−m/(4n
n−1). So consider any set P of at most 2m/n

n
different non-adaptive posted-

price mechanisms. Taking a union bound over all mechanisms M ∈ P , we see that with

non-zero probability, the welfare of M is at most 6nm while the optimal welfare is at least

n2m/2. Therefore, there exists a profile of additive bidders for which no mechanism in P is

an n/12-approximation.

If the first-round communication of each player is at most m/nn+1, then there are only

2m/n
n

possible transcripts from the first round, and therefore only 2m/n
n

different non-

adaptive posted-price mechanisms can possibly result. By the above reasoning, this implies

the existence of a profile for which every possible mechanism selected (and therefore every

outcome selected by the protocol) does not obtain an n/12-approximation. For any fixed

ε, setting m = nn/ε yields an instance with n = Θ(ε logm/ log logm) that requires m1−ε

first-round bits per bidder to optain an n/12 approximation.

Interestingly, there is always a non-adaptive posted-price mechanism that allocates the

items optimally: set pij = maxi′ 6=i vi′j for all i, j. Each vi′j can be communicated with

logm bits, so the entire mechanism can be found with m logm bits of communication per

bidder. The theorem states that sublinear communication doesn’t suffice to find a very good

mechanism.

Corollary 5.4.1. No a priori learnable non-adaptive posted-price interpolation mechanism

obtains a price of anarchy or price of stability o(logm/ log logm) at any solution concept

that is guaranteed to exist on all profiles of additive buyers.
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5.5 Maximal-In-Range Mechanisms

In this section, we consider maximal-in-range (MIR) mechanisms. A maximal-in-range mech-

anism selects some subset F ′ ⊆ 2[n]×[m] of feasible allocations, and always selects an outcome

in arg maxx∈F ′{Welfare(x)} (where the welfare is computed with respect to the valuation

profile). In other words, a maximal-in-range mechanism always optimizes welfare exactly

over a restricted set of possible outcomes. We provide a mild generalization of the tech-

niques of Daniely et. al. [67] that apply to MIR interpolation mechanisms rather than just

MIR mechanisms. With these new techniques, we show the following theorem. All proof

details can be found in the full version of [38].

Theorem 5.5.1. For all δ > 0, the following hold:

• Assuming NP ( P/poly, any poly-time (runs in time poly(n,m)) MIR interpolation

mechanism that obtains an approximation ratio m1/3−2δ/3 whenever buyers are single-

minded6 has first-round communication at least mδ per bidder.

• Assuming NP ( P/poly, any poly-time (runs in time poly(n,m)) MIR interpolation

mechanism that obtains an approximation ratio m1/3−δ/5 whenever buyers are capped-

additive7 has first-round communication at least m1/3 per bidder.

• Any poly-communication (total communication poly(n,m)) MIR interpolation mecha-

nism that obtains an approximation ratio m1/3−δ whenever buyers are submodular8 has

first-round communication at least m1/3 per bidder.

Corollary 5.5.1. Assuming NP ( P/poly, no a priori learnable, computationally efficient

MIR interpolation mechanism obtains a price of anarchy or price of stability o(m1/3) at any

solution concept that is guaranteed to exist on all profiles of single-minded buyers, capped-

additive buyers, or submodular buyers.
6A valuation function v(·) is single-minded if there is a special set S and v(T ) = v(S) for all S ⊆ T , and

vi(T ) = 0 otherwise.
7A valuation function v(·) is capped-additive if there is a budget b such that v(S) = min{b,

∑
j∈S v({j})}.

8A valuation function v(·) is submodular if v(S ∪ T ) + v(S ∩ T ) ≤ v(S) + v(T ) for all S, T .
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5.6 Value Query and Computationally Efficient Mech-

anisms

In this section, we consider value query mechanisms and arbitrary computationally efficient

mechanisms. A mechanism is a value query mechanism if it only interacts with buyer valu-

ations with queries of the form: “what is your value for set S?” A computationally efficient

mechanism is any mechanism that terminates in polynomial time in m,n, and the space

it takes to describe a valuation function. Note that for single-minded and capped-additive

functions, the space required is also poly(m,n), but for submodular functions the space

required may be larger. We provide a mild generalization of techniques of Dobzinski and

Vondrak [75, 83] that apply to interpolation mechanisms rather than just truthful mecha-

nisms. With these new techniques, we show the following theorem. All proof details can be

found in the full version of [38].

Theorem 5.6.1. For all δ > 0, the following hold:

• Any value query interpolation mechanism that makes at most em
1/3

10m8 − 1 queries that

obtains an approximation ratio m1/3−δ/20 whenever buyers have submodular valuations

has first-round communication at least mδ per bidder.

• Assuming RP 6= NP , any computationally efficient interpolation mechanism that ob-

tains an approximation ratio m1/3−δ/20 has first-round communication at least mδ per

bidder.

Corollary 5.6.1. Assuming RP 6= NP , no a priori learnable computationally efficient

mechanism or a priori learnable value query mechanism that makes at most em
1/3

10m8 −1 queries

guarantees a price of anarchy or price of stability o(m1/3) at any solution concept that is

guaranteed to exist on all profiles of submodular buyers.
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Part III

Rank Aggregation with Noisy

Comparisons
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Chapter 6

Top-k Ranking with Noisy

Comparisons in Rounds

The results of this chapter are based on joint work with Mark Braverman and Matt Wein-

berg [34].

6.1 Introduction

Rank aggregation is a fundamental problem with numerous important applications, ranging

from well-studied settings such as social choice [50] and web search [93] to newer platforms

such as crowdsourcing [58] and peer grading [167]. Salient common features among these

applications is that in the end, ordinal rather than cardinal information about the elements

is relevant, and a precise fine-grained ordering of the elements is often unnecessary. For

example, the goal of social choice is to select the best alternative, regardless of how good

it is. In a curved course, the goal of peer grading is to partition assignments into quantiles

corresponding to A/B/C/D, etc, regardless of their absolute quality.

Prior work has produced numerous ordinal aggregation procedures (i.e. based on compar-

isons of elements rather than cardinal evaluations of individual elements) in different settings,

and we overview those most relevant to our work in Section 6.1.1. However, existing models
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from this literature fail to capture an important aspect of the problem with respect to some

of the newer applications; that multiple rounds of interaction are costly. In crowdsourcing,

for instance, one round of interaction is the time it takes to send out a bunch of tasks to

users and wait for their responses before deciding which tasks to send out next, which is

the main computational bottleneck. In peer grading, each round of interaction might take a

week, and grades are expected to be determined certainly within a few weeks. In conference

decisions, even one round of interaction seems to be pushing the time constraints.

Fortunately, the TCS community already provides a vast literature of algorithms with

this constraint in mind, under the name of parallel algorithms. For instance, previous work

resolves questions like “how many interactive rounds are necessary for a deterministic or

randomized algorithm to select the kth element with O(n) total comparisons?” [186, 170,

3, 5, 6, 30]. This line of research, however, misses a different important aspect related to

these applications (that is, in fact, captured by most works in rank aggregation), that the

comparisons might be erroneous. Motivated by applications such as crowdsourcing and peer

grading, we therefore study the round complexity of Partition, the problem of partitioning

a totally ordered set into the top k and bottom n− k elements, when comparisons might be

erroneous.

Our first results on this front provide matching upper and lower bounds on what is achiev-

able for Partition in just one round in three different models of error: noiseless (where the

comparisons are correct), erasure (where comparisons are erased with probability 1−γ), and

noisy (where comparisons are correct with probability 1/2 + γ/2 and incorrect otherwise).

We provide one-round algorithms using dn comparisons that make O(n/d), O(n/(dγ)), and

O(n/(dγ2)) mistakes (a mistake is any element placed on the wrong side of the partition) with

high probability in the three models, respectively. The algorithms are randomized and differ-

ent for each model, and the bounds hold both when d is an absolute constant or a function of

n and γ. We provide asymptotically matching lower bounds as well: all (potentially random-

ized) one-round algorithms using dn comparisons necessarily make Ω(n/d),Ω(n/(dγ)), and
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Ω(n/(dγ2)) mistakes in expectation in the three models, respectively. We further show that

the same algorithms and lower bound constructions are also optimal (up to absolute constant

factors) if mistakes are instead weighted by various different measures of their distance to k,

the cutoff.1

After understanding completely the tradeoff between the number of comparisons and

mistakes for one-round algorithms in each of the three models, we turn our attention to

multi-round algorithms. Here, the results are more complex and can’t be summarized in

a few sentences. We briefly overview our multi-round results in each of the three models

below. Again, all of the upper and lower bounds discussed below extend when mistakes

are weighted by their distance to the cutoff. We overview the techniques used in proving

our results in Section 6.1.2, but just briefly note here that the level of technicality roughly

increases as we go from the noiseless to erasure to noisy models. In particular, lower bounds

in the noisy model are quite involved.

Multi-Round Results in the Noiseless Model.

1. We design a 2-round algorithm for Partition using n/ε total comparisons that makes

O(n1/2+εpoly(log n))) mistakes with probability 1−e−Ω(n), and prove a nearly matching

lower bound of Ω(
√
n · ε5/2) mistakes, for any ε > 0 (ε may be a constant or a function

of n).

2. We design a 3-round algorithm for Partition making O(n ·poly(log n)) total compar-

isons that makes zero mistakes with probability 1− e−Ω(n). It is known that ω(n) total

comparisons are necessary for a 3-round algorithm just to solve Select, the problem

of finding the kth element, with probability 1− o(1) [30].

3. We design a 4-round algorithm for Partition making O(n) total comparisons that

makes zero mistakes with probability 1− e−Ω(n). This matches the guarantee provided

1Specifically, if WRONGi denotes the random variable that is 1 if an algorithm misplaces i and 0 otherwise,
we consider measures of the following form, for any choice of c:

∑
i WRONGi|i − k|c. For example, c = 0

counts the number of mistakes. This is further discussed in Section 6.2.
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by an algorithm of Bollobás and Brightwell for Select, but is significantly simpler (in

particular, it avoids any graph theory) [30].

Multi-Round Results in the Erasure Model.

1. We design a O(log∗(n))-round algorithm for Partition making O(n/γ) total compar-

isons that makes zero mistakes with probability 1− e−Ω(n).

2. We show that no o(log∗(n))-round algorithm even for Select making O(n/γ) total

comparisons can succeed with probability 2/3.

Multi-Round Results in the Noisy Model.

1. We design a 4-round algorithm for Partition making O(n log n/γ2) comparisons that

makes zero mistakes with high probability (a trivial corollary of our noiseless algo-

rithm).

2. We show that no algorithm even for Select making o(n log n/γ2) comparisons can

succeed with probability 2/3 (in any number of rounds).

3. We design an algorithm for findMin (the special case of Select with k = n) mak-

ing O(n/γ2) comparisons that succeeds with probability 2/3. We also show that

no algorithm making o(n log n/γ2) comparisons can solve findMin with probability

1− 1/poly(n) (in any number of rounds).

Together, these results tell an interesting story. In one round, one can obtain the same

guarantee in the noiseless versus erasure model with an additional factor of 1/γ comparisons.

And one can obtain the same guarantee in the erasure versus noisy model with an additional

factor of 1/γ comparisons. In some sense, this should be expected, because this exactly

captures the degradation in information provided by a single comparison in each of the

three models (a noiseless comparison provides one bit of information, an erasure comparison

provides γ bits of information, and a noisy comparison provides Θ(γ2) bits of information).
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But in multiple rounds, everything changes. In four rounds, one can perfectly partition with

high probability and O(n) total comparisons in the noiseless model. In the erasure model,

one can indeed partition perfectly with high probability and O(n/γ) comparisons, but now

it requires Θ(log∗(n)) rounds instead of just 4. Moreover, in the noisy model, any algorithm

even solving Select with probability 2/3 requires an Ω(log n/γ) blow-up in the number of

comparisons, in any number of rounds! Note that neither of these additional factors come

from the desire to succeed with high probability (as the lower bounds hold against even a

2/3 success) nor the desire to partition every element correctly (as the lower bounds hold

even for just Select), but just from the way in which interaction helps in the three different

models.

While we believe that the story told by our work as a whole provides the “main result,”

it is also worth emphasizing independently our results in the noisy model. Our one-round

algorithm, for instance, is more involved than its counterparts in the noiseless and erasure

models and our analysis uses the theory of biased random walks. Our multi-round lower

bounds against Select and findMin in the noisy model are the most technical results of

the paper, and tell their own interesting story about the difference between findMin and

Select in the noisy model. To our knowledge, most tight lower bounds known for Select

come directly from lower bounding findMin. It’s surprising that findMin requires Θ(log n)

fewer comparisons than Select to solve with probability 2/3 in the noisy model.

We proceed now by discussing some related works below, and briefly overviewing our

techniques in Section 6.1.2. We provide some conclusions and future directions in Sec-

tion 6.1.3. Our single-round results are discussed in Section 6.3 and our multi-round results

are discussed in Section 6.4.

6.1.1 Related Work

Rank aggregation is an enormous field that we can’t possibly summarize in its entirety here.

Some of the works most related to ours also study Partition (sometimes called Top-K).
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Almost all of these works also consider the possibility of erroneous comparisons, although

sometimes under different models where the likelihood of an erroneous comparison scales

with the distance between the two compared elements [61, 46, 95]. More importantly, to our

knowledge this line of work either considers settings where the comparisons are exogenous

(the designer has no control over which comparisons are queried, she can just analyze the

results), or only analyze the query complexity and not the round complexity of designed

algorithms. Our results contribute to this line of work by providing algorithms designed for

settings like crowdsourcing or peer grading where the designer does have design freedom,

but may be constrained by the number of interactive rounds.

There is a vast literature from the parallel algorithms community studying various sorting

and selection problems in the noiseless model. For instance, tight bounds are known on the

round complexity of Select for deterministic algorithms using O(n) total comparisons

(it is Θ(log log n)) [186, 3], and randomized algorithms using O(n) total comparisons (it is

4) [6, 5, 170, 30]. Similar results are known for sorting and approximate sorting as well [64, 7,

4, 113, 32, 31, 141]. Many of the designed deterministic algorithms provide sorting networks.

A sorting network on n elements is a circuit whose gates are binary comparators. The

depth of a sorting network is the number of required rounds, and the number of gates is the

total number of comparisons. Randomized algorithms are known to require fewer rounds

than deterministic ones with the same number of total comparisons for both sorting and

selecting [5, 30].

In the noisy model, one can of course take any noiseless algorithm and repeat every

comparison O(log n/δ2) times in parallel. To our knowledge, positive results that avoid this

simple repetition are virtually non-existent. This is likely because a lower bound of Leighton

and Ma [142] proves that in fact no sorting network can provide an asymptotic improvement

(for complete sorting), and our lower bound (Theorem 6.4.7) shows that no randomized

algorithm can provide an asymptotic improvement for Select. To our knowledge, no prior

work studies parallel sorting algorithms in the erasure model. On this front, our work
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contributes by addressing some open problems in the parallel algorithms literature, but

more importantly by providing the first parallel algorithms and lower bounds for Select in

the erasure and noisy models.

There is also an active study of sorting in the noisy model [40, 41, 146] within the

TCS community without concern for parallelization, but with concern for resampling. An

algorithm is said to resample if it makes the same comparison multiple times. Clearly,

an algorithm that doesn’t resample can’t possibly find the median exactly in the noisy

model (what if the comparison between n/2 and n/2 + 1 is corrupted?). The focus of these

works is designing poly-time algorithms to find the maximum-likelihood ordering from a

set of
(
n
2

)
noisy comparisons. Our work is fundamentally different from these, as we have

asymptotically fewer than
(
n
2

)
comparisons to work with, and at no point do we try to find

a maximum-likelihood ordering (because we only want to solve Partition).

6.1.2 Tools and Techniques

Single Round Algorithms and Lower Bounds. Our single round results are guided

by the following surprisingly useful observation: in order for an algorithm to possibly know

that i exceeds the kth highest element, i must at least be compared to some element between

itself and k (as otherwise, the comparison results would be identical if we replaced i with

an element just below k). Unsurprisingly, it is difficult to guarantee that many elements

within n/d of k are compared to elements between themselves and k using only dn total

comparisons in a single round, and this forms the basis for our lower bounds. Our upper

bounds make use of this observation as well, and basically are able to guarantee that an

element is correctly placed with high probability whenever it is compared to an element

between itself and k. It’s interesting that the same intuition is key to both the upper and

lower bounds. We provide a description of the algorithms and proofs in Section 6.3.

In the erasure model, the same intuition extends, except that in order to have a non-

erased comparison between i and an element between i and k, we need to make roughly
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1/γ such comparisons. This causes our lower bounds to improve by a factor of 1/γ. In the

noisy model, the same intuition again extends, although this time the right language is that

we need to learn Ω(1) bits of information from comparisons of i to elements between i and

k, which requires Ω(1/γ2) such comparisons, and causes the improved factor of 1/γ2 in our

lower bounds. Our algorithms in these two models are similar to the noiseless algorithm,

but the analysis becomes necessarily more involved. For instance, our analysis in the noisy

model appeals to facts about biased random walks on the line.

Multi-Round Algorithms and Lower Bounds. Our constant-round algorithms in the

noiseless model are based on the following intuition: once we reach the point that we are only

uncertain about o(n) elements, we are basically looking at a fresh instance of Partition

on a significantly smaller input size, except we’re still allowed Θ(n) comparisons per round.

Once we’re only uncertain about only O(
√
n) elements, one additional round suffices to finish

up (by comparing each element to every other one). The challenge in obtaining a four-round

algorithm (as opposed to just an O(1)-round algorithm) is ensuring that we make significant

enough gains in the first three rounds.

Interestingly, these ideas for constant-round algorithms in the noiseless model don’t prove

useful in the erasure or noisy models. Essentially the issue is that even after a constant

number of rounds, we are unlikely to be confident that many elements are above or below

k, so we can’t simply recurse on a smaller instance. Still, it is quite difficult to discover a

formal barrier, so our multi-round lower bounds for the erasure and noisy models are quite

involved. We refer the reader to Section 6.4 for further details.

6.1.3 Conclusions

We study the problems of Partition and Select in settings where interaction is costly in

the noiseless, erasure, and noisy comparison models. We provide matching (up to absolute

constant factors) upper and lower bounds for one round algorithms in all three models,
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which also show that the number of comparisons required for the same guarantee degrade

proportional to the information provided by a single comparison. We also provide matching

upper and lower bounds for multi-round algorithms in all three models, which also show that

the round and query complexity required for the same guarantee in these settings degrades

worse than just by the loss in information when moving between the three comparison

models. Finally, we show a separation between findMin and Select in the noisy model.

We believe our work motivates two important directions for future work. First, our work

considers some of the more important constraints imposed on rank aggregation algorithms

in applications like crowdsourcing or peer grading, but not all. For instance, some settings

might require that every submission receives the same amount of attention (i.e. is a member

of the same number of comparisons), or might motivate a different model of error (perhaps

where mistakes aren’t independent or identical across comparisons). It would be interesting

to design algorithms and prove lower bounds under additional restrictions motivated by

applications.

Finally, it is important to consider incentives in these applications. In peer grading, for

instance, the students themselves are the ones providing the comparisons. An improperly

designed algorithm might provide “mechanism design-type” incentives for the students to

actively misreport if they think it will boost their own grade. Additionally, there are also

“scoring rule-type” incentives that come into play: grading assignments takes effort! Without

proper incentives, students may choose to put zero or little effort into their grading and just

provide random information. We believe that using ordinal instead of cardinal information

will be especially helpful on this front, as it is much easier to design mechanisms when players

just make binary decisions, and it’s much easier to understand how the noisy information

provided by students scale with effort (in our models, it is simply that γ will increase with

effort). It is therefore important to design mechanisms for applications like peer grading by

building off of our algorithms.
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6.2 Preliminaries and Notation

In this work, we study two problems, Select and Partition. Both problems take as input

a randomly sorted, totally ordered set and an integer k. For simplicity of notation, we denote

the ith smallest element of the set as i. So if the input set is of size n, the input is exactly

[n]. In Select, the goal is to output the (location of the) element k. In Partition, the

goal is to partition the elements into the top k, which we’ll call A for Accept and the bottom

n − k, which we’ll call R for Reject. Also for ease of notation, we’ll state all of our results

for k = n/2, the median.

We say an algorithm solves Select if it outputs the median, and solves Partition if it

places correctly all elements above and below the median. For Select, we will say that an

algorithm is a t-approximation with probability p if it outputs an element in [n/2−t, n/2+t]

with probability at least p. For Partition, we will consider a class of success measures,

parameterized by a constant c, and say the c-weighted error associated with a specific par-

titioning into A t R is equal to
∑

i>n/2 I(i ∈ R)ic +
∑

i<n/2 I(i ∈ A)ic.2 Interestingly, in all

cases we study, the same algorithm is asymptotically optimal for all c.

Query and Round Complexity. Our algorithms will be comparison-based. We study

both the number of queries, and the number of adaptive rounds necessary to achieve a certain

guarantee.3 We may not always emphasize the runtime of our algorithms, but they all run

in time poly(n).

Notation. We always consider settings where the input elements are a priori indistin-

guishable, or alternatively, that our algorithms randomly permute the input before making

comparisons. When we write x < y, we mean literally that x < y in the ground truth. In

2For instance, c = 0 counts the number of mistakes. c = 1 counts the number of mistakes, weighted by
the distance of the mistaken element from the median. c = 2 is similar to mean-squared-error, etc.

3For example, an algorithm that makes Q queries one at a time, waiting for the result of previous queries
before deciding which queries to make next has round complexity Q. An algorithm that makes all queries
up front, without knowing any results has round complexity 1. We call protocols with round complexity 1
non-adaptive.
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the noisy model, the results of comparisons may disagree with the underlying ordering, so

we say that x beats y if a noisy comparison of x and y returned x as larger than y (regardless

of whether or not x > y).

Models of Noise. We consider three comparison models, which return the following when

a > b.

• Noiseless: Returns a beats b.

• Erasure: Returns a beats b with probability γ, and ⊥ with probability 1− γ.

• Noisy: Returns a beats b with probability 1/2 + γ/2, and b beats a with probability

1/2− γ/2.

Partition versus Select. We design all of our algorithms for Partition, and prove all

of our lower bounds against Select. We do this because Select is in some sense a strictly

easier problem than Partition. We discuss how one can get algorithms for Select via

algorithms for Partition and vice versa formally in the full version of [34].

Resampling. Finally, note that in the erasure and noisy models, it may be desireable

to query the same comparison multiple times. This is called resampling. It is easy to

see that without resampling, it is impossible to guarantee that the exact median is found

with high probability, even when all
(
n
2

)
comparisons are made (what if the comparison

between n/2 and n/2 + 1 is corrupted?). Resampling is not necessarily undesireable in the

applications that motivate this work, so we consider our main results to be in the model

where resampling is allowed. Still, it turns out that all of our algorithms can be easily

modified to avoid resampling at the (necessary) cost of a small additional error, and it is

easy to see the required modifications.4 All of our lower bounds hold even against algorithms

that resample.

4Essentially, replace all resampled comparisons with comparisons to “nearby” elements instead.
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6.3 Results for Non-Adaptive Algorithms

In this section, we provide our results on non-adaptive (round complexity = 1) algorithms.

We begin with the upper bounds below, followed by our matching (up to constant factors)

lower bounds. Pesuedocodes and proofs of this section can be found in the full version of

[34].

6.3.1 Upper Bounds

We provide asymptotically optimal algorithms in each of the three comparison models. Our

three algorithms actually choose the same comparisons to make, but determine whether

or not to accept or reject an element based on the resulting comparisons differently. The

algorithms pick a skeleton set S of size
√
n and compare every element in S to every other

element. Each element not in S is compared to d− 1 random elements of S.

From here, the remaining task in all three models is similar: the algorithm must first

estimate the rank of each element in the skeleton set. Then, for each i, it must use this

information combined with the results of d − 1 comparisons to guess whether i should be

accepted or rejected. The correct approach differs in the three models, which we discuss

next.

Noiseless Model. First, we estimate that the median of the skeleton set, x, is close to the

actual median. Then, we hope that each i /∈ S is compared to some element in S between

itself and x. If this happens, we can pretty confidently accept or reject i. If it doesn’t, then

all we learn is that i is beaten by some elements above x and it beats some elements below

x, which provides no helpful information about whether i is above or below the median, so

we just make a random decision.

Theorem 6.3.1. We have an algorithm which has query complexity dn, round complexity

1, does not resample, and outputs a partition that, for all c, has:
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• expected c-weighted error O((n/d)c+1), for any d = o(n1/4)

• c-weighted error O((n/d)c+1) with probability 1− e−Ω(n3/d2c+2), for any d = o(n1/4).

The main ideas are the following. There are two sources of potential error in the algo-

rithm. First, maybe the skeleton set is poorly chosen and not representative of the ground

set. But this is extremely unlikely with such a large skeleton set. Second, note that if i is

compared to any element in S between itself and x, and x is very close to n/2, then i will

be correctly placed. If |i − n/2| > n/d, then we’re unlikely to miss this window on d − 1

independent tries, and i will be correctly placed.

Erasure Model. At a high level, the algorithm for the erasure model is similar to the

algorithm for the noiseless model.

Theorem 6.3.2. We have an algorithm which has query complexity dn, round complexity

1, does not resample, and outputs a partition that, for all c, has:

• expected c-weighted error O((n/(dγ))c+1), for any d, γ such that d/γ = o(n1/4)

• c-weighted error O((n/(dγ))c+1) with probability 1 − e−Ω(n3/d2c+2), whenever d/γ =

o(
√
n) and dγ = o(n1/4).

The additional ingredient beyond the noiseless case is a proof that with high probability,

not too many of the comparisons within S are erased and therefore while we can’t learn the

median of S exactly, we can learn a set of almost |S|/2 elements that are certainly above the

median, and almost |S|/2 elements that are certainly below. If i /∈ S beats an element that

is certainly above the median of S, we can confidently accept it, just like in the noiseless

case.

Noisy Model. The algorithm for the noisy model is necessarily more involved than the

previous two. We can still recover a good ranking of the elements in the skeleton set using

the Braverman-Mossel algorithm [40], so this isn’t the issue. The big difference between the
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noisy model and the previous two is that no single comparison can guarantee that i /∈ S

should be accepted or rejected. Instead, every time we have a set of elements all above the

median of S, x, of which i beats at least half, this provides some evidence that i should be

accepted. Every time we have a set of elements all below x of which i is beaten by at least

half, this provides some evidence that i should be rejected. The trick is now just deciding

which evidence is stronger.

Theorem 6.3.3. We have an algorithm which has query complexity dn, round complexity

1, does not resample, and outputs a partition that, for all c, has:

• expected c-weighted error O((n/(dγ2))c+1), for any d = o(n1/4), γ = ω(n1/8).

• c-weighted error O((n/(dγ2))c+1) with probability 1− eΩ(n3/d2c+2), for any d = o(n1/4),

γ = ω(n1/8).

6.3.2 Lower Bounds

In this section, we show that the algorithms designed in the previous section are optimal up

to constant factors. All of the algorithms in the previous section are “tight,” in the sense

that we expect element i to be correctly placed whenever it is compared to enough elements

between itself and the median. In the noiseless model, one element is enough. In the erasure

model, we instead need Ω(1/γ) (to make sure at least one isn’t erased). In the noisy model,

we need Ω(1/γ2) (to make sure we get Ω(1) bits of information about the difference between

i and the median). If we don’t have enough comparisons between i and elements between

itself and the median, we shouldn’t hope to be able to classify i correctly, as the comparisons

involving i would look nearly identical if we replaced i with an element just on the other

side of the median.

Theorem 6.3.4. For all c, d > 0, any non-adaptive algorithm with query complexity dn

necessarily has expected c-weighted error Ω((n/d)c+1) in the noiseless model, Ω((n/(dγ))c+1)

in the erasure model, and Ω((n/(dγ2))c+1) in the noisy model.
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6.4 Results for Multi-Round Algorithms

Pesuedocodes and proofs of this section can be found in the full version of [34].

6.4.1 Noiseless Model

We first present our algorithm and nearly matching lower bound for 2-round algorithms.

The first round of our algorithm tries to get as good of an approximation to the median

as possible, and then compares it to every element in round two. Getting the best possible

approximation is actually a bit tricky. For instance, simply finding the median of a skeleton

set of size
√
n only guarantees an element within Θ(n3/4) of the median.5 We instead take

several “iterations” of nested skeleton sets to get a better and better approximation to the

median. In reality, all iterations happen simultaneously in the first round, but it is helpful

to think of them as sequential refinements.

For any r ≥ 1, our algorithm starts with a huge skeleton set S1 of n2r/(2r+1) random

samples from [n]. This is too large to compare every element in S1 with itself, so we choose

a set T1 ⊆ S1 of n1/(2r+1) random pivots. Then we compare every element in S1 to every

element in T1, and we will certainly learn two pivots, a1 and b1 such that the median of

S1 lies in [a1, b1], and a p1 such that the median of S1 is exactly the (p1|A1|)th element of

A1 = S1 ∩ [a1, b1]. Now, we recurse within A1 and try to find the (p1|A1|)th element. Of

course, because all of these comparisons happen in one round, we don’t know ahead of time

in which subinterval of S1 we’ll want to recurse, so we have to waste a bunch of comparisons.

These continual refinements still make some progress, and allow us to find a smaller and

smaller window containing the median of S1, which is a very good approximation to the true

median because S1 was so large.

5This is exactly what Bollobás and Brightwell do in the first round of their 4-round algorithm, which
is why sophisticated graph theory follows to fit into four rounds. Our improved first round simplifies the
remaining rounds.
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Theorem 6.4.1. For all c, r and ε > 0, we have an algorithm which has round complexity

2, query complexity (r + 1)n, and outputs a partition that:

• has expected c-weighted error at most (8rn(r+1)/(2r+1)+ε)c+1

• has c-weighted error at most (8rn(r+1)/(2r+1)+ε)c+1 with probability at least 1− re−nΩ(ε)
.

Note that setting r = log n, and ε such that nε = 8 log3 n, we get an algorithm with

round complexity 2, query complexity n log n + n that outputs a partition with c-weighted

error O((
√
n log4 n)c+1) with probability 1−O(log n/n2).

We also prove a nearly matching lower bound on two-round algorithms in the noiseless

model. At a very high level, our lower bound repeats the argument of our one round lower

bound twice. Specifically, we show that after one round, there are many elements within a

window of size Θ(n/d) of the median such that a constant fraction of these elements have not

been compared to any other elements in this window. We then show that after the second

round, conditioned on this, there is necessarily a window of size ≈
√
n such that a constant

fraction of these elements have not been compared to any other elements in this window.

Finally we show that this implies that we must err on a constant fraction of these elements.

The actual proof is technical, but follows this high level outline.

Theorem 6.4.2. For all c, and any d = o(n1/5), any algorithm with query complexity dn

and round complexity 2 necessarily has expected c-weighted error Ω((
√
n/d5/2)c+1).

From here we show how to make use of our two-round algorithm to design a three-round

algorithm that makes zero mistakes with high probability. After our two-round algorithm

with appropriate parameters, we can be pretty sure that the median lies somewhere in a

range of O(
√
n log4 n), so we can just compare all of these elements to each other in one

additional round.

Theorem 6.4.3. For all c, we have an algorithm which has query complexity O(n log8 n),

round complexity 3, and outputs a partition with zero c-weighted error with probability 1 −

O(log n/n2).
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Again, recall that ω(n) queries are necessary for any three-round algorithm just to solve

Select with probability 1− o(1) [30]. Finally, we further make use of ideas from our two-

round algorithm to design a simple four round algorithm that has query complexity O(n)

and makes zero mistakes with high probability. More specifically, we appropriately tune the

parameters for our two-round algorithm (i.e. set r = 1) to find a window of size ≈ n2/3

that contains the median (and already correctly partition all other elements). We then use

similar ideas in round three to further find a window of size ≈
√
n that contains the median

(and again correctly partition all other elements). We use the final round to compare all

remaining uncertain elements to each other and correctly partition them.

Theorem 6.4.4. For all c, and any ε ∈ (0, 1/18), we have an algorithm which has query

complexity O(n), round complexity 4, and outputs a partition with zero c-weighted error with

probability at least 1− e−Ω(nε).

6.4.2 Erasure and Noisy Models

Here we briefly overview our results on multi-round algorithms in the erasure and noisy

models. We begin with an easy reduction from these models to the noiseless model, at

the cost of a blow-up in the round or query complexity. Essentially, we are just observing

that one can adaptively resample any comparison in the erasure model until it isn’t erased

(which will take 1/γ resamples in expectation), and also that one can resample in parallel

any comparison in either the erasure or noisy model the appropriate number of times and

have it effectively be a noiseless comparison.

Proposition 6.4.1. If there is an algorithm solving Partition, Select or findMin in

the noiseless model with probability p that has query complexity Q and round complexity r,

then there are also algorithms that resample that:
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• solve Partition, Select or findMin in the erasure model with probability p that

have expected query complexity Q/γ, but perhaps with expected round complexity Q/γ

as well.

• solve Partition, Select or findMin in the erasure model with probability p −

1/poly(n) that have query complexity O(Q(logQ + log n)/γ), and round complexity

r.

• solve Partition, Select or findMin in the noisy model with probability p −

1/poly(n) that have query complexity O(Q(logQ+ log n)/γ2), and round complexity r.

Corollary 6.4.1. There are algorithms that resample that:

• solve Partition or Select in the erasure model with probability 1 with expected query

complexity O(n/γ) (based on the QuickSelect or Median-of-Medians algorithm [121,

29]).

• solve Partition or Select in the erasure model with probability 1− 1/poly(n) with

query complexity O(n log n/γ) and round complexity 4.

• solve Partition or Select in the noisy model with probability 1 − 1/poly(n) with

query complexity O(n log n/γ2) and round complexity 4.

In the erasure model, the algorithms provided by this reduction do not have the optimal

round/query complexity. We show that Θ(n/γ) queries are necessary and sufficient, as well

as Θ(log∗(n)) rounds. For the algorithm, we begin by finding the median of a random set

of size n/ log n elements. This can be done in 4 rounds and O(n/δ) total comparisons by

Corollary 6.4.1. Doing this twice in parallel, we find two elements that are guaranteed to

be above/below the median, but very close. Then, we spend log∗(n) rounds comparing

every element to both of these. It’s not obvious that this can be done in log∗(n) rounds.

Essentially what happens is that after each round, a fraction of elements are successfully

compared, and we don’t need to use any future comparisons on them. This lets us do
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even more comparisons involving the remaining elements in future rounds, so the fraction

of successes actually increases with successive rounds. Analysis shows that the number of

required rounds is therefore log∗(n) (instead of log(n) if the fraction was constant throughout

all rounds). After this, we learn for sure that the median lies within a sublinear window,

and we can again invoke the 4-round algorithm of Corollary 6.4.1 to finish up. Our lower

bound essentially shows that it takes log∗(n) rounds just to have a non-erased comparison

involving all n elements even with O(n/δ) per round, and that this implies a lower bound.

Theorem 6.4.5. We have an algorithm which has query complexity O(n/γ), round com-

plexity log∗(n) + 8, and solves Partition with probability at least 1− 1/poly(n).

Theorem 6.4.6. Assume γ ≤ 1/2. In the erasure model, any algorithm solving Select with

probability 2/3 even with O(n/γ) comparisons per round necessarily has round complexity

Ω(log∗(n)).

We now introduce a related problem that is strictly easier than Partition or Select,

which we call Rank, and prove lower bounds on the round/query complexity of Rank noisy

models, which will imply lower bounds on Partition and Select. In Rank, we are given

as input a set S of n elements, and a special element b and asked to determine b’s rank in S

(i.e. how many elements in S are less than b). We say that a solution is a t-approximation

if the guess is within t of the element’s actual rank. We show formally that Rank is strictly

easier than Select in the full version of [34]. From here, we prove lower bounds against

Rank in the noisy model.

At a high level, we show (in the proof of Theorem 6.4.7) that with only O(n log n/γ2)

queries, it’s very likely that there are a constant fraction of ai’s such that the algorithm is

can’t be very sure about the relation between ai and b. This might happen, for instance, if

not many comparisons were done between ai and b and they were split close to 50-50. From

here, we use an anti-concentration inequality (the Berry-Essen inequality) to show that the

rank of b does not concentrate within some range of size Θ(n3/8) conditioned on the available
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information. In otherwords, the information available simply cannot narrow down the rank

of b to within a small window with decent probability, no matter how that information is

used. We then conclude that no algorithms with o(n log n/γ2) comparisons can approximate

the rank well with probability 2/3.

Theorem 6.4.7. In the noisy model, any algorithm obtaining an (n3/8/40)-approximation

for Rank with probability 2/3 necessarily has query complexity Ω(n log n/γ2).

Finally, we conclude with an algorithm for findMin in the noisy model showing that

findMin is strictly easier than Select. This is surprising, as most existing lower bounds

against Select are obtained by bounding findMin. Our algorithm again begins by find-

ing the minimum, x, of a random set of size n/ log n using O(n/γ2) total comparisons by

Corollary 6.4.1. Then, we iteratively compare each element to x a fixed number of times,

throwing out elements that beat it too many times. Again, as we throw out elements, we

get to compare the remaining elements to x more and more. We’re able to show that after

only an appropriate number of iterations (so that only O(n/δ2) total comparisons have been

made), it’s very likely that only n/ log n elements remain, and that with constant probabil-

ity the true minimum was not eliminated. From here, we can again invoke the algorithm of

Corollary 6.4.1 to find the true minimum (assuming it wasn’t eliminated).

Theorem 6.4.8. Assume n is large enough and 10 ≤ c ≤ log n. We have an algorithm

which has query complexity 3cn
γ2 and solves findMin in the noisy model with probability at

least 1− e−Ω(c).

Theorem 6.4.9. Assume c ≥ 1, n is large enough and γ ≤ 1/4. Any algorithm in the noisy

model with query complexity cn
γ2 solves findMin with probability at most 1− e−O(c).

Theorem 6.4.8 shows that findMin is strictly easier than Select (as it can be solved

with constant probability with asymptotically fewer comparisons). Theorem 6.4.9 is included

for completeness, and shows that it is not possible to get a better success probability without

a blow-up in the query complexity.
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Chapter 7

Top-k Ranking under the Strong

Stochastic Transitivity Model

The results of this chapter are based on joint work with Xi Chen, Sivakanth Gopi and Jon

Schneider [57].

7.1 Introduction

The problem of inferring a ranking over a set of n items, such as documents, images, movies,

or URL links, is an important problem in machine learning and finds many applications in

recommender systems, web search, social choice, and many other areas. One of the most

popular forms of data for ranking is pairwise comparison data, which can be easily collected

via, for example, crowdsourcing, online games, or tournament play. The problem of ranking

aggregation from pairwise comparisons has been widely studied and most work aims at

inferring a total ordering of all the items (see, e.g., [159]). However, for some applications

with a large number of items (e.g., rating of restaurants in a city), it is only necessary to

identify the set of top K items. For these applications, inferring the total global ranking

order unnecessarily increases the complexity of the problem and requires significantly more

samples. Typically, the sample complexity of recovering the set of top K items is inversely
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related to the gap between item K and item K+1. On the other hand, the sample complexity

of recovering the global ranking order might depend on the the minimum of the gaps between

two consecutive items.

In the basic setting for this problem, there is a set of n items with some true underlying

ranking. For possible pair (i, j) of items, an analyst is given r noisy pairwise comparisons

between those two items, each independently ranking i above j with some probability pij.

From this data, the analyst wishes to identify the top K items in the ranking, ideally using

as few samples r as is necessary to be correct with sufficiently high probability. The noise

in the pairwise comparisons (i.e., the probabilities pij) is constrained by the choice of noise

model. Many existing models - such as the Bradley-Terry-Luce model (BTL) [33, 145], the

Thurstone model [183], and their variants - are parametric comparison models, in that each

probability pij is of the form f(si, sj), where si is a ‘score’ associated with item i. While these

parametric models yield many interesting algorithms with provable guarantees [60, 125, 179],

the models enforce strong assumptions on the probabilities of incorrect pairwise comparisons

that might not hold in practice [69, 150, 185, 24].

A more general class of pairwise comparison model is the strong stochastic transitivity

(SST) model, which subsumes the aforementioned parameter models as special cases and

has a wide range of applications in psychology and social science (see, e.g., [69, 150, 102]).

The SST model only enforces the following coherence assumption: if i is ranked above j,

then pil ≥ pjl for all other items l. [175] pioneered the algorithmic and theoretical study

of ranking aggregation under SST models. For top-K ranking problems, [177] proposed a

counting-based algorithm under a very general noise model that includes SST as a special

case. The algorithm simply orders the items by the total number of pairwise comparisons

won. For a certain class of instances, this algorithm is in fact optimal; any algorithm with

a constant probability of success on these instances needs roughly at least as many samples

as this counting algorithm. However, this does not rule out the existence of other instances
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where the counting algorithm performs asymptotically worse than some other algorithm (see

the example in Eq. (7.1)).

Under the SST model, we study algorithms for the top-K problem from the standpoint

of instance-specific analysis (a.k.a. competitive analysis in the computer science). This is

in spirit very similar to the notion “instance optimal”[96]. We give an algorithm which, on

any instance, needs at most Õ(
√
n) times as many samples as the best possible algorithm

for that instance to succeed with the same probability. We further show this result is tight

(up to polylogarithmic factors): for any algorithm, there are instances where that algorithm

needs at least Ω̃(
√
n) times as many samples as the best possible algorithm. In contrast,

the counting algorithm of [177] sometimes requires Ω(n) times as many samples as the best

possible algorithm, even when the probabilities pij are bounded away from 1.

Our main technical tool is the introduction of a new decision problem we call domination,

which captures the difficulty of solving the top-K problem while being simpler to directly

analyze via information theoretic techniques. The domination problem can be thought of as

a restricted one-dimensional variant of the top-K problem, where the analyst is only given

the outcomes of pairwise comparisons that involve item i or j, and wishes to determine

whether i is ranked above j. Our proof of the above claims proceeds by proving analogous

competitive ratio results for the domination problem, and then carefully embedding the

domination problem as part of the top-K problem. To establish the competitive ratio for

the domination, we start from a simple case where the comparison probabilities are bounded

away from zero and one. We first show that a popular counting algorithm developed by

[177] has a sub-optimal competitive ratio of Θ̃(n). The main reason is that the counting

algorithm treats samples from different coordinates of comparison probability vector equally.

To address the issue of the counting algorithm, another maximum algorithm is first proposed.

However, the maximum algorithm still leads to a sub-optimal competitive ratio and it fails

whenever the counting algorithm performs well. Therefore, we develop techniques to combine
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the counting and maximum algorithms together, which give the optimal competitive ratio

of Õ(
√
n). More detailed description of this idea is provided in Section 7.3.1.

7.1.1 Related Work

The problem of sorting a set of items from a collection of pairwise comparisons is one of

the most classical problems in computer science and statistics. Many works investigate

the problem of recovering the total ordering under noisy comparisons drawn from some

parametric model. For the BTL model, Negahban et al. [159] propose the RankCentrality

algorithm, which serves as the building block for many spectral ranking algorithms. Lu and

Boutilier [144] give an algorithm for sorting in the Mallows model. Rajkumar and Agarwal

[169] investigate which statistical assumptions (BTL models, generalized low-noise condition,

etc.) guarantee convergence of different algorithms to the true ranking.

More recently, the problem of top-K ranking has received a lot of attention. Chen and

Suh [60], Jang et al. [125], and Suh et al. [179] all propose various spectral methods for the

BTL model or a mixture of BTL models. Eriksson [95] considers a noisy observation model

where comparisons deviating from the true ordering are i.i.d. with bounded probability. In

[177], Shah and Wainwright propose a counting-based algorithm, which motivates our work.

However, their algorithm is not instance adaptive and we provide a simple instance (see Eq.

(7.1)) illustrating that the sample complexity in [177] is sub-optimal on that instance. The

top-K ranking problem is also related to the best K arm identification in multi-armed bandit

[44, 123, 191]. However, in the latter problem, the samples are i.i.d. random variables rather

than pairwise comparisons and the goal is to identify the top K distributions with largest

means.

This paper and the above references all belong to the non-active setting: the set of

data provided to the algorithm is fixed, and there is no way for the algorithm to adaptively

choose additional pairwise comparisons to query. In several applications, this property is

desirable, specifically if one is using a well-established dataset or if adaptivity is costly
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(e.g., on some crowdsourcing platforms). Nonetheless, the problems of sorting and top-K

ranking are incredibly interesting in the adaptive setting as well. Several works [1, 124,

130, 35] consider the adaptive noisy sorting problem with (noisy) pairwise comparisons and

explore the sample complexity to recover an (approximately) correct total ordering in terms

of some distance function (e.g,., Kendall’s tau). In [189], Wauthier et al. propose simple

weighted counting algorithms to recovery an approximate total ordering from noisy pairwise

comparisons. Dwork et al. [92] and Ailon et al. [2] consider a related Kemeny optimization

problem, where the goal is to determine the total ordering that minimizes the sum of the

distances to different permutations. More recently, the top-K ranking problem in the active

setting has been studied by Braverman et al. [34] where they consider the tradeoff between

the sample complexity of algorithms and the number of rounds of adaptivity. All of this work

takes place in much more constrained noise models than the SST model. A very recent work

by Heckel et. al. [119] investigates the active ranking under a general class of nonparametric

models and also establishes a lower bound on the number of comparisons for parametric

models. However, developing an active instance-adaptive ranking algorithm under the SST

model still remains an interesting open problem.

The instance adaptivity has been widely studied in many statistical estimation problems.

For example, the adaptive estimation is an important topic in nonparametric shape-restricted

regression (see, e.g., [112, 53, 54, 111]). Shah et. al. [176] study the adaptive estimation

problem for estimating comparison probabilities in a SST model. The concept of instance

adaptivity is also closely related to the oracle inequality, which relates the performance of a

constructed estimator with that of an “oracle” estimator with the information about local

structure of the parameter space (see the survey paper [49] and the book [132] and references

therein).

[177] discussed the approximate recovery of top items. The approximate recovery would

be suitable for many practical applications. In their paper, they showed that this approxi-

mate relaxation allows a less constrained separation threshold. For our algorithms, it is not
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clear that the approximate relaxation can significantly improve the competitive ratios. It

is an interesting open question to extend our work to see if the approximate recovery can

result in better competitive ratios.

7.2 Preliminaries and Problem Setup

7.2.1 The Top-K problem

Consider the following problem. An analyst is given a collection of n items, labelled 1 through

n. These items have some true ordering defined by a permutation π : {1, . . . , n} → {1, . . . , n}

such that for 1 ≤ u < v ≤ n, the item labelled π(u) has a better rank than the item

labelled π(v) (i.e., the item with label i has a better rank than the item j if and only

if π−1(i) < π−1(j)). The analyst’s goal is to determine the set of the top K items, i.e.,

{π(1), . . . , π(k)}.

The analyst receives r samples. Each sample consists of pairwise comparisons between all

pairs of items. All the pairwise comparisons are independent with each other. The outcomes

of the pairwise comparison between any two items is characterized by the probability matrix

P ∈ [0, 1]n×n. For a pair of items (i, j), let Xi,j ∈ {0, 1} be the outcome of the comparison

between the item i and j, where Xi,j = 1 means i is preferred to j (denoted by i � j)

and Xi,j = 0 otherwise. Further, let B(z) denote the Bernoulli random variable with mean

z ∈ [0, 1]. The outcome Xi,j follows B(Pπ−1(i),π−1(j)), i.e.,

Pr(Xi,j = 1) = Pr(i � j) = Pπ−1(i),π−1(j).

The probability matrix P is said to be strong stochastic transitive (SST) if it satisfies the

following definition.

Definition 7.2.1. The n× n probability matrix P ∈ [0, 1]n×n is strong stochastic transitive

(SST) if
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1. For 1 ≤ u < v ≤ n, Pu,l ≥ Pv,l for all l ∈ [n].

2. P is shifted-skew-symmetric (i.e., P − 0.5 is skew-symmetric) where Pv,u = 1 − Pu,v

and Pu,u = 0.5 for u ∈ [n].

The first condition claims that when the item i has a higher rank than item j (i.e.,

π−1(i) < π−1(j)), for any other item k, we have

Pr(i � k) = Pπ−1(i),π−1(k) ≥ Pr(j � k) = Pπ−1(j),π−1(k).

Remark 7.2.1. Many classical parametric models such that BTL [33, 145] and Thurstone

(Case V) [183] models are special cases of SST. More specifically, parametric models assume

a score vector w1 ≥ w2 ≥ . . . ≥ wn. They further assume that the comparison probability

Pu,v = F (wu−wv), where F : R→ [0, 1] is a non-decreasing function and F (t) = 1−F (−t)

(e.g., F (t) = 1/(1 + exp(−t)) in BTL models). By the property of F , it is easy to verify that

Pu,v = F (wu − wv) satisfy the conditions in Definition 7.2.1.

Under the SST models, we can formally define the top-K ranking problem as follows.

The top-K ranking problem takes the inputs n, k, r that are known to the algorithm and

the SST probability matrix P that is unknown to the algorithm.

Definition 7.2.2. Top-k(n, k,P, r) is the following algorithmic problem:

1. A permutation π of [n] is uniformly sampled.

2. The algorithm is given samples Xi,j,l for i ∈ [n], j ∈ [n], l ∈ [r], where each Xi,j,l is

sampled independently according to B(Pπ−1(i),π−1(j)). The algorithm is also given the

value of k, but not π or the matrix P.

3. The algorithm succeeds if it correctly outputs the set of labels {π(1), ..., π(k)} of the top

k items.
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Remark 7.2.2. We note that [177] considers a slightly different observation model in which

each pair is queried r times. For each query, one can obtain a comparison result with the

probability pobs ∈ (0, 1] and with probability 1− pobs, the query is invalid. In this model, each

pair will be compared r · pobs times on expectation. When pobs = 1, it reduces to our model in

Definition 7.2.2, where we observe exactly r comparisons for each pair. Our results can be

easily extended to deal with the observation model in [177] by replacing r with the effective

sample size, r · pobs. We omit the details for the sake of simplicity.

Our primary metric of concern is the sample complexity of various algorithms; that is, the

minimum number of samples an algorithm A requires to succeed with a given probability.

To this end, we call the triple S = (n, k,P) an instance of the Top-k problem, and write

rmin(S,A, p) to denote the minimum value such that for all r ≥ rmin(S,A, p), A succeeds

on instance S with probability p when given r samples. When p is omitted, we will take

p = 3
4
; i.e., rmin(S,A) = rmin(S,A, 3

4
). It is worthwhile to note that, by repeating the

algorithm constant number of times and taking the majority output, solving the problem for

any constant error translates to a solution with polynomially decaying error, and the sample

complexity will increase only by a multiplicative logarithmic factor.

7.2.2 The Domination problem

To solve the problem of Top-k, we study a key sub-problem called Domination, which

captures the core of the difficulty of Top-k. In particular, Domination captures the dom-

inance relation between two consecutive rows of a SST probability matrix. Domination is

formally defined as follows.

Definition 7.2.3. Domination(n,p,q, r) is the following algorithmic problem:

1. p = (p1, · · · , pn) and q = (q1, · · · , qn) are two vectors of probabilities that satisfy

1 ≥ pi ≥ qi ≥ 0 for all i ∈ [n]. p,q are not given to the algorithm.
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2. A random bit B is sampled from B(1
2
). Samples Xi,j, Yi,j (for i ∈ [n], j ∈ [r]) are

generated as follows:

(a) Case B = 0: each Xi,j is independently sampled according to B(pi) and each Yi,j

is independently sampled according to B(qi).

(b) Case B = 1: each Xi,j is independently sampled according to B(qi) and each Yi,j

is independently sampled according to B(pi).

The algorithm is given the samples Xi,j and Yi,j, but is not given the bit B or the values

of p and q.

3. The algorithm succeeds if it correctly outputs the value of the hidden bit B.

From Definition 7.2.1, it is clear for any pair of rows (or columns) of a SST probability

matrix P, one row (or column) will dominate another. As before, we are interested in the

sample complexity of algorithms for Domination. We call the triple C = (n,p,q) an

instance of Domination, and write rmin(C,A, p) to be the minimum value such that for all

r ≥ rmin(C,A, p), algorithm A succeeds at solving Domination(n,p,q, r) with probability

at least p. Moreover, for notational simplicity, let rmin(C,A) = rmin(C,A, 3
4
).

There are at least two main approaches one can take to analyze the sample complexity of

problems like Top-k or Domination. The first (and more common) approach is to bound

the value of rmin(S,A) by some explicit function f(S) of a Top-k instance S. This is the

approach taken by [177]. They show that for some simple function f (roughly, the square

of the reciprocal of the absolute difference of the sums of the k-th and (k + 1)-th rows of

the matrix P i.e. 1/‖Pk − Pk+1‖2
1), there is an algorithm A such that for all instances S,

rmin(S,A) = O(f(S)); moreover this is optimal in the sense that there exists an instance S

such that for all algorithms A, rmin(S,A) = Ω(f(S)). While this is a natural approach, it

leaves open the question of what the correct choice of f should be; indeed, different choices

of f give rise to different ‘optimal’ algorithms A which outperform each other on different

instances.
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In this paper, we take the second approach, which is to compare the sample complexity

of an algorithm on an instance to the sample complexity of the best possible algorithm on

that instance. Formally, let rmin(S, p) = infA rmin(S,A, p) and let rmin(S) = rmin(S, 3
4
).

An ideal algorithm A would satisfy rmin(S,A) = Θ(rmin(S)) for all instances S of Top-k;

more generally, we are interested in bounding the ratio between rmin(S,A) and rmin(S). We

call this ratio the competitive ratio of the algorithm, and say that an algorithm is f(n)-

competitive if rmin(S,A) ≤ f(n)rmin(S). We likewise define the corresponding notions for

Domination.

7.3 Main Results

In our main upper bound result, we give a linear-time algorithm for Top-k which is Õ(
√
n)-

competitive (restatement of Corollary 7.7.1):

Theorem 7.3.1. There is an algorithm A for Top-k such that A runs in time O(n2r) and

on every instance S of Top-k on n items,

rmin(S,A) ≤ O(
√
n log n)rmin(S).

In our main lower bound result, we show that up to logarithmic factors, this
√
n com-

petitive ratio is optimal (restatement of Theorem 7.8.1):

Theorem 7.3.2. For any algorithm A for Top-k, there exists an instance S of Top-k on

n items such that

rmin(S,A) ≥ Ω

( √
n

log n

)
rmin(S).

In comparison, for the counting algorithm A′ of [177], there exist instances S such that

rmin(S,A′) ≥ Ω̃(n)rmin(S). For example, consider the instance S = (n, k,P) with
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P =



1
2

1
2

+ ε · · · · · · 1
2

+ ε

1
2
− ε ...

...
. . . . . . . . .

...

... 1
2

+ ε

1
2
− ε · · · · · · 1

2
− ε 1

2


(7.1)

It is straightforward to show that with Θ(log n/ε2) samples, we can learn all pairwise

comparisons correctly with high probability by taking a majority vote, and therefore even

sort all the elements correctly. This implies that rmin(S) = O(log n/ε2). On the other hand,

we show in Corollary 7.5.1 that rmin(S,A′) = Ω(n/ε2) when ε < 1/10.

7.3.1 Main Techniques and Overview

We prove our main results by first proving similar results for Domination which we defined

in Definition 7.2.3. Intuitively Domination captures the main hardness of Top-k while

being much simpler to analyze. Once we prove upper bound and lower bounds for the

sample complexity of Domination, we will use reductions to prove analogous results for

Top-k.

We begin in Section 7.4, by proving a general lower bound on the sample complexity of

domination. Explicitly, for a given instance C = (n,p,q) of Domination, we show that

rmin(C) ≥ Ω(1/I(p,q)) where I(p,q) is the amount of information we can learn about the

bit B from one sample of pairwise comparison in each of the coordinates.

In Section 7.5, we proceed to design algorithms for Domination restricted to instances

C = (n,p,q) where δ ≤ pi, qi ≤ 1 − δ for some constant 0 < δ ≤ 1/2. In this regime

I(p,q) = Θ(‖p− q‖2
2), which makes it easier to argue our algorithms are not too bad com-

pared with the optimal one. We first consider an algorithm we call the counting algorithm

Acount (Algorithm 6), which is a Domination analogue of the counting algorithm proposed

by [177]. We show that Acount has a competitive ratio of Θ̃(n). Intuitively, the main rea-
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son Acount fails is that Acount tries to consider samples from different coordinates equally

important even when they are sampled from a very unbalanced distribution (for example,

p1 6= q1, p2 = q2, ..., pn = qn). We then consider another algorithm we call the max algo-

rithm Amax (Algorithm 7) which simply finds i′ = maxi |
∑r

j=1(Xi,j − Yi,j)| and outputs B

according the sign of
∑r

j=1(Xi′,j−Yi′,j). We show Amax also has a competitive ratio of Θ̃(n).

Interestingly, Amax fails for a different reason from Acount, namely that Amax does not use the

information fully from all coordinates when the samples are sampled from a very balanced

distribution. In fact, Acount performs well whenever Amax fails and vice versa. We therefore

show how combine Acount and Amax in two different ways to get two new algorithms: Acomb

(Algorithm 8) and Acube (Algorithm 9). We show that both of these new algorithms have

a competitive ratio of Õ(
√
n), which is tight by Theorem 7.8.2. While Acube has a slightly

better competitive ratio (O(
√
n) versus O(

√
n log n)), the method introduced in Acomb is

more general and allows one to combine any two algorithms for Domination and to obtain

the better one of the two performances on any instance.

In Section 7.6, we extend Acomb to design an efficient algorithm for Domination in

the general regime. In this regime, I(p,q) can be much larger than ‖p − q‖2
2, particularly

for values of pi and qi very close to 0 or 1. In these corner cases, the counting algorithm

Acount and max algorithm Amax can fail very badly; we will show that even for fixed n, their

competitive ratios can grow arbitrarily large (Lemma 7.6.4 and Lemma 7.6.5). One main

reason for this failure is that, even when |pi− qi| < |pj− qj|, samples from coordinate i could

convey much more information than the samples from coordinate j (consider, for example,

pi = ε/2, qi = 0, and pj = 1/2 + ε, qj = 1/2). Taking this into account, we design a new

algorithm Acoup (Algorithm 10) which has a competitive ratio of O(
√
n log n) in the general

regime. The new algorithm builds off Acoup and still combines features from both Acount

and Amax, but also better estimates the importance of each coordinate. To estimate how

much information each coordinate has, the new algorithm divides the samples into Θ(log n)

groups and checks how often samples from coordinate i are consistent with themselves. If
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one coordinate has a large proportion of the total information, it uses samples from that

coordinate to decide B, otherwise it takes a majority vote on samples from all coordinates.

In Section 7.7, we return to Top-k and present an algorithm that has a competitive

ratio of Õ(
√
n), thus proving Theorem 7.3.1. Our algorithm works by reducing the Top-k

problem to several instances of the Domination problem (see Theorem 4.4.1). At a high

level, the algorithm tries to find the top k rows by pairwise comparisons of rows, each of

which can be thought of as an instance of Domination. We use algorithm Acoup to solve

these Domination instances. Since we only need to make at most n2 comparisons, if Acoup

outputs the correct answer with at least 1 − ε
n2 probability for each comparison, then by

union bound all the comparisons will be correct with probability at least 1 − ε. However,

to find the top k rows, we do not actually need to compare all the rows to each other;

Lemma 7.7.1 shows that we can find the top k rows with high probability while making only

O(n) comparisons. Using this lemma, we get a linear time algorithm (linear in the size of

the input, i.e. Θ(n2r) ) for solving Top-k. Finally in Lemma 7.7.3, we extend the lower

bound for Domination proved in Lemma 7.4.1 to show a lower bound on the number of

samples any algorithm would need on a specific instance of Top-k. Combining these results,

we prove Theorem 7.3.1.

Finally, in Section 7.8, we show that the algorithms for both Domination and Top-k

presented in the previous sections have the optimal competitive ratio (up to polylogarithmic

factors). Specifically, we show that for any algorithm A solving Domination, there exists

an instance C of domination where rmin(C,A) ≥ Ω̃(
√
n)rmin(C) (Theorem 7.8.2). We ac-

complish this by constructing a distribution C over instances of Domination such that each

instance in the support of this distribution can by solved by an algorithm with low sample

complexity (Theorem 7.8.3) but any algorithm that succeeds over the entire distribution re-

quires Ω̃(
√
n) times more samples (Theorem 7.8.4). We then embed Domination in Top-k

(similarly as in Section 7.7) to show an analogous Ω̃(
√
n) lower bound for Top-k (Theorem

7.8.1).
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7.4 Lower Bounds on the Sample Complexity of Dom-

ination

We start by establishing lower bounds on the number of samples rmin(C) needed by any algo-

rithm to succeed with constant probability on a given instance C = (n,p,q) of Domination.

This is controlled by the quantity I(p,q), which is the amount of information we can learn

about the bit B given one sample of pairwise comparison between each of the coordinates

of p and q.

Definition 7.4.1. Given 0 ≤ p, q ≤ 1, define

I(p, q) = (p(1− q) + q(1− p))
(

1−H
(

p(1− q)
p(1− q) + q(1− p)

))
.

Given p = (p1, · · · , pn) ∈ [0, 1]n,q = (q1, · · · , qn) ∈ [0, 1]n, define

I(p,q) =
n∑
i=1

I(pi, qi).

Lemma 7.4.1. Let C = (n,p,q) be an instance of Domination. Then rmin(C) ≥

0.05/I(p,q).

Proof. The main idea is to bound the mutual information between the samples and the

correct output, and then apply Fano’s inequality. Let p = (p1, · · · , pn) and q = (q1, · · · , qn).

Recall that B indicates the correct output and that X1,1, X1,2, ..., Xn,r, Y1,1, ..., Yn,r are the

samples given to the algorithm. By Fact 1.2.2,

I(B;X1,1, X1,2, ..., Xn,r, Y1,1, ..., Yn,r) = I(B;X1,1Y1,1)+I(B;X1,2, ..., Xn,r, Y1,2, ..., Yn,r|X1,1Y1,1).
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When p, q and B are given, each sample (Xi,j or Yi,j) is independent of the other samples,

and thus I(X1,1Y1,1;X1,2, ..., Xn,r, Y1,2, ..., Yn,r|B) = 0. By Fact 1.2.3, we then have

I(B;X1,2, ..., Xn,r, Y1,2, ..., Yn,r|X1,1Y1,1) ≤ I(B;X1,2, ..., Xn,r, Y1,2, ..., Yn,r)

and therefore

I(B;X1,1, X1,2, ..., Xn,r, Y1,1, ..., Yn,r) ≤ I(B;X1,1Y1,1) + I(B;X1,2, ..., Xn,r, Y1,2, ..., Yn,r).

Repeating this, we get

I(B;X1,1, X1,2, ..., Xn,r, Y1,1, ..., Yn,r) ≤
n∑
i=1

r∑
j=1

I(B;Xi,jYi,j).

By Fact 1.2.5, we have

I(B;Xi,jYi,j)

= Pr[B = 0] ·D(Xi,jYi,j|B = 0‖Xi,jYi,j) + Pr[B = 1] ·D(Xi,jYi,j|B = 1‖Xi,jYi,j)

= (pi(1− qi) + qi(1− pi))
(

1−H
(

pi(1− qi)
pi(1− qi) + qi(1− pi)

))
= I(pi, qi).

It follows that

I(B;X1,1, X1,2, ..., Xn,r, Y1,1, ..., Yn,r) ≤
n∑
i=1

r∑
j=1

I(B;Xi,jYi,j) = r ·
n∑
i=1

I(pi, qi) = rI(p,q).
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For any algorithm, let pe be its error probability on Domination(n,p,q, r). By Fano’s

inequality, we have that

H(pe) ≥ H(B|X1,1, X1,2, ..., Xn,r, Y1,1, ..., Yn,r)

= H(B)− I(B;X1,1, X1,2, ..., Xn,r, Y1,1, ..., Yn,r)

= 1− rI(p,q) ≥ 0.95.

Since H(pe) ≥ 0.95, we find that pe ≥ 1/4, as desired.

In the following section, we will concern ourselves with instances C = (n,p,q) that satisfy

δ ≤ pi, qi ≤ 1−δ for some constant δ for all i. For such instances, we can approximate I(p, q)

by the `2 distance between p and q.

Lemma 7.4.2. For some 0 < δ ≤ 1
2
, let δ ≤ p, q ≤ 1− δ. Then

1

4 ln 2
(p− q)2 ≤ I(p, q) ≤ 1

δ ln 2
(p− q)2.

Proof. Let x = p(1−q) and y = q(1−p). Then I(p, q) = (x+y)(1−H( x
x+y

)) and p−q = x−y.

We need to show that

(x+ y)

(
1−H

(
x

x+ y

))
≤ 1

δ ln 2
(x− y)2.

By Fact 1.2.6,

1

ln 2
z2 ≤ 1−H

(
1

2
+ z

)
= D

(
1

2
+ z

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣12
)
≤ 4

ln 2
z2,

and therefore

1

4 ln 2

(x− y)2

(x+ y)
≤ (x+ y)

(
1−H

(
x

x+ y

))
≤ 1

ln 2

(x− y)2

(x+ y)
.
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Since

x+ y = p(1− q) + q(1− p) ≥ 2
√
p(1− p)q(1− q) ≥ 2δ(1− δ) ≥ δ,

this implies the desired upper bound. The lower bound also holds since,

x+ y = p(1− q) + q(1− p) ≤
√
p2 + (1− p)2 ·

√
q2 + (1− q)2 ≤ δ2 + (1− δ)2 ≤ 1.

Corollary 7.4.1. Let C = (n,p,q) be an instance of Domination satisfying δ ≤ pi,qi ≤

1− δ for all i ∈ [n]. Then

rmin(C) ≥ 0.05 ln(2) · δ

‖p− q‖2
2

.

Proof. By Lemma 7.4.2, I(p,q) ≤ ‖p − q‖2
2/(δ ln 2). The result then follows from

Lemma 7.4.1.

7.5 Domination in the Well-behaved Regime

We now proceed to the problem of designing algorithms for Domination which are compet-

itive on all instances. As a warmup, we begin by considering only instances C = (n,p,q) of

Domination satisfying δ ≤ pi, qi ≤ 1− δ for all i ∈ [n] where 0 < δ ≤ 1/2 is some fixed con-

stant. This regime of instances captures much of the interesting behavior of Domination,

but with the added benefit that the mutual information between the samples and B behaves

nicely in this regime: in particular I(p,q) = Θ(‖p − q‖2
2) (see Lemma 7.4.2). By Corol-

lary 7.4.1, we have rmin ≥ Ω( 1
‖p−q‖22

). This fact will make it easier to design algorithms for

Domination which are competitive in this regime.

In Section 7.5.1, we give two simple algorithms (counting algorithm and max algorithm)

which can solve Domination given Õ(n/‖p−q‖2
2) samples which gives them a competitive
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ratio of Õ(n). We will then show that this is tight, i.e. their competitive ratio is Θ̃(n)

in Lemma 7.5.3 and Lemma 7.5.4. While the sample complexities of these two algorithms

are not optimal, they have the nice property that whenever one performs badly, the other

performs well. In Section 7.5.2, we show how to combine the counting algorithm and the

max algorithm to give two different algorithms which can solve Domination using only

Õ(
√
n/‖p−q‖2

2) samples i.e. they have a competitive ratio of Õ(
√
n). According to Theorem

7.8.2, this is the best we can do up to polylogarithmic factors.

7.5.1 Counting algorithm and max algorithm

We now consider two simple algorithms for Domination(n,p,q), which we call the counting

algorithm (Algorithm 6) and the max algorithm (Algorithm 7) denoted by Acount and Amax

respectively. We show that both algorithms require Õ( n
‖p−q‖22

) samples to solve Domination

(Lemmas 7.5.1 and 7.5.2). By Corollary 7.4.1, we have rmin ≥ Ω( 1
‖p−q‖22

), leading to a Õ(n)

competitive ratio for these algorithms. We show in Lemma 7.5.3 and Lemma 7.5.4 that this

is tight up to polylogarithmic factors i.e. their competitive ratio is Θ̃(n).

Algorithm 6 The counting algorithm Acount for Domination(n,p,q, r)

1: for i = 1 to n do
2: Si =

∑r
j=1(Xi,j − Yi,j)

3: end for
4: Z =

∑n
i=1 Si

5: If Z > 0, output B = 0. If Z < 0, output B = 1. If Z = 0, output B = 0 with
probability 1/2 and output B = 1 with probability 1/2.

Algorithm 7 The max algorithm Amax for Domination(n,p,q, r)

1: for i = 1 to n do
2: Si =

∑r
j=1(Xi,j − Yi,j)

3: end for
4: i′ = arg max |Si|
5: Z = Si′
6: If Z > 0, output B = 0. If Z < 0, output B = 1. If Z = 0, output B = 0 with

probability 1/2 and output B = 1 with probability 1/2.
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Both the counting algorithm and the max algorithm begin by computing (for each coor-

dinate i) the differences between the number of ones in the Xi,j samples and Yi,j samples;

i.e., we compute the values Si =
∑r

j=1(Xi,j − Yi,j). The counting algorithm Acount decides

whether to output B = 0 or B = 1 based on the sign of
∑

i Si, whereas the max algorithm

decides its output based on the sign of the Si with the largest absolute value. See Algorithms

6 and 7 for detailed pseudocode for both Acount and Amax.

We omit proofs in this subsection. They can be found in the full version of [57].

We begin by proving upper bounds for the sample complexities of both Acount and Amax.

In particular, both Acount and Amax need at most Õ(n) times as many samples as the best

possible algorithm for any instance in this regime.

Lemma 7.5.1. Let C = (n,p,q) be an instance of Domination. Then

rmin(C,Acount, 1− α) ≤ 2n ln(α−1)

‖p− q‖2
1

.

If C further satisfies δ ≤ pi, qi ≤ 1− δ for all i for some constant δ > 0, then

rmin(C,Acomb) ≤ O(n)rmin(C).

Lemma 7.5.2. Let C = (n,p,q) be an instance of Domination. Then

rmin(C,Amax, 1− α) ≤ 8 ln(2nα−1)

‖p− q‖2
∞

If C further satisfies δ ≤ pi, qi ≤ 1− δ for all i for some constant δ, then

rmin(C,Acomb) ≤ O(n log n)rmin(C).

We now show that the upper bounds we proved above are essentially tight. In particular,

we demonstrate instances where both Acount and Amax need Ω̃(n) times as many samples as
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the best possible algorithms for those instances. Interestingly, on the instance where Acount

suffers, Amax performs well, and vice versa. This fact will prove useful in the next section.

Lemma 7.5.3. For each ε < 1
10

and each sufficiently large n, there exists an instance

C = (n,p,q) of Domination such that the following two statements are true:

1. rmin(C,Amax, 1− 2
n
) ≤ 16 lnn

ε2
.

2. rmin(C,Acount) ≥ n
128ε2

.

It is not hard to observe that in certain cases, the counting algorithm of [177] for Top-k

reduces to the algorithm Acount for Domination. It follows that there also exists an Ω(n)

multiplicative gap between the sample complexity of their counting algorithm and the sample

complexity of the best algorithm on some instances.

Corollary 7.5.1. Let A′ be the Top-k algorithm of [177], and let S = (n, k,P) be a Top-k

instance, with P as described in Section 7.3. Then, for sufficiently large n and ε < 1/10,

rmin(S,A′) ≥ Ω( n
ε2

).

We will now show that Amax has a competitive ratio of Ω̃(n).

Lemma 7.5.4. For each sufficiently large n, there exists an instance C = (n,p,q) of

Domination such that the following two statements are true:

1. rmin(C,Acount, 1− 1
n
) ≤ 2n3 lnn.

2. rmin(C,Amax, 4
5
) ≥ n4

214 lnn
.

7.5.2 Õ(
√
n)-competitive algorithms

We will now demonstrate two algorithms for Domination that use at most Õ(
√
n) times

more samples than the best possible algorithm for each instance. According to Theorem

7.8.2, this is the best we can do up to polylogarithmic factors.
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Note that the counting algorithm Acount tends to work well when the max algorithm

Amax fails, and vice versa (e.g., Lemmas 7.5.3 and 7.5.4). Therefore, intuitively, combining

both algorithms in some way should lead to better performance.

Both of the algorithms we present in this section share this intuition. We begin (in

Lemma 7.5.5) by demonstrating a very general method for combining any two algorithms for

Domination. Applying this to Acount and Amax, we obtain an algorithm Acomb that satisfies

rmin(C,Acomb) ≤ O(
√
n log n) · rmin(C) (Corollary 7.5.2) for instances C in this regime. We

then show an alternate algorithm with slightly better performance than Acomb, which we call

the sum of cubes algorithm Acube. This algorithm satisfies rmin(C,Acube) ≤ O(
√
n) · rmin(C)

for instances C in this regime (Theorem 7.5.1).

Combining counting and max

We first show how to combine any two algorithms for Domination to get an algorithm

that always does at least as well as the better of the two algorithms. Call an algorithm A

for Domination stable if it always outputs the correct answer with probability at least 1/2

(i.e. it always does at least as well as a random guess). Note that Acount and Amax are both

stable. We have the following lemma.

Lemma 7.5.5. Let A1 and A2 be two stable algorithms for Domination. Then there exists

an algorithm Acomb such that for all instances C of Domination,

rmin(C,Acomb, 1− α) ≤ 32 ln(α−1) ·min (rmin(C,A1), rmin(C,A2))

Proof. See Algorithm 8 for a description of Acomb. Assume without loss of generality that

B = 0, and let r = 32 log(nα−1) min (rmin(C,A1), rmin(C,A2)). We will show that Acomb

outputs B = 0 correctly with probability at least 1− α.

Let r′ = r
32 lnn

; note that either r′ ≥ rmin(C,A1) or rmin(C,A2). Assume first that

r′ ≥ rmin(C,A1). Then, A1 will output B = 0 in each of its 16 lnα−1 groups with probability
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at least 3
4
. On the other hand, since it is stable, A2 will output B = 0 in each of its groups

with probability at least 1
2
. Therefore

E

[
Z1 + Z2

2

]
≤ 1

8
+

1

4
≤ 3

8
.

Since Z1+Z2

2
is the average of 32 lnα−1 random variables, by Hoeffding’s inequality, the

probability that Z1+Z2

2
≥ 1

2
is at most exp

(
−2(32 lnα−1)(1

8
)2
)
≤ α.

Similarly, if r′ ≥ rmin(C,A2), the probability that Z1+Z2

2
≥ 1

2
is also at most α. This

concludes the proof.

Algorithm 8 Combining two algorithms A1 and A2 for Domination(n,p,q, r)

1: Divide the samples into 32 lnα−1 groups.
2: Run A1 on each of the first 16 lnα−1 groups and let Z1 be the average of the outputs.
3: Run A2 on each of the last 16 lnα−1 groups and let Z2 be the average of the outputs.
4: If Z1+Z2

2
≤ 1

2
output B = 0, else output B = 1.

Corollary 7.5.2. Let Acomb be the algorithm we obtain by combining Acount and Amax in

the manner of Lemma 7.5.5. Then for any instance C = (n,p,q) of Domination,

rmin(C,Acomb) ≤ O

(√
n log n

‖p− q‖2
2

)
.

If C further satisfies δ ≤ pi, qi ≤ 1− δ for all i for some constant δ, then

rmin(C,Acomb) ≤ O(
√
n log n)rmin(C).

Proof. This follows from Lemmas 7.5.1, 7.5.2, 7.5.5, and the following observation:

min

(
n

‖p− q‖2
1

,
log n

‖p− q‖2
∞

)
≤

√
n

‖p− q‖2
1

· log n

‖p− q‖2
∞

≤
√
n log n

‖p− q‖2
2

.
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The last inequality follows from the fact that for any vector x, ‖x‖2
2 ≤ ‖x‖1 · ‖x‖∞. The

second part of the corollary then follows directly from Corollary 7.4.1.

The sum of cubes algorithm

We now give a different algorithm for Domination which we call the sum of cubes algorithm,

Acube. If we let Si =
∑

j(Xi − Yi), then intuitively, whereas Acount decides its output based

on the signed `1 norm of the Si and whereas Amax decides its output based on the signed

`∞ norm of the Si, Acube decides its output based on the signed `3 norm of the Si. See

Algorithm 9 for a detailed description of the algorithm.

Algorithm 9 Sum of cubes algorithm Acube for Domination(n,p,q, r)

1: Ti,j = 1 with probability 1
2

+
(Xi,j−Yi,j)

2
and Ti,j = −1 with probability 1

2
− (Xi,j−Yi,j)

2

2: Si =
∑r

j=1 Ti,j
3: Z =

∑n
i=1 S

3
i

4: If Z ≥ 0, output B = 0. If Z < 0, output B = 1.

To analyze the performance of Acube, we begin by analyzing statistical properties of the

random variable S.

Lemma 7.5.6. Let S =
∑r

j=1 Xj where X1, · · · , Xr are i.i.d {−1, 1}-valued random variables

with mean ε ≥ 0 and r ≥ 8. Let Z = S3. Then

E[Z] ≥ 2r2ε+
1

2
r3ε3

Var[Z] ≤ 15r3 + 36r4ε2 + 9r5ε4.

Proof. By applying the multinomial theorem and using the fact that X2
i = 1 for each i, we

can write multilinear expressions for S3 and S6. We can now use linearity of expectation
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and the independence among the Xi’s to compute the mean and variance exactly.

E[Z] = E[S3] = (−2r + 3r2)ε+ (2r − 3r2 + r3)ε3 ≥ 2r2ε+
1

2
r3ε3

Var[Z] = E[S6]− E[S3]2 = (16r − 30r2 + 15r3) + (−136r + 282r2 − 183r3 + 36r4)ε2+

(240r − 522r2 + 381r3 − 108r4 + 9r5)ε4 + (−120r + 270r2 − 213r3 + 72r4 − 9r5)ε6

≤ 15r3 + 36r4ε2 + 9r5ε4

Lemma 7.5.7. Let Si =
∑r

j=1Xi,j where for each i ∈ [n], Xi,1, · · · , Xi,r are i.i.d {−1, 1}-

valued random variables with mean εi, along with the condition that either all εi ≥ 0 or

all εi ≤ 0. Let Z =
∑n

i=1 S
3
i . If r ≥ 8 and r ≥ η

√
n/(
∑n

i=1 ε
2
i ) for some η ≥ 1 then,

E[Z]2 ≥ η
36

Var[Z].

Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume that εi ≥ 0 for all i ∈ [n]. By Lemma 7.5.6,

E[Z]2 ≥ 4r4(
∑
i

εi)
2 +

1

4
r6(
∑
i

ε3
i )

2 + 2r5(
∑

εi)(
∑
i

ε3
i ) (7.2)

Var[Z] ≤ 15nr3 + 36r4
∑
i

ε2
i + 9r5

∑
i

ε4
i . (7.3)
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We will show that each term in the Equation 7.3 is dominated by some term in Equa-

tion 7.2.

nr3 = r5 n

r2
≤ 1

η2
r5(
∑
i

ε2
i )

2 ≤ 1

η2
r5(
∑
i

εi)(
∑
i

ε3
i ) (Cauchy-Schwarz inequality)

r4(
∑
i

ε2
i ) ≤

1

η
√
n
r5(
∑
i

ε2
i )

2 ≤ 1

η
√
n
r5(
∑
i

εi)(
∑
i

ε3
i )

r5(
∑
i

ε4
i ) ≤ r6 1

η
√
n

(
∑
i

ε2
i )(
∑
i

ε4
i ) ≤ r6 1

η
√
n

(
√
n · (

∑
i

ε4
i )

1/2

)
(
∑
i

ε4
i )

(Cauchy-Schwarz inequality)

=
r6

η
(
∑
i

ε4
i )

3/2 ≤ r6

η
(
∑
i

ε3
i )

2 (monotonicity of `p norms)

Adding the above inequalities, we get Var[Z] ≤ 36
η

E[Z]2.

Theorem 7.5.1. If C = (n,p,q) is any instance of Domination, then

rmin(C,Acube) ≤ max

(
144
√
n

‖p− q‖2
2

, 8

)
.

If C satisfies δ ≤ pi, qi ≤ 1− δ for all i for some constant δ, then

rmin(C,Acube) ≤ O(
√
n)rmin(C).

Proof. Assume without loss of generality that B = 0. We have Si =
∑r

j=1 Ti,j and Z =∑n
i=1 S

3
i . Note that for each i, the Ti,j are i.i.d. {−1, 1} random variables with mean

E[Ti,j] = pi − qi. Applying Lemma 7.5.7 with η = 144, if r ≥ max
(

144
√
n

‖p−q‖22
, 8
)

we have that

E[Z]2 ≥ 144
36

Var[Z] = 4Var[Z]. Since the algorithm makes an error (i.e. outputs B = 1)

when Z < 0, we can use Chebyshev’s inequality to bound the probability that Z < 0.

Pr[Z < 0] ≤ Pr[|Z − E[Z]| ≥ E[Z]] ≤ Var[Z]

E[Z]2
≤ 1

4
.

The second part of the theorem then follows directly from Corollary 7.4.1.
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7.6 Domination in the General Regime

In this section, we consider Domination in the general regime. Unlike in the previous

section, it is no longer true that I(Xi,jYi,j;B) = I(pi, qi) = Θ((pi− qi)2). In particular, when

pi and qi are both very small, I(pi, qi) can be much bigger than (pi − qi)2; as a result, the

algorithms designed in the previous section can fail under these circumstances.

In Section 7.6.1, we present a new algorithm Acoup which is Õ(
√
n · rmin)-competitive.

According to Theorem 7.8.2, this is the best we can do up to polylogarithmic factors. In Sec-

tion 7.6.2, we then demonstrate that the general regime is indeed harder than the restricted

regime in Section 7.5. In particular, we give instances where the algorithms presented in the

previous section fail; we show that the competitive ratio of these algorithms is unbounded

(even for fixed n).

7.6.1 An Õ(
√
n)-competitive algorithm

Here we give an algorithm that only needs O(
√
n log(n)/I(p,q)) samples to solve

Domination (Theorem 7.6.1). By Lemma 7.4.1, this is only Õ(
√
n) times as many

samples as the optimal algorithm needs. Intuitively, the algorithm works as follows: if for

some coordinate i, Xi,1Yi,1...Xi,r, Yi,r conveys enough information about B, we will only use

samples from coordinate i to determine B. Otherwise, the information about B must be

well-spread throughout all the coordinates, and a majority vote will work.

We begin by bounding the probability we can determine the answer from a single fixed

coordinate. The following four lemmas will be used to prove Theorem 7.6.1 and their proofs

can be found in the full version of [57].

Lemma 7.6.1 (Sanov’s theorem). Let P(Σ) denote the space of all probability distributions

on some finite set Σ. Let R ∈ P(Σ) and let Z1, · · · , Zk be i.i.d random variables with

distribution R. For every x ∈ Σk, we can define an empirical probability distribution P̂x on
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Σ as

∀σ ∈ Σ P̂x(σ) =
|{i ∈ [k] : xi = σ}|

k
.

Let C be a closed convex subset of P(Σ) such that for some P ∈ C, D(P ||R) <∞. Then

Pr
[
P̂(Z1,··· ,Zk) ∈ C

]
≤ exp (−k(ln 2)D(Q∗||R))

where Q∗ = argminQ∈C D(Q||R) is unique. In the case when D(Q||R) = ∞ for all Q ∈ C,

Pr
[
P̂(Z1,··· ,Zk) ∈ C

]
= 0.

Proof. See exercise 2.7 and 3.20 in [66].

Sanov’s theorem allows us to bound the following probability that we incorrectly rank

two Bernoulli variables (e.g., Xi and Yi for a fixed coordinate i) from k independent samples.

Lemma 7.6.2. Let 0 ≤ q < p ≤ 1 and let X1, · · · , Xk be i.i.d B(p) and Y1, · · · , Yk be i.i.d

B(q). Then

Pr

[
k∑
i=1

(Xi − Yi) ≤ 0

]
≤ exp

(
−2(ln 2)k log

(
1

√
pq +

√
(1− p)(1− q)

))
.

We can in turn relate the upper bound in Lemma 7.6.2 to the quantity I(p, q).

Lemma 7.6.3.

2 log

(
1

√
pq +

√
(1− p)(1− q)

)
≥ 1

2
I(p, q).

Combining Lemma 7.6.2 and Lemma 7.6.3, we can show the following corollary which

says that given Ω(1/I(p, q)) samples, we can correctly rank two Bernoulli variables with

constant probability.

Corollary 7.6.1. In Domination(n,p,q, r), for any i ∈ [n], if r > 6/I(pi, qi), then

Pr

[
sign

(
r∑
j=1

(Xi,j − Yi,j)

)
= (−1)B

]
> 5/6.
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Proof. Assume we are in the B = 0 case, the other case is similar. Fix an i ∈ [n]. By

Lemma 7.6.2,

Pr

[
r∑
j=1

(Xi,j − Yi,j) ≤ 0

]
≤ exp

(
−r(ln 2) log

(
1

√
piqi +

√
(1− pi)(1− qi)

))

≤ exp (−r(ln 2)Ii/2) (By Lemma 7.6.3)

= 2−rIi/2 < 1/8.

We now introduce what we call the general coupling algorithm Acoup for Domination.

A detailed description of the algorithm can be found in Algorithm 10; more briefly the

algorithm works as follows:

1. Split the r samples for each of the n coordinates into ` = 18 log(2nα−1) equally-sized

segments where α is the error parameter. For each coordinate i and segment j, set

Si,j = 1 if more samples from X equal 1 than samples from Y , and −1 otherwise. This

can be thought of as running a miniature version of the counting algorithm on each

segment; Si,j = 1 is evidence that B = 0, and Si,j = −1 is evidence that B = −1.

2. Let i′ be the coordinate i which maximizes
∣∣∣∑`

j=1 Si,j

∣∣∣ (i.e. the coordinate that is

“most consistently” either 1 or −1). If
∣∣∣∑`

j=1 Si′,j

∣∣∣ ≥ `/3 (i.e. at least 2`/3 of the

segments for this coordinate agree on the value of B), output B according to the sign

of
∑`

j=1 Si′,j.

3. Otherwise, for each segment, take the majority of the votes from each of the n coordi-

nates; that is, for each 1 ≤ j ≤ `, set Tj = sign(
∑n

i=1 Si,j). Then take another majority

over the segments, by setting Z2 = sign(
∑`

j=1 Tj). Finally, if Z2 > 0 output B = 0;

otherwise, output B = 1.
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Algorithm 10 General coupling algorithm Acoup for Domination(n,p,q, r)

1: ` = 18 log(2nα−1).
2: for i = 1 to n do
3: for j = 1 to ` do
4: Si,j = sign(

∑jr/`
t=(j−1)∗(r/`)+1Xi,t − Yi,t)

5: If Si,j = 0, let Si,j = 1 with probability 1/2 and let Si,j = −1 with probability 1/2.
6: end for
7: end for
8: i′ = arg maxi |

∑`
j=1 Si,j|

9: Z1 =
∑`

j=1 Si′,j
10: if |Z1| ≥ `/3 then
11: If Z1 > 0 output B = 0, else output B = 1.
12: else
13: for j = 1 to l do
14: Tj = sign(

∑n
i=1 Si,j).

15: If Tj = 0, let Tj = 1 with probability 1/2 and let Tj = −1 with probability 1/2.
16: end for
17: Z2 = sign(

∑`
j=1 Tj).

18: If Z2 = 0, let Z2 = 1 with probability 1/2 and let Z2 = −1 with probability 1/2.
19: If Z2 > 0 output B = 0, else output B = 1.
20: end if

Theorem 7.6.1. If C = (n,p,q) is any instance of Domination, then

rmin(C,Acoup, 1− α) ≤ 2592
√
n ln(2nα−1)

I(p,q)

and thus

rmin(C,Acoup) ≤ O(
√
n log n) · rmin(C).

Proof. Let Ii = I(pi, qi), r = 2592
√
n log(2nα−1)/I(p,q) and ` = 18 ln(2nα−1). There are

two cases to consider:

1. Case 1: There exists an i′ such that 24
√
nIi′ ≥

∑n
k=1 Ik.
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By symmetry, we can assume that B = 0. In this case, we have that r
`
≥ 24·6

√
n∑n

k=1 Ik
≥ 6

Ii′
.

By Corollary 7.6.1, for each j = 1, . . . , `, Pr[Si′,j = 1] ≥ 5/6. Therefore we have

E

[
l∑

j=1

Si′,j

]
≥ ` · (5/6− 1/6) = 2`/3.

Since Si′,1, ..., Si′,l are independent when B is given, by the Chernoff bound, we have

that

Pr

[
l∑

j=1

Si′,j ≥ `/3

]
≥ 1− exp(−` · (1/3)2 · (1/2)) ≥ 1− α

2n
.

For i 6= i′, since pi ≥ qi, we still have Pr[Si,j = 1] ≥ 1/2. By a similar argument, we

get

Pr

[
l∑

j=1

Si,j ≥ −`/3

]
≥ 1− exp(−` · (1/3)2 · (1/2)) ≥ 1− α

2n
.

Let W be the event that
∑`

j=1 Si′,j ≥ `/3 and for i 6= i′,
∑l

j=1 Si,j ≥ −`/3. By the

union bound, we have that Pr[W ] ≥ 1− n · α
2n

= 1− α
2
. Moreover, when W happens,

we know that Z1 ≥ `/3 and Acoup outputs B = 0. Therefore, in Case 1, the probability

that Acoup outputs B correctly is at least 1− α
2
.

2. Case 2: For all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, 24
√
nIi <

∑n
k=1 Ik.

Similarly as in Case 1, since Pr[Si,j = (−1)B] ≥ 1/2, the probability that |Z1| ≥ `/3

and our algorithm outputs wrongly is at most α
2
. For the rest of Case 2, assume

|Z1| < `/3.

Now fix a coordinate i. Our plan is to first lower bound the amount of information

samples from coordinate i have about B by using Corollary 7.6.1 and the subadditivity

of information. Let s = r/`, and let s′ = s ·d 6
sIi
e. Imagine that we have s′ new samples,

Ui,1, Vi,1, ..., Ui,s′ , Vi,s′ , where each (Ui,j, Vi,j) (j = 1, . . . , s′) is generated independently

according to the same distribution as (Xi,1, Yi,1). Since s′ ≥ 6/Ii, by Corollary 7.6.1,
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we have that

Pr

[
sign

(
s′∑
j=1

(Ui,j − Vi,j)

)
= (−1)B

]
> 5/6.

Write (UiVi)
[a,b] as shorthand for the sequence ((Ui,a, Vi,a), . . . (Ui,b, Vi,b)), and define

(XiYi)
[a,b] analogously. By Fano’s inequality, we have that

I
(

(UiVi)
[1,s′];B

)
= H(B)−H(B|(UiVi)[1,s′])

≥ H(1
2
)−H(1− 5

6
) = 1−H(1

6
) ≥ 1/3.

Since I((UiVi)
[1,s]; (UiVi)

[s+1,s′]|B) = 0 (our new samples are independent given B), we

have

I((UiVi)
[1,s′];B) = I((UiVi)

[1,s];B|(UiVi)[s+1,s′]) + I((UiVi)
[s+1,s′];B)

≤ I((UiVi)
[1,s];B) + I((UiVi)

[s+1,s′];B) (by Fact 1.2.3)

Repeating this procedure, we get

I((UiVi)
[1,s′];B) ≤

d 6
sIi
e∑

u=1

I((UiVi)
[(u−1)s+1,us];B).

Since we know that for any u = 1, ..., d 6
sIi
e,

I((UiVi)
[(u−1)s+1,us];B) = I((XiYi)

[1,s];B),

we get

I((XiYi)
[1,s];B) ≥ I((UiVi)

[1,s′];B) · 1

d 6
sIi
e
≥ sIi

6 · 6
.

The last inequality is true because 6
sIi

=
∑n
k=1 Ik

24
√
nIi
≥ 1.
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After we lower bound I((XiYi)
[1,s];B), we are going to show that we can output B

correctly with reasonable probability based on samples only from coordinate i.

sIi
6 · 6

≤ I((XiYi)
[1,s];B)

=
∑
x

Pr[(XiYi)
[1,s] = x] ·D(B|(XiYi)

[1,s] = x‖B)

≤
∑
x

Pr[(XiYi)
[1,s] = x] ·

(
2(Pr[B = 0|(XiYi)

[1,s] = x]− 1/2)2 +

2(Pr[B = 1|(XiYi)
[1,s] = x]− 1/2)2

)
(by Fact 1.2.6)

=
∑
x

Pr[(XiYi)
[1,s] = x] · (Pr[B = 0|(XiYi)

[1,s] = x]− Pr[B = 1|(XiYi)
[1,s] = x])2

≤
∑
x

Pr[(XiYi)
[1,s] = x] ·

∣∣Pr[B = 0|(XiYi)
[1,s] = x]− Pr[B = 1|(XiYi)

[1,s] = x]
∣∣ .

When
∑s

j=1(Xi,j − Yi,j) > 0, it is easy to check that

Pr[B = 0|(XiYi)
[1,s]] > Pr[B = 1|(XiYi)

[1,s]].

Therefore,

Pr[Si,1 = (−1)B] =
∑
x

Pr[(XiYi)
[1,s] = x] ·

max
(
Pr[B = 0|(XiYi)

[1,s] = x],Pr[B = 1|(XiYi)
[1,s] = x]

)
=

1

2
+

1

2
·
∑
x

Pr[(XiYi)
[1,s] = x] ·∣∣Pr[B = 0|(XiYi)

[1,s] = x]− Pr[B = 1|(XiYi)
[1,s] = x]

∣∣
≥ 1

2
+

sIi
12 · 6

≥ 1

2
+

√
nIi∑n
k=1 Ik

.
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Similarly, we can show for all i = 1, ..., n, j = 1, ..., l,

Pr[Si,j = (−1)B] ≥ 1

2
+

√
nIi∑n
k=1 Ik

.

Now without loss of generality assume that B = 0. We have that

E

[
n∑
i=1

Si,j

]
≥

n∑
i=1

(
1

2
+

√
nIi∑n
k=1 Ik

− 1

2
+

√
nIi∑n
k=1 Ik

)
= 2
√
n.

Therefore, by the Chernoff bound,

Pr[Tj = 1] ≥ 1− e−(1/n)·(2
√
n)2·(1/2) > 3/4.

By the Chernoff bound again,

Pr[Z2 > 0] ≥ 1− e−`·(1/2)2·(1/2) ≥ 1− α

2n
.

Since we initially fail with probability at most α
2
, by the union bound, in Case 2 we

fail with probability at most α
2

+ α
2n
< α. This concludes the proof.

7.6.2 Acount and Amax with unbounded competitive ratios even for

constant n

In this section, we show that the competitive ratios of Acount and Amax are unbounded even

when n is a constant. In other words, we cannot upper bound the competitive ratios of

Acount and Amax by only a function of n. The competitive ratio also needs to depend on

some parameters of the instance. We prove this by showing instances where the competitive

ratios of Acount and Amax also depend on ε which is some parameter of the instances in

Lemma 7.6.4 and Lemma 7.6.5. The result in Lemma 7.6.4 can be easily generalized to show
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that the counting algorithm of [177] for Top-k also has unbounded competitive ratio even

when n is a constant. Proofs can be found in the full version of [57].

Lemma 7.6.4. For each sufficiently large n and for any ε > 0, there exists an instance

C = (n,p,q) of Domination such that the following two statements are true:

1. rmin(C,Acoup, 1− 2
n
) ≤ 5184

√
n logn
ε

2. rmin(C,Acount) ≥ n
16ε2

.

Lemma 7.6.5. For each sufficiently large n and any 0 < ε < 1/n3, there exists an instance

C = (n,p,q) of Domination such that the following two statements are true.

1. rmin(C,Acoup, 1− 2
n
) ≤ 518400

√
n lnn

ε
.

2. rmin(C,Amax, 9
10

) ≥ 1
ε2214 lnn

7.7 Reducing Top-k to Domination

In this section, we will finally reduce Top-k to Domination, thus proving Theorem 7.3.1.

First, we will give an algorithm for Top-k problem that uses Acoup for Domination as a

subroutine. We need Lemma 7.7.1 and Lemma 7.7.2 for the algorithm. Their proof can

be found in the full version of [57]. We begin by reducing Top-k to the following graph

theoretic problem.

Lemma 7.7.1. Let G = ([n], E) be a directed complete graph on vertices {1, 2, · · · , n} i.e.

for every distinct i, j ∈ [n], either (i, j) ∈ E or (j, i) ∈ E but not both. Suppose there is a

subset S ⊂ [n] of size k such that (i, j) ∈ E for every i ∈ S and j /∈ S. Then there is a

randomized algorithm which runs in expected running time O(n) and finds the set S given

oracle access to the edges of G. Moreover there is some absolute constant C > 0 such that

for every λ ≥ 1, the probability that the algorithm runs in more than Cλn time is bounded

by exp(−λ).
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The following lemma shows that when p ≥ q, I(p, q) is an increasing function of p and a

decreasing function of q.

Lemma 7.7.2. Let 0 ≤ q′ ≤ q ≤ p ≤ p′ ≤ 1, then I(p′, q′) ≥ I(p, q).

We are now ready to give an algorithm for Top-k.

Theorem 7.7.1. There exists an algorithm A for Top-k such that for any α > 0 and any

instance S = (n, k,P), A runs in time O(n2r log(1/α)) and satisfies

rmin(S,A, 1− α) ≤ 7776
√
n log(2nα−1)

I(Pk,Pk+1)

where Pk,Pk+1 are the k and k + 1 rows of P.

Proof. Let Pi denote the ith row of P, and let ∆ = I(Pk,Pk+1). Recall that A is given as

input the three-dimensional array of samples Zi,j,l, where for each i, j ∈ [n] and 1 ≤ l ≤ r,

Zi,j,l is the result of the lth noisy comparison between item i and item j (sampled from

B(Pπ−1(i),π−1(j))). We will define a complete directed graph G = ([n], E) as follows. For

every 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n and 1 ≤ h ≤ n, run Acoup with input Xh,l = Zi,h,l and Yh,l = Zj,h,l; if

Acoup returns B = 0, then direct the edge from i towards j, and otherwise, direct the edge

from j towards i.

Let T = {π(1), π(2), . . . , π(k)} be the set of labels of the top k items. We claim that if

i ∈ T and j 6∈ T , then with probability at least 1− α
n2 , the edge is directed from i towards j.

To see this, note that in the corresponding input to Acoup, X is drawn from Pπ−1(i) and Y

is drawn from Pπ−1(j). If i ∈ T and j 6∈ T , then π−1(i) ≤ k < π−1(j). In particular, Pπ−1(i)

dominates Pπ−1(j), and moreover by Lemma 7.7.2, I(Pπ−1(i),Pπ−1(j)) ≥ ∆. It follows from

Theorem 7.6.1 that Acoup outputs B = 0 on this input with probability at least 1− α
2n2 , since

in general,
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rmin(C,Acoup, 1− α
2n2 ) ≤ 2592

√
n log(4n3α−1)

I(p,q)

≤ 7776
√
n log(2nα−1)

I(p,q)
.

By the union bound, the probability that all of these comparisons are correct is at least

1−α
2
. Therefore, by the tail bounds in Lemma 7.7.1, we can find the subset T inO(n log(1/α))

oracle calls to Acoup with probability at least 1 − α
2
. The probability of failure is at most

α
2

+ α
2

= α. Each call to Acoup takes O(nr) time, so the overall time of the algorithm is

O(n2r log(1/α)).

To prove that this algorithm is competitive, we will conclude by proving a lower bound

on rmin(S) (again, by reduction to the appropriate lower bound for Domination).

Lemma 7.7.3. Let S = (n, k,P) be an instance of Top-k. Then rmin(S) ≥ 0.1
I(Pk,Pk+1)

.

Proof. We will proceed by contradiction. Suppose there exists an algorithm A which satisfies

rmin(S,A) ≤ 0.01
I(Pk,Pk+1)

. We will show how to convert this into an algorithm A′ which solves

the instance C = (n,Pk,Pk+1) of Domination with probability at least 3
4

when given at

least 2r = 0.05/I(Pk,Pk+1) samples, thus contradicting Lemma 7.4.1.

The algorithm A′ is described in Algorithm 11; essentially, A′ embeds the inputs X and

Y to the Domination instance as rows/columns k and k + 1 respectively of the Top-k

instance. It is easy to check that the Zi,j,l for i, j ∈ [n],l ∈ [r] generated in A′ are distributed

according to the same distribution as the corresponding elements in the instance S of Top-k.

Therefore A will output the top k items correctly with probability at least 3/4. In addition,

if B = 0 the item labeled k will be in the top k items and if B = 1 the item labeled k will

not be in the top k items. Therefore, A′ succeeds to solve this instance of Domination with

probability at least 3/4, leading to our desired contradiction.
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Algorithm 11 Algorithm A′ for the lower bound reduction

1: Get input Xi,l, Yi,l for i ∈ [n] and l ∈ [2r] from Domination(n,Pk,Pk+1, 2r).
2: Generate a random permutation π on n elements s.t. π({k, k + 1}) = {k, k + 1}.
3: for i ∈ [n], j ∈ [n], l ∈ [r] do
4: If i = k, set Zi,j,l = Xj,l.
5: If i = k + 1, set Zi,j,l = Yj,l.
6: If i 6∈ {k, k + 1}, j = k, set Zi,j,l = Xi,l+r.
7: If i 6∈ {k, k + 1}, j = k + 1, set Zi,j,l = Yi,l+r.
8: If i 6∈ {k, k + 1}, j 6∈ {k, k + 1}, sample Zi,j,l from B(Pπ−1(i),π−1(j)).
9: end for

10: Run A on samples Zi,j,l, i, j ∈ [n], l ∈ [r].
11: If A said k is amongst the top k items, output B = 0. Otherwise output B = 1.

We are now ready to prove our main upper bound result.

Corollary 7.7.1. There is an algorithm A for Top-k such that A runs in time O(n2r) and

on every instance S of Top-k on n items,

rmin(S,A) ≤ O(
√
n log n)rmin(S).

Proof. Let S =Top-k(n, k,P, ·) be an instance of Top-k. By Lemma 7.7.3,

rmin(S) ≥ 0.1

I(Pk,Pk+1)
.

If A is the algorithm in Theorem 7.7.1 with α = 1
4

then A runs in time O(n2r) and

rmin(S,A) ≤ O

( √
n log n

I(Pk,Pk+1)

)
.

Combining these two inequalities, we obtain our result.
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7.8 Lower Bounds for Domination and Top-k

In the previous section we demonstrated an algorithm that solves Top-k on any distribution

using at most Õ(
√
n) times more samples than the optimal algorithm for that distribution

(see Corollary 7.7.1). In this section, we show this is tight up to logarithmic factors; for any

algorithm, there exists some distribution where that algorithm requires Ω̃(
√
n) times more

samples than the optimal algorithm for that distribution. Specifically, we show the following

lower bound.

Theorem 7.8.1. For any algorithm A, there exists an instance S of Top-k of size n such

that rmin(S,A) ≥ Ω
( √

n
logn

)
rmin(S).

As in the previous sections, instead of proving this lower bound directly, we will first

prove a lower bound for the domination problem, which we will then embed in a Top-k

instance.

Theorem 7.8.2. For any algorithm A, there exists an instance C of Domination of size

n such that rmin(C,A) ≥ Ω
( √

n
logn

)
rmin(C).

7.8.1 A hard distribution for domination

To prove Theorem 7.8.2, we will show that there exists a distribution over instances of the

domination problem such that, while each instance in the support of this distribution can

be solved by some algorithm with a small number of samples, any algorithm requires a large

number of samples given an instance randomly sampled from this distribution.

Let C be a distribution over instances C of the domination problem of size n. We extend

rmin to distributions by defining rmin(C, A, p) as the minimum number of samples algorithm A

needs to successfully solve Domination with probability at least p over instances randomly

sampled from C, and let rmin(C, A) = rmin(C, A, 3/4). The following lemma relates the

distributional sample complexity to the single instance sample complexity.
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Lemma 7.8.1. For any p > 1/2, algorithm A and any distribution C over instances of

the domination problem, there exists a C in the support of C such that rmin(C,A, p) ≥

rmin(C, A, p).

Proof. Let ε(C,A, r) be the probability that algorithm A errs given r samples from C. By

the definition of rmin(C, A, p), we have that

∑
C∈suppC

Pr
C

[C] · ε(C,A, rmin(C, A, p)) = 1− p

It follows that there exists some C∗ ∈ suppC such that

ε(C∗, A, rmin(C, A, p)) ≥ 1− p

Since ε(C∗, A, r) is decreasing in r, this implies that rmin(C∗, A, p) ≥ rmin(C, A, p), as desired.

We will find it useful to work with distributions that are only mostly supported on easy

instances. The following lemma lets us do that.

Lemma 7.8.2. Let C be a distribution over instances of the domination problem, and let

E be an event with Pr[E] = 1 − δ. Then for any algorithm A and any 1 − δ > p > 1
2
,

rmin(C|E,A, p+ δ) ≥ rmin(C, A, p) (here C|E denotes the distribution C conditioned on event

E occurring).

Proof. By the definition of rmin(C, A, p), we have that

∑
C∈suppC

Pr
C

[C] · ε(C,A, rmin(C, A, p)) = 1− p

Rewrite this as

Pr[E]·
∑

C∈suppC

Pr
C|E

[C]·ε(C,A, rmin(C, A, p))+Pr[E]·
∑

C∈suppC

Pr
C|E

[C]·ε(C,A, rmin(C, A, p)) = 1−p
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Since
∑

C∈suppC PrC|E[C] = 1 and Pr[E] = δ, it follows that

∑
C∈suppC

Pr
C|E

[C] · ε(C,A, rmin(C, A, p)) ≥ 1− p− δ

from which it follows that rmin(C|E,A, p+ δ) ≥ rmin(C, A, p).

We can now define the hard distribution for the domination problem. Define γ = 1
100
√
n
.

Let SP be a random subset of [n] where each i ∈ [n] is independently chosen to belong to

SP with probability γ. Likewise, define SQ the same way (independently of SP ). Finally,

fix n constants Ri all in the range [1
4
, 3

4
] (for now, it is okay to consider only the case where

Ri = 1
2

for all i; to extend this lower bound to the top-k problem, we will need to choose

different values of Ri). Then the hard distribution Chard is the distribution over instances

C(SP , SQ) = (n,p,q) of Domination where

pi =


Ri(1 + ε) if i ∈ SP

Ri if i 6∈ SP

and

qi =


Ri(1− ε) if i ∈ SQ

Ri if i 6∈ SQ

We claim that the majority of the instances in the support of Chard have an algorithm

that requires few samples. Intuitively, if SP and SQ are fixed, then the best algorithm for

that specific instance can restrict attention only to the indices in SP and SQ. In particular,

if SP is large enough (some constant times its expected size), then simply throwing away

all indices not in SP and counting which row has more heads is an efficient algorithm for

recovering the dominant set.
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Theorem 7.8.3. Fix any SP and SQ such that |SP | ≥ 1
10
nγ. Then rmin(C(SP , SQ), p) =

O
(

log(1−p)−1

ε2
√
n

)
for all p < 1.

Proof. It suffices to demonstrate an algorithm A such that rmin(C(SP , SQ), A, p) =

O
(

log(1−p)−1

ε2
√
n

)
.

Any algorithm A receives two sets X, Y , each of r samples from n coins. Write X =

(X1, X2, . . . , Xn), where each Xi = (Xi,1, Xi,2, . . . Xi,r) is the collection of r samples from coin

i (likewise, write Y = (Y1, Y2, . . . , Yn), and Yi = (Yi,1, Yi,2, . . . Yi,r)). Consider the following

algorithm: A computes the value

T =
∑
i∈SP

r∑
j=1

(Xi,j − Yi,j)

and outputs that B = 0 if T ≥ 0 and outputs B = 1 otherwise.

For each i, j, let Ai,j = Xi,j − Yi,j. If B = 0, then Ai,j ∈ [−1, 1], E[Ai,j] ≥ εRi ≥ ε
4

and

all the Ai,j are independent. It follows from Hoeffding’s inequality that in this case,

Pr[T < 0] = Pr[T − E[T ] < −E[T ]]

≤ exp

(
−2E[T ]2

4|SP |r

)
= exp

(
−|SP |rε

2

32

)
≤ exp

(
−γnε

2r

320

)
= exp

(
−
√
nε2r

32000

)

Therefore, choosing r = 32000 ln(1−p)−1
√
nε2

= O
(

log(1−p)−1
√
nε2

)
guarantees Pr[T < 0] ≤ 1 − p.

Similarly, the probability that T ≥ 0 if B = 1 is also at most 1−p for this r. The conclusion

follows.
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By a simple Chernoff bound, we also know that the event that SP has size at least 1
10
nγ

occurs with high probability.

Lemma 7.8.3. Pr
[
|SP | ≥ 1

10
nγ
]
≥ 1− e−

√
n/400.

In the following subsection, we will prove that for all A, rmin(Chard, A) is large. More

precisely, we will prove the following theorem.

Theorem 7.8.4. For all algorithms A, rmin(Chard, A, 2
3
) = Ω

(
1

ε2 logn

)
.

Given that this theorem is true, we can complete the proof of Theorem 7.8.2.

Proof of Theorem 7.8.2. By Theorem 7.8.4, for any algorithm A, rmin(Chard, A, 2
3
) =

Ω
(

1
ε2 logn

)
. Let E be the event that |SP | ≥ 1

10
nγ. By Lemma 7.8.3, if n ≥ (400 ln 12

11
)2,

Pr[E] ≥ 1
12

. It then follows from Lemma 7.8.2 that

rmin(Chard|E,A) = rmin(Chard|E,A, 3/4)

≥ rmin(Chard, A, 2/3)

≥ Ω

(
1

ε2 log n

)
.

It then follows by Lemma 7.8.1 that there is a specific instance C = C(SP , SQ) with |SP |

at least 1
10
γn such that rmin(C,A) ≥ Ω

(
1

ε2 logn

)
. On the other hand, by Theorem 7.8.3, for

this C, rmin(C) ≤ O
(

1
ε2
√
n

)
. It follows that for any algorithm A, there exists an instance C

such that rmin(C,A) ≥ Ω
( √

n
logn

)
rmin(C), as desired.

7.8.2 Proof of lower bounds

In this subsection, we prove Theorem 7.8.4; namely, we will show that any algorithm needs at

least Ω
(

1
ε2 logn

)
samples to succeed on Chard with constant probability. Our main approach
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will be to bound the mutual information between the samples provided to the algorithm and

the correct output (recall that B is the hidden bit that determines whether the samples in

X are drawn from p or from q).

Lemma 7.8.4. If I(XY ;B) < 0.05, then there is no algorithm that can succeed at identifying

B with probability at least 2
3
.

Proof. Fix an algorithm A, and let pe be the probability that it errs at computing B. By

Fano’s inequality, we have that

H(pe) ≥ H(B|XY )

= H(B)− I(XY ;B)

= 1− I(XY ;B)

> 0.95

Since H(1
3
) ≤ 0.95, it follows that A must err with probability at least 1/3.

Via the chain rule, we can decompose I(XY ;B) into the sum of many smaller mutual

informations.

Lemma 7.8.5. I(XY ;B) ≤
∑n

i=1 (I(Xi;B) + I(Yi;B))

Proof. Write X<i to represent the concatenation X1X2 . . . Xi−1. By the chain rule, we have

that

I(XY ;B) =
n∑
i=1

I(XiYi;B|X<iY <i)

We claim that I(XiYi;X
<iY <i|B) = 0. To see this, note that given B, each coin in Xi is

sampled from some B(p) distribution, where p only depends on whether i ∈ SP or i ∈ SQ.

Since each i is chosen to belong to SP and SQ independently with probability γ, this implies
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Xi (and similarly Yi) are independent from X<i and Y <i given B. By Fact 1.2.3, this implies

that I(XiYi;B|X<iY <i) ≤ I(XiYi;B), and therefore that

I(XY ;B) ≤
n∑
i=1

I(XiYi;B).

Likewise, we can write I(XiYi;B) = I(Xi;B) + I(Yi;B|Xi). Since I(Xi;Yi|B) = 0 (since

SP and SQ are chosen independently), again by Fact 1.2.3 it follows that I(Yi;B|Xi) ≤

I(Yi;B) and therefore that

I(XY ;B) ≤
n∑
i=1

(I(Xi;B) + I(Yi;B)) .

Lemma 7.8.6. If n ≥ 400 and r = 1
100ε2 lnn

, then for all i, I(B;Xi) = I(B;Yi) ≤ 1
100n

.

Proof. By symmetry, I(B;Xi) = I(B;Yi). We will show that I(B;Xi) ≤ 1
100n

.

Let Zi =
∑

j Xi,j. Note that Zi is a sufficient statistic for B, and therefore I(B;Xi) =

I(B;Zi). By Fact 1.2.5,

I(B;Zi) = EZi [D(B|Zi‖B)]

=
r∑
z=0

Pr[Zi = z] ·D(Pr[B = 0|Zi = z]‖1
2
).

We next divide the range of z into two cases.

1. Case 1: |z − rRi| ≤ 11rε lnn.

In this case, we will bound the size of D(Pr[B = 0|Zi = z]‖1
2
). Note that
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∣∣∣∣Pr[B = 0|Zi = z]− 1

2

∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣Pr[Zi = z|B = 0] · Pr[B = 0]

Pr[Zi = z]
− 1

2

∣∣∣∣
=

∣∣∣∣ Pr[Zi = z|B = 0]

Pr[Zi = z|B = 0] + Pr[Zi = z|B = 1]
− 1

2

∣∣∣∣
=

|Pr[Zi = z|B = 0]− Pr[Zi = z|B = 1]|
2(Pr[Zi = z|B = 0] + Pr[Zi = z|B = 1])

(7.4)

Now, note that

Pr[Zi = z|B = 0] = (1− γ)

(
r

z

)
Rz
i (1−Ri)

r−z + γ

(
r

z

)
(Ri(1 + ε))z(1−Ri(1 + ε))r−z

Pr[Zi = z|B = 1] = (1− γ)

(
r

z

)
Rz
i (1−Ri)

r−z + γ

(
r

z

)
(Ri(1− ε))z(1−Ri(1− ε))r−z

We can therefore lower bound the denominator of (7.4) via

2(Pr[Zi = z|B = 0] + Pr[Zi = z|B = 1]) ≥ 4(1− γ)

(
r

z

)
Rz
i (1−Ri)

r−z

≥ 2

(
r

z

)
Rz
i (1−Ri)

r−z

Likewise, we can write the numerator of (7.4) as

|Pr[Zi = z|B = 0]− Pr[Zi = z|B = 1]| = γ

(
r

z

)
Rz
i (1−Ri)

r−zM

where
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M =

∣∣∣∣∣(1 + ε)z
(

1−Ri(1 + ε)

1−Ri

)r−z
− (1− ε)z

(
1−Ri(1− ε)

1−Ri

)r−z∣∣∣∣∣
=

∣∣∣∣∣(1 + ε)z
(

1− Ri

1−Ri

ε

)r−z
− (1− ε)z

(
1 +

Ri

1−Ri

ε

)r−z∣∣∣∣∣ .
To bound M , note that (applying the inequality 1 + x ≤ ex)

(1 + ε)z
(

1− Ri

1−Ri

ε

)r−z
≤ exp

(
εz − ε Ri

1−Ri

(r − z)

)
= exp

(
ε
z − rRi

1−Ri

)
≤ exp(4ε(z − rRi))

≤ exp(44rε2 lnn)

= e0.44

< 2

Similarly, (1− ε)z
(

1 + Ri
1−Ri ε

)r−z
≤ 2. It follows that M ≤ 2, and therefore that

∣∣∣∣Pr[B = 0|Zi = z]− 1

2

∣∣∣∣ =
|Pr[Zi = z|B = 0]− Pr[Zi = z|B = 1]|

2(Pr[Zi = z|B = 0] + Pr[Zi = z|B = 1])

≤
γ
(
r
z

)
Rz
i (1−Ri)

r−zM

2
(
r
z

)
Rz
i (1−Ri)r−z

=
γM

2

≤ γ

By Fact 1.2.6, this implies that
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D(Pr[B = 0|Zi = z]‖1
2
) ≤ 4γ2

ln 2
.

2. Case 2: |z − rRi| > 11rε lnn.

Let Z+ be the sum of r i.i.d. B (Ri(1 + ε)) random variables. Note that since Z is the

sum of r B(p) random variables for some p ≤ Ri(1 + ε), Pr[Z+ ≥ x] ≥ Pr[Z ≥ x] for

all x. Therefore, by Hoeffding’s inequality, we have that

Pr [Z − rRi ≥ 11rε lnn] ≤ Pr
[
Z+ − rRi ≥ 11rε lnn

]
≤ Pr

[
Z+ − rRi(1 + ε) ≥ rε(11 lnn−Ri)

]
≤ Pr

[
Z+ − E[Z+] ≥ 10rε lnn

]
≤ exp

(
−2(10rε lnn)2

r

)
= exp(−2 lnn)

= n−2

Likewise, we can show that

Pr [Z − rRi ≤ −11rε lnn] ≤ n−2

so

Pr [|Z − rRi| ≥ 11rε lnn] ≤ 2n−2
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Combining these two cases, we have that (for n ≥ 400)

I(B;Zi) =
r∑
z=0

Pr[Zi = z] ·D(Pr[B = 0|Zi = z]‖1
2
)

≤
∑

|‖z‖−r/2|>11rε lnn

Pr[Zi = z] · 1 +
∑

|‖z‖−r/2|≤11rε lnn

Pr[Zi = z] ·O(γ2)

≤ 2n−2 +
4γ2

ln 2

≤ 1

100n
.

We can now complete the proof of Theorem 7.8.4.

Proof of Theorem 7.8.4. Combining Lemmas 7.8.5 and 7.8.6, we have that if r = 1
100ε2 lnn

,

then (for n ≥ 400) I(XY ;B) ≤ 2nI(Xi;B) ≤ 0.02. Therefore by Lemma 7.8.4, there exists

no algorithm A that, given this number of samples, correctly identifies B (and thus solves

the domination problem) with probability at least 2/3. It follows that

rmin(Chard, A, 2
3
) ≥ 1

100ε2 lnn
= Ω

(
1

ε2 log n

)
as desired.

7.8.3 Proving lower bounds for Top-K

We will now show how to use our hard distribution of instances of Domination to generate

a hard distribution of instances of Top-k. Our goal will be to embed our Domination

instance as rows k and k+ 1 of our SST matrix; hence, intuitively, deciding which of the two

rows (k or k + 1) belongs to the top k is as hard as solving the domination problem.
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Unfortunately, the SST condition imposes additional structure that prevents us from di-

rectly embedding any instance of the domination problem. However, for appropriate choices

of the constants Ri, all instances in the support of Chard give rise to valid SST matrices.

Specifically, we construct the following distribution Shard over Top-k instances S of

size n + 2. Consider the distribution Chard over Domination instances of size n, where for

1 ≤ i ≤ n, Ri = 1
4
+ i

8n
, and ε = 1

100n2 . Now, consider the following map f from Domination

instances C = (p,q) to Top-k instances S = f(C) = (n+ 2, k,P): we choose k = n+ 1 (so

that the problem becomes equivalent to identifying row n + 2) and define the matrix P as

follows:

Pij =



pj if i = n+ 1 and j ≤ n

qj if i = n+ 2 and j ≤ n

1− pi if j = n+ 1 and i ≤ n

1− qi if j = n+ 2 and i ≤ n

1
2

otherwise

In general, for arbitrary p and q, this matrix may not be an SST matrix. Note however

that for this choice of Ri and ε, it is always the case that Ri(1 + ε) ≤ Ri+1(1− ε), so for all i

(regardless of sample C), pi < pi+1. In addition, all the Ri belong to [1/4, 3/8], so for all i, pi

and qi are less than 1/2. From these two observations, it easily follows that if C belongs to

the support of Chard, P is an SST matrix, and f(C) is a valid instance of the top-k problem.

We will write Shard = f(Chard) to denote the distribution of instances of top-k f(C) where

C is sampled from Chard. Likewise, for any event E (e.g. the event that |SP | ≥ 1
10
nγ) , we

write Shard|E to denote the distribution f(Chard|E).

We will begin by showing that, if there exists a sample efficient algorithm for some

Domination instance C in the support of Chard, there exists a similarly efficient algorithm

for the corresponding Top-k instance S = f(C).
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Lemma 7.8.7. If C ∈ suppChard and S = f(C), then rmin(S) ≤ max(rmin(C, 4
5
), 1000n2(1 +

lnn)).

Proof. Let A be an algorithm that successfully solves the Domination instance C with

probability at least 4
5

using rmin(C, 4
5
) samples. We will show how to use A to construct

an algorithm A′ that solves the Top-k instance S with probability at least 3/4 using r =

max(rmin(C, 4
5
), 1000n2(1 + lnn)) samples.

For each i, j, write Zi,j =
∑r

`=1 Zi,j,`. Our algorithm A′ operates as follows.

1. We begin by finding the two rows with the smallest row sums
∑

j Zi,j. Let these

two rows have indices c and d. We claim that, with high probability, π−1({c, d}) =

{n+ 1, n+ 2}.

To see this, note that for all i 6∈ π({n+1, n+2}), Pi,j ≥ 1
2
, so E

[∑
j Zi,j

]
≥
(
n
2

+ 1
)
r.

Thus, for any fixed i 6∈ π({n+ 1, n+ 2}), it follows from Hoeffding’s inequality that

Pr

[∑
j

Zi,j ≤
(

7

16
n+ 1

)
r

]
≤ exp

(
− nr

128

)

so by the union bound, the probability that there exists an i 6∈ π−1({n + 1, n + 2})

such that
∑

j Zi,j ≤
(

7
16
n+ 1

)
r is at most n exp

(
− nr

128

)
.

On the other hand, if i ∈ π({n+1, n+2}) then Pi,j ≤ 3
8
(1+ε) unless j ∈ π({n+1, n+2}),

where Pi,j = 1
2
; it follows that in this case, E

[∑
j Zi,j

]
≤
(

3n
8

(1 + ε) + 1
)
r. Similarly,

applying Hoeffding’s inequality in this case, we find that for any fixed i ∈ π−1({n +

1, n+ 2}),

Pr

[∑
j

Zi,j ≥
(

7

16
n+ 1

)
r

]
≤ exp

(
− nr

128(1 + ε)2

)
≤ 1.5 exp

(
− nr

128

)

and thus the probability that there exists some i ∈ π−1({n + 1, n + 2}), such that∑
j Zi,j ≥

(
7
16
n+ 1

)
r is at most 3 exp

(
− nr

128

)
. It follows that, altogether, the probabil-
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ity that π−1({c, d}) 6= {n+1, n+2} is at most (n+3) exp
(
− nr

128

)
. Since r ≥ 1000n2 lnn,

this is at most 4 exp(−1000/128) < 0.01.

2. We next sort the values Zc,j for j ∈ [n + 2] \ {c, d} and obtain indices j1, j2, . . . , jn

so that Zc,j1 ≤ Zc,j2 ≤ · · · ≤ Zc,jn . We claim that, with high probability, for all a,

π−1(ja) = a.

For each i, let Ui be the interval
[
Ri(1− ε)− 1

20n
, Ri(1 + ε) + 1

20n

]
. Note that, by our

choice of Ri and ε, all the intervals Ui are disjoint, with Ui less than Ui+1 for all i. We

will show that with high probability, 1
r
Zc,π(i) ∈ Ui for all i, thus implying the previous

claim.

Note that Zc,π(i) is the sum of r B(p) random variables, where p is either (1 + ε)Ri, Ri,

or (1− ε)Ri. By Hoeffding’s inequality, it follows that

Pr

[
Zc,π(i) ≥ r

(
Ri(1 + ε) +

1

20n

)]
≤ exp

(
−2

(r/20n)2

r

)
= exp

(
− r

200n2

)

Likewise,

Pr

[
Zc,π(i) ≤ r

(
Ri(1− ε)−

1

20n

)]
≤ exp

(
− r

200n2

)
Thus, for any fixed i,

Pr

[
Zc,π(i)

r
6∈ Ui

]
≤ 2 exp

(
− r

200n2

)
and by the union bound, the probability this fails for some i is at most 2n exp

(
− r

200n2

)
.

Since r ≥ 1000n2(1 + lnn), exp
(
− r

200n2

)
≤ (ne)−5, so this probability is at most

2e−5 < 0.02.
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3. Finally, we give algorithm A as input Xi,` = Zc,ji,` and Yi,` = Zd,ji,`. Note that

(conditioned on the above two claims holding), this input is distributed equivalently

to input from the Domination instance C. In particular, if π−1(c) = n + 1 and

π−1(d) = n + 2, then each Xi,` is distributed according to B(pi) and each Yi,` is

distributed according to B(qi), and if π−1(c) = n + 2 and π−1(d) = n + 1, then each

Xi,` is distributed according to B(qi) and each Yi,` is distributed according to B(pi).

Thus, if A returns B = 0, we return [n + 2] \ {d} as the top n + 1 indices, and if A

returns B = 1, we return [n+ 2] \ {c} as the top n+ 1 indices.

The probability that A fails given that steps 1 and 2 succeed is at most 0.2, and the

probability that either of the two steps fail to succeed is at most 0.01 + 0.02 = 0.03.

Since 0.2 + 0.03 < 1
4
, A′ succeeds with probability at least 3

4
, as desired.

Corollary 7.8.1. Let E be the event that |SP | ≥ 1
10
nγ. If C ∈ supp(Chard|E) and S = f(C),

then rmin(S) ≤ O(n3.5).

Proof. Recall that by Theorem 7.8.3, for any C ∈ supp(Chard|E), rmin(C, 4
5
) ≤ O

(
1√
nε2

)
=

O(n3.5). By Lemma 7.8.7, rmin(S) ≤ max(rmin(C, 4
5
), 1000n2(1 + lnn)) ≤ O(n3.5).

We next show that solving Top-k over the distribution Shard|E is at least as hard as

solving Domination over the distribution Chard|E.

Lemma 7.8.8. For any algorithm A that solves Top-k, there exists an algorithm A′ that

solves domination such that rmin(Shard, A, p) ≥ 1
2
rmin(Chard, A′, p).

Proof. We will show more generally that for any distribution C of Domination instances,

if S = f(C) is a valid distribution of Top-k instances, then rmin(S, A, p) ≥ 1
2
rmin(C, A′, p).

We will construct A′ by embedding the domination instance inside a top-k instance in

much the same way that the function f does, and then using A to solve the top-k instance.

We receive as input two sets of samples Xi,` and Yi,` (where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n and 1 ≤ ` ≤ r) from
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some Domination instance C drawn from C. We then generate a random permutation

π of [n + 2]. We use our input and this permutation to generate a matrix Zi,j,` (where

1 ≤ i, j ≤ n+ 2 and 1 ≤ ` ≤ r
2
) of samples to input to A as follows.

For 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, set each Zπ(i),π(j),` to be a random B(1
2
) random variable. Similarly, for

n+ 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n+ 2, set each Zπ(i),π(j),` to be a random B(1
2
) random variable. Now, for all

1 ≤ j ≤ n, set Zπ(n+1),π(j),` = Xj,` and set Zπ(n+2),π(j),` = Yj,`. Similarly, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n,

set Zπ(i),π(n+1),` = 1−Xi,`+r/2 and set Zπ(i),π(n+2),` = 1− Yi,`+r/2. Finally, set k = n+ 1 and

ask A to solve the Top-k instance defined by k and Zi,j,`. If A returns that π(n + 1) is in

the top n+ 1 indices, return B = 0, and otherwise return B = 1.

From our construction, if the r samples of X and Y are distributed according to a

Domination instance C, then the r/2 samples of Z are distributed according to the Top-k

instance S = f(C). Since A succeeds with probability p on distribution S with rmin(S, A, p)

samples, A′ therefore succeeds with probability p on distribution C with 2rmin(S, A, p) sam-

ples, thus implying that rmin(S, A, p) ≥ 1
2
rmin(C, A′, p).

Corollary 7.8.2. For all algorithms A that solve Top-k, rmin(Shard, A, 2
3
) = Ω

(
n4

logn

)
.

Proof. Theorem 7.8.4 tells us that for all algorithms A′ that solve Domination,

rmin(Chard, A, 2
3
) = Ω

(
1

ε2 logn

)
= Ω

(
n4

logn

)
. Combining this with Lemma 7.8.8, we ob-

tain the desired result.

We can now prove Theorem 7.8.1 in much the same fashion as Theorem 7.8.2.

Proof of Theorem 7.8.1. By Corollary 7.8.2, rmin(Shard, A, 2
3
) = Ω

(
n4

logn

)
. Let E be the

event that |SP | ≥ 1
10
nγ (in the original Domination instance C). By Lemma 7.8.3, if

n ≥ (400 ln 12
11

)2, Pr[E] ≥ 1
12

, and it follows from Lemma 7.8.2 that
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rmin(Shard|E,A) = rmin(Shard|E,A,
3

4
)

≥ rmin(Shard, A,
2

3
)

≥ Ω

(
n4

log n

)

It therefore follows from 7.8.1 that there is a specific instance S in the support of Shard|E

such that rmin(S,A) ≥ Ω
(

n4

logn

)
. However, by Corollary 7.8.1, rmin(S) ≤ O(n3.5). It follows

that for any algorithm A, there exists an instance S of Top-k such that rmin(S,A) ≥

Ω
( √

n
logn

)
rmin(S), as desired.
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Chapter 8

Top-k Ranking under the Multinomial

Logit Model

The results of this chapter are based on joint work with Xi Chen and Zhiyuan Li [59].

8.1 Introduction

The problem of inferring a ranking over a set of n items (e.g., products, movies, URLs) is

an important problem in machine learning and finds numerous applications in recommender

systems, web search, social choice, and many other areas. To learn the global ranking, an

effective way is to present at most l (l ≥ 2) items at each time and ask about the most

favorable item among the given items. Then, the answers from these multi-wise comparisons

will be aggregated to infer the global ranking. When the number of items n becomes large,

instead of inferring the global ranking over all the n items, it is of more interest to identify

the top-k items with a pre-specified k. In this paper, we study the problem of active top-

k ranking from multi-wise comparisons, where the goal is to adaptively choose at most l

items for each comparison and accurately infer the top-k items with the minimum number

of comparisons (i.e., the minimum sample complexity). As an illustration, let us consider

a practical scenario: an online retailer is facing the problem of choosing k best designs of
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handbags among n candidate designs. One popular way is to display several designs to each

arriving customer and observe which handbag is chosen. Since a shopping website has a

capacity on the maximum number of display spots, each comparison will involve at most l

possible designs.

Given the wide application of top-k ranking, this problem has received a lot of attention

in recent years, e.g., [177, 179] (please see Section 6.1.1 for more details). Our work greatly

extends the existing literature on top-k ranking in the following three directions:

1. Most existing work studies a non-active ranking aggregation problem, where the an-

swers of comparisons are provided statically or the items for each comparison are chosen

completely at random. Instead of considering a passive ranking setup, we propose an

active ranking algorithm, which adaptively chooses the items for comparisons based

on previously collected information..

2. Most existing work chooses some specific function (call this function f) of problem

parameters (e.g., n, k, l and preference scores) and shows that the algorithm’s sample

complexity is at most f . For the optimality, they also show that for any value of

f , there exists an instance whose sample complexity equals to that value and any

algorithm needs at least Ω(f) comparisons on this instance. However, this type of

algorithms could perform poorly on some instances other than those instances for

establishing lower bounds (see examples from [57]); and the form of function f can

vary the designed algorithm a lot.

To address this issue, we establish a much more refined upper bound on the sample

complexity. The derived sample complexity matches the lower bound when all the

parameters (including the set of underlying preference scores for items) are given to the

algorithm. They together show that our lower bound is tight and also our algorithm

is nearly instance optimal (see Definition 8.1.1 for the definition of nearly instance

optimal).
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3. Existing work mainly focuses on pairwise comparisons. We extend the pairwise com-

parison to the multi-wise comparison (at most l items) and further quantify the role

of l in the sample complexity. From our sample complexity result (see Section 7.3), we

show that the pairwise comparison could be as helpful as multi-wise comparison unless

the underlying instance is very easy.

8.1.1 Model

In this paper, we adopt the widely used multinomial logit (MNL) model [145, 149, 184] for

modeling multi-wise comparisons. In particular, we assume that each item i has an under-

lying preference score (a.k.a. utility in economics) µi for i = 1, . . . , n. These scores, which

are unknown to the algorithm, determine the underlying ranking of the items. Specifically,

µi > µj means that item i is preferred to item j and item i should have a a higher rank.

Without loss of generality, we assume that µ1 ≥ µ2 ≥ · · ·µk > µk+1 ≥ · · · ≥ µn, and thus

the true top-k items are {1, . . . , k}. At each time t from 1 to T , the algorithm chooses a

subset of items with at least two items, denoted by St ⊆ {1, ..., n}, for query/comparison.

The size of the set St is upper bounded by a pre-fixed parameter l, i.e., 2 ≤ |St| ≤ l.

Given the set St, the agent will report her most preferred item a ∈ St following the

multinomial logit (MNL) model:

Pr[a|St] =
exp(µa)∑
j∈St exp(µj)

. (8.1)

When the size of St is 2 (i.e., l = 2), the MNL model reduces to Bradley-Terry model [33],

which has been widely studied in rank aggregation literature in machine learning (see, e.g.,

[159, 125, 169, 60]).

In fact, the MNL model has a simple probabilistic interpretation as follows [184]. Given

the set St, the agent draws her valuation νj = µj + εj for each item j ∈ St, where µj is

the mean utility for item j and each εj is independently, identically distributed random
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variable following the Gumbel distribution. Then, the probability that a ∈ St is chosen as

the most favorable item is Pr (νa ≥ νj, ∀j ∈ St\{a}). With some simple algebraic derivation

using the density of Gumbel distribution (see Chapter 3.1 in [184]), the choice probability

Pr (νa ≥ νj,∀j ∈ St\{a}) has an explicit expression in (8.1). For notational convenience, we

define θj = exp(µj) for i = 1, ..., n, and the choice probability in (8.1) can be equivalently

written as Pr[a|St] = θa∑
j∈St

θj
. By adaptively querying the set St for 1 ≤ t ≤ T and observing

the reported most favorable item in St, the goal is to identify the set of top-k items with

high probability using the minimum number of queries.

For notation convenience, we assume the i-th item (with the preference score θi) is labeled

as πi ∈ {1, . . . , n} by the algorithm at the beginning. Since the algorithm has no prior

knowledge on the ranking of items before it makes any comparison, the ranking of the

items should have no correlation with the labels of the items. Therefore, π = (π1, ..., πn) is

distributed as a uniform permutation of {1, ..., n}.

The notion of instance optimal was originally defined and emphasized as an important

concept in [96]. With the MNL model in place, we provide a formal definition of nearly

instance optimal in our problem. To get a definition of instance optimal in our problem, we

can just replace Õ with O in Definition 8.1.1. The “nearly” here just means we allow polylog

factors.

Definition 8.1.1 (Nearly Instance Optimal). Given instance (n, k, l, θ1, ..., θn), define

c(n, k, l, θ1, ..., θn) to be the sample complexity of an optimal adaptive algorithm on the

instance. We say that an algorithm A is nearly instance optimal, if for any instance

(n, k, l, θ1, ..., θn), the algorithm A outputs the top-k items with high probability (with proba-

bility 1− 1/nc for some constant c) and only uses at most

Õ(c(n, k, l, θ1, ..., θn)) number of comparisons. (Note that Õ(·) hides polylog factors of n and

1
θk−θk+1

.)
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8.1.2 Main results

Under the MNL model described in Section 8.1.1, the main results of this paper include the

following upper and lower bounds on the sample complexity.

Theorem 8.1.1. We design an active ranking algorithm which uses

Õ

(
n

l
+ k +

∑
i≥k+1 θi

θk
+

∑
i≥k+1,θi≥

θk
2

θ2
k

(θk − θi)2

+
∑

i:i≤k,θi≤2θk+1

θ2
k+1

(θk+1 − θi)2

)

comparisons with the set size at most l (can be 2-wise, 3-wise,...,l-wise comparisons) to

identify the top-k items with high probability (with probability 1− 1/nc for some constant c).

We note that in Theorem 8.1.1, the notation Õ(·) hides polylog factors of n and 1
θk−θk+1

.

Next, we present a matching lower bound result, which shows that our sample complexity

in Theorem 8.1.1 is nearly instance optimal.

Theorem 8.1.2. For any (possibly active) ranking algorithm A, suppose that A uses com-

parisons of set size at most l. Even when the algorithm A is given the values of {θ1, ..., θn}

(note that A does not know which item takes the preference score θi for each i), A still needs

Ω

(
n

l
+ k +

∑
i≥k+1 θi

θk
+

∑
i≥k+1,θi≥

θk
2

θ2
k

(θk − θi)2
+

∑
i:i≤k,θi≤2θk+1

θ2
k+1

(θk+1 − θi)2

)

comparisons to identify the top-k items with probability at least 7/8.

Remark 8.1.1. Notice that our lower bound is with constant probability which is stronger

than a with high probability lower bound and therefore it can be matched with our upper bound

(up to poly logarithmic factors for the number of comparisons). Also notice our asymptotic
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notation is on n and we don’t make any restrictions on other parameters. For example,

Theorem 8.1.2’s asymptotic notation can be stated as there exists a constant c, for any n

larger than some large enough constant, for any l, k, θ1, ..., θn, A needs

c ·

(
n

l
+ k +

∑
i≥k+1 θi

θk
+

∑
i≥k+1,θi≥

θk
2

θ2
k

(θk − θi)2
+

∑
i:i≤k,θi≤2θk+1

θ2
k+1

(θk+1 − θi)2

)

comparisons to identify the top-k items with probability at least 7/8.

Here we give some intuitive explanations of the terms in the above bounds before intro-

ducing the proof overview:

1. Term n
l
: Since each comparison has size at most l, we need at least n

l
comparisons to

query each item at least once.

2. Term k: As the proof will suggest, in order to find the top-k items, we need to observe

most items in the top-k set as chosen items from comparisons. However, we do not

have to observe most items in the bottom-(n−k) set. Therefore, there is no term n−k

in the bound.

3. Term
∑
i≥k+1 θi

θk
+
∑

i≥k+1,θi≥
θk
2

θ2
k

(θk−θi)2 +
∑

i:i≤k,θi≤2θk+1

θ2
k+1

(θk+1−θi)2 : Roughly speaking,

when i > k and θi ≥ θk/2, Θ
(

(θk−θi)2

θ2
k

)
is the amount of information that the compari-

son between item i and item k reveals. So intuitively, we need Ω
(

θ2
k

(θk−θi)2

)
to tell that

item i ranks after item k. Other quantity can also be understood from an information

theoretic perspective.
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It is also worthwhile to note that when l is a constant, it’s easy to check that

n

l
+ k +

∑
i≥k+1 θi

θk
+

∑
i≥k+1,θi≥

θk
2

θ2
k

(θk − θi)2
+

∑
i:i≤k,θi≤2θk+1

θ2
k+1

(θk+1 − θi)2

= O

(
n∑

i=k+1

θ2
k

(θk − θi)2
+

k∑
i=1

θ2
i

(θk+1 − θi)2

)
.

This is a simpler expression of the instance optimal sample complexity when l is a constant.

Based on the sample complexity results in Theorem 8.1.1 and 8.1.2, we summarize the

main theoretical contribution of this paper:

1. We design an active ranking algorithm for identifying top-k items under the popular

MNL model. We further prove a matching lower bound, which establishes that the

proposed algorithm is nearly instance optimal.

2. Our result shows that the improvement of the multi-wise comparison over the pairwise

comparison depends on the difficulty of the underlying instance. Note that the only

term in the sample complexity involving l is n
l
. Therefore, the multi-wise comparison

makes a significant difference from the pairwise comparison only when n
l

is the leading

term in the sample complexity.

Therefore, unless the underlying instance is really easy (e.g., the instance-adaptive term

k +
∑
i≥k+1 θi

θk
+
∑

i≥k+1,θi≥
θk
2

θ2
k

(θk−θi)2 +
∑

i:i≤k,θi≤2θk+1

θ2
k+1

(θk+1−θi)2 is o(n). One implication

is that most of the θi’s among θk+1, ..., θn are much smaller than θk), the pairwise

comparison is as helpful as the multi-wise comparison.

8.1.3 Proof overview

In this section, we give some very high level overviews of how we prove Theorem 8.1.1 and

Theorem 8.1.2.
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Algorithms

To prove Theorem 8.1.1, we consider two separate cases: l = O(log n) or l = Ω(log n).

1. Our result indicates that the only term involving the size of the comparisons l is

n
l
. Therefore, in the first case, by losing a log-factor, we can just focus on only using

pairwise comparisons (because of Claim 8.4.2). Our algorithm (12) first randomly select

Õ(n) pairs and proceed by querying all of them once per iteration. After getting the

query results, by a standard binomial concentration bound, we are able to construct a

confident interval of θi
θi+θj

for each pair (i, j) selected by the algorithm in the beginning.

In a high level, our algorithm goes by declaring θi ≥ θj for pair i, j, if the lower bound

of the corresponding confident interval is bigger or equal to 1, or if there already exists

d items (i = i1), i2, . . . , (id = j) such that we have already declared θir ≥ θir+1 for all

r ∈ [d−1]. Moreover, it is a well known result in graph theory that if we select Ω(n log n)

pairs and create an edge between each of them, then with high probability, the resulting

graph is an expander. Thus, we can pick d to be as small as O(log n). With this, we

are able to show that, if θ1 ≥ θ2 ≥ · · · ≥ θn, then for all i, j ∈ [n] with j ≥ i + n
4
, the

algorithm will successfully declare θi ≥ θj after O
(∑n

i=k+1

θ2
k

(θk−θi)2 +
∑k

i=1
θ2
i

(θk+1−θi)2

)
many total queries. Thus, we can remove at least n

4
items and recurse on a smaller set.

2. The more interesting case is when l = Ω(log n). To illustrate the idea, let us just

consider top 1 item identification (k = 1). We consider two cases: (a). θ1 = 1 and

all the other θi’s are equal but very close to zero. In this case, if we still use pairwise

comparisons, then unless we exactly pick item 1 in one of comparisons, we will get

no information about which one is the top item. Thus, we still need at least Ω(n)

queries. On the other hand, if we use comparisons of size n, then, after Ω(log n)

queries, we should be seeing item 1 all the time, and hence be confident enough to

declare item 1 as the top one. (b). When all θi’s are within a constant factor, then,

even if we use larger comparison size, we will still see all the θi’s show up with com-
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parable amount of times, and thus it is not beneficial to use comparisons of size > 2.

As illustrate in our bound, it is only beneficial to use multi-wise comparisons when∑
i≥2 θi

θ1
+
∑

i≥2,θi≥
θ1
2

θ2
1

(θ1−θi)2 = o(n). This implies that
∑
i≥2 θi

θ1
= o(n) and therefore

among θ2, ..., θn, there are more than half of θi’s whose value is smaller than some con-

stant fraction of θ1. Thus, intuitively, like we mentioned in (a), if we select a random

subset of items that contains θ1 and keep querying this set, then, instead of seeing all

items in this set with roughly equal probability, we will be seeing item 1 much more

often than the median of frequencies of items in the set. Thus, our algorithm can select

an item if it “appears very often when querying a set containing it”. We will show

that, if the number of total queries is

Ω

(
n

l
+

∑
i≥2 θi

θ1

+
∑

i≥2,θi≥
θ1
2

θ2
1

(θ1 − θi)2

)
,

then we will be able to select all the top 1-items while not selecting any of the bottom

n/2 items. Thus, we can remove at least n
2

items and recurse on a smaller set.

Lower bounds

To prove Theorem 8.1.2, we establish several lower bounds and combine them using a simple

averaging argument. Most of these lower bounds follow the following general proof strategy:

1. For a given instance (n, k, l, θ1, ..., θn), consider other instances on which no algorithm

can output {π1, ..., πk} with high probability 1. For example if we just change θk+1 to

θk, then no algorithm can output {π1, ..., πk} with probability more than 1/2. This

is because item k and item k + 1 look the same now and thus all the algorithms will

output {π1, ..., πk} and {π1, ..., πk−1, πk+1} with the same probability in the modified

instance.

1Recall that πi denotes the initial label of i-th item given as the input to the algorithm, and thus the
true top-k items are labeled by {π1, ..., πk}.
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2. We then consider a well-designed distribution over these modified instances. We show

that for any algorithm A with not enough comparisons, the transcript of running A

on the original instance distributes very closely to the transcript of running A on the

well-design distribution over modified instances.

3. Finally, since the transcript also includes the output, step 2 will tell us that if A does

not use enough comparisons, then A must fail to output {π1, ..., πk} with some constant

probability.

8.1.4 Related Works

Rank aggregation from pairwise comparisons is an important problem in computer science,

which has been widely studied under different comparison models. Most existing works focus

on the non-active setting: the pairs of items for comparisons are fixed (or chosen completely

at random) and the algorithm cannot adaptively choose the next pair for querying. In

this non-active ranking setup, when the goal is to obtain a global ranking over all the

items, Negahban et al. [159] proposed the RankCentrality algorithm under the popular

Bradley-Terry model, which is a special case of the MNL model for pairwise comparisons.

Lu and Boutilier [144] proposed a ranking algorithm under the Mallows model. Rajkumar

and Agarwal [169] investigated different statistical assumptions (e.g., generalized low-noise

condition) for guaranteeing to recover the true ranking. Shah et al. [175] studied the ranking

aggregation under a non-parametric comparison model—strong stochastic transitivity (SST)

model, and converted the ranking problem into a matrix estimation problem under shape-

constraints. Most machine learning literature assumes that there is a true global ranking of

items and the output of each pairwise comparison follows a probabilistic model. Another

way of formulating the ranking problem is via the minimum feedback arc set problem on

tournaments, which does not assume a true global ranking and aims to find a ranking that

minimizes the number of inconsistent pairs. There is a vast literature on the minimum

feedback arc set problem and here we omit the survey of this direction (please see [130] and
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references therein). Due to the increasing number of items, it is practically more useful to

identify the top-k items in many internet applications. Chen and Suh [60], Jang et al. [125],

and Suh et al. [179] proposed various spectral methods for top-k item identification under

the BTL model or mixture of BTL models. Shah and Wainwright [177] proposed a counting-

based algorithm under a general noise model including the SST model. The notion of instance

optimal was originally defined and emphasized as an important concept in [96] for identifying

the top-k objects from sorted lists. [57] suggested that notion “instance optimal” is necessary

for rank aggregation from noisy pairwise comparisons in complicated noise models and further

improved [177] under the SST noise model by proposing an algorithm that has competitive

ratio Θ̃(
√
n) compared to the best algorithm of each instance and proving Θ̃(

√
n) is tight.

In addition to static rank aggregation, active noisy sorting and ranking problems have

received a lot of attentions in recent years. For example, several works [35, 1, 124, 189]

studied the active sorting problem from noisy pairwise comparisons and explored the sample

complexity to approximately recover the true ranking in terms of some distance function (e.g.,

Kendall’s tau). Chen et al. [56] proposed a Bayesian online ranking algorithm under the

mixture of BTL models. Dwork et al. [92] and Ailon et al. [2] considered a related Kemeny

optimization problem, where the goal is to determine the total ordering that minimizes

the sum of the distances to different permutations. For top-k identification, Braverman et

al. [34] initiated the study of how round complexity of active algorithms can affect the

sample complexity. Szörényi et al. [182] studied the case of k = 1 under the BTL model.

Heckel et. al. [119] investigated the active ranking under a general class of nonparametric

models and also established a lower bound on the number of comparisons for parametric

models. A very recent work by Mohajer and Suh [154] proposed an active algorithm for

top-k identification under a general class of pairwise comparison models, where the instance

difficulty is characterized by the key quantity mini∈{1,...,k}minj:j>i(pij−0.5)2. Here, pij is the

probability of item i is preferred over item j. However, according to our result in Theorem

8.1.2, the obtained sample complexities in previous works are not instance optimal. We note
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that the lower bound result in Theorem 8.1.2 holds for algorithms even when all the values

of θi’s are known (but without the knowledge of which item corresponds to which value)

and thus characterizes the difficulty of each instance. Moreover, we study the the multi-wise

comparisons, which has not been explored in ranking aggregation literature but has a wide

range applications.

Finally, we note that the top-k ranking problem is related to the best k arm identification

in multi-armed bandit literature [44, 123, 191, 55]. However, in the latter problem, the

samples are i.i.d. random variables rather than comparisons and the goal is to identify the

top-k distributions with largest means.

8.2 Algorithm

For notational simplicity, throughout the paper we use the words w.h.p. to denote with

probability 1− 1/nc for sufficiently large constant c.

8.2.1 Top-k item identification (For logarithmic l)

For l = O(log n), we can always use pairwise comparisons by losing a polylog factor as proven

in Claim 8.4.2. Therefore, we only focus on the case when l = 2 in this section.

Before presenting the algorithm, let us first consider a graph G = (V = [n], E) where

each edge is labeled with either ≈l,≥l,≤l, >l or <l (see Line 9 in Algorithm 12). Based on

the labeling of edges, we give the following definition of label monotone, which will be used

in Algorithm 12.

Definition 8.2.1 (Monotone). We call a path i1 → i2 → · · · → id strictly label monotone if:

1. For every j ∈ [d− 1], the edge (ij, ij+1) is labeled with either ≈l,≥l or >l.

2. There exists at least one edge (ij, ij+1) with label >l.

Moreover, we call a path “label monotone” if only property 1 holds.
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Theorem 8.2.1. For every m items with θ1 ≥ θ2 ≥ · · · ≥ θn, Algorithm 12, on given a

random permutation of labels Ω = [n] and k, returns top-k items w.h.p. using

O

(
κ7 ·

(
k +

n∑
i=k+1

θ2
k

(θk − θi)2
+

k∑
i=1

θ2
k+1

(θk+1 − θi)2

))

total number of pairwise comparisons.

We defer the proof of Theorem 8.2.1 to Section 8.4. We only provide the pseudocode in

Algorithm 12. In Algorithm 12, we note that a different letter m (instead of n) is used for

denoting the set size because we will run the algorithm recursively with smaller sets. And

also notice that the parameter κ = Ω(log2 n) regardless of the value of m. We also defer our

result for superlogarithmic l to Section 8.4.

Below, following the intuition in section 8.1.3, line 3 of the algorithm randomly samples

Õ(m) paris to compare. At each iteration, the algorithm queries all pairs once. Line 9 builds

a confident interval for θ̃i,j ≈ θi
θi+θj

. Line 10 of the algorithm declares θj > θi if θ̃i,j is much

larger than 1
2

or there is a path j = i1 → i2 → · · · → id = i such that for each r ∈ [d − 1],

θ̃ir,ir+1 ≥ 1
2

and there is an r′ ∈ [d− 1] with θ̃ir,ir+1 much larger than 1
2
.
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Algorithm 12 AlgPairwise

1: Parameter: κ = Ω(log2 n).
2: Input: A set of randomly permuted labels Ω with |Ω| = m, k: number of top items.
3: Uniformly at random sample s = mκ subsets S1, · · ·Ss of Ω, each of size 2. Associate

these subsets with a graph G = (Ω, E), where each edge eu ∈ E consists of all the vertices
in Su for u ∈ [s].

4: q = 0, Ωg = ∅,Ωb = ∅, S = ∅.
5: while true do
6: q ← q + 1.
7: Query each set 1 time, obtain in total s query results {Ru,q}u∈[s]. (Ru,q indicates the

reported most favorable item)
8: For all u ∈ [s], for {i, j} = Su, let θ̃i,j = 1

q

∑
p∈[q] 1Ru,p=i .

9: For each edge (i, j) ∈ E, we label it as:

1. i ≈l j if
θ̃i,j

θ̃j,i
∈
[

1

1+4
√

κ
q

, 1 + 4
√

κ
q

]
2. i ≥l j if

θ̃i,j

θ̃j,i
∈
(

1 + 4
√

κ
q
, 1 + 32κ

√
κ
q

)
3. i >l j if

θ̃i,j

θ̃j,i
∈
[
1 + 32κ

√
κ
q
,∞
)

4. i ≤l j if
θ̃i,j

θ̃j,i
∈
(

1

1+32κ
√

κ
q

, 1

1+4
√

κ
q

)
5. i <l j if

θ̃i,j

θ̃j,i
∈
[
0, 1

1+32κ
√

κ
q

]
10: For every i, j ∈ [m], we call j>>li if there exists a strictly label monotone path of

length at most κ from j to i.
11: For each i ∈ [m], if there exists at least k many j ∈ [m] such that j>>li, then add i to

Ωb. (Ωb is the subset of items that we are sure not in top-k.)
12: For each i ∈ [m], if there exists at least m− k many j ∈ [m] such that i>>lj, then add

i to Ωg. (Ωg is the subset of items that we are sure in top-k.)
13: Break if |Ωg ∪ Ωb| ≥ m

4
.

14: end while
15: Ω′ = Ω− Ωg − Ωb, k

′ = k − |Ωg|, S = S ∪ Ωg ∪ AlgPairwise(Ω′, k′).
16: Return S.
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8.3 Lower Bounds

Here we present lower bounds on the number of comparison used by any algorithm which

identifies top-k items even when the values of preference scores {θ1, ..., θn} are given to the

algorithm. (The algorithm just do not know which item has which θi). Proofs are deferred

to Section 8.5.

8.3.1 Lower bounds for close weights

Theorem 8.3.1. Assume θk > θk+1 and c < 10−4. For any algorithm A (can be adaptive),

if A uses c
∑

i:k+1≤i,θi≥θk/2
θ2
k

(θk−θi)2 comparisons of any size (can be l-wise comparison for

2 ≤ l ≤ n), then A will identify the top-k items with probability at most 7/8.

Theorem 8.3.2. Assume θk > θk+1 and c < 4 ·10−4. For any algorithm A (can be adaptive),

if A uses c
∑

i:i≤k,θi≤2θk+1

θ2
k+1

(θk+1−θi)2 comparisons of any size (can be l-wise comparison for

2 ≤ l ≤ n), then A will identify the top-k items with probability at most 7/8.

8.3.2 Lower bounds for arbitrary weights

Theorem 8.3.3. Assume c < 1/18. For any algorithm A (can be adaptive), if A uses

c
∑

i:i>k
θi
θk

comparisons of any size (can be l-wise comparison for 2 ≤ l ≤ n), then A will

identify the top-k items with probability at most 7/8.

Theorem 8.3.4. For any algorithm A (can be adaptive), if A uses k/4 comparisons of any

size (can be l-wise comparison for 2 ≤ l ≤ n), then A will identify the top-k items with

probability at most 2/3.

Theorem 8.3.5. Assume c < 1/2. For any algorithm A (can be adaptive), if A uses cn
l

comparisons of size at most l (can be 2-wise, 3-wise,...,l-wise comparisons), then A will

identify the top-k items with probability at most 7/8.
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8.3.3 Combining lower bounds

Corollary 8.3.1 (Restatement of Theorem 8.1.2). For any algorithm A (can be adaptive),

suppose A uses comparisons of size at most l (can be 2-wise, 3-wise,...,l-wise comparisons).

A needs

Ω

(
n

l
+ k +

∑
i≥k+1 θi

θk
+

∑
i≥k+1,θi≥

θk
2

θ2
k

(θk − θi)2
+

∑
i:i≤k,θi≤2θk+1

θ2
k+1

(θk+1 − θi)2

)

to identify the top-k items with probability at least 7/8.

Proof. To prove this corollary, we just need to combine all the results in Theorem 8.3.1,

Theorem 8.3.2, Theorem 8.3.3, Theorem 8.3.4 and Theorem 8.3.5. And then use the fact

that if b < a1 + · · ·+ a5 then there exists i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} such that b < 5ai.

8.4 Additional Algorithmic Results and Proofs

Throughout the proofs we are going to use the following claim which is a simple fact about

the binomial concentration.

Claim 8.4.1 (Binomial concentration). For every m ∈ N∗, every p ∈ [0, 1], suppose X ∼

B(m, p), then X ∈ [mp − O(
√
mp log n),mp + O(

√
mp log n)] w.h.p (with high probability

respect to n).

8.4.1 Top-k item identification (For logarithmic l)

In this section, we prove Theorem 8.2.1 of Section 4.4.1.
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Following Claim 8.4.1, we know that for every (i, j) ∈ E, every q,

θ̃i,j ∈

[
θi,j −

√
θi,jκ

q
, θi,j +

√
θi,jκ

q

]

w.h.p. W.l.o.g, let us just focus on the case that this bound is satisfied for all (i, j) ∈ E and

every q.

We have the following Lemma about the labelling:

Lemma 8.4.1 (Label). For q = Ω(κ3), we have:

1. if θi ≥ θj, then i ≈l j, i ≥l j or i >l j.

2. if θi ≥ θj

(
1 + 128κ

√
κ
q

)
, then i >l j.

3. if i ≥l j or i ≈l j, then

θi ≥ θj

(
1− 8

√
κ

q

)

4. if i >l j, then

θi ≥ θj

(
1 + 16κ

√
κ

q

)

Proof of Lemma 8.4.1. 1. We know that for q = Ω(κ3) and θi ≥ θj:

θ̃i,j

θ̃j,i
≥

θi
θi+θj

−
√

θi
θi+θj

· κ
q

θj
θi+θj

+
√

θj
θi+θj

· κ
q

≥
θi

(
1−

√
2κ
q

)
θj +

√
2θiθjκ

q

≥
1−

√
2κ
q

θj
θi

+
√

θj
θi
· 2κ
q

≥
1−

√
2κ
q

1 +
√

2κ
q

≥ 1

1 + 4
√

κ
q
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2. Again by θi ≥ θj

(
1 + 128κ

√
κ
q

)
and q = Ω(κ3), we know that

θj
θi
≤ 1 − 64κ

√
κ
q
,

therefore, we have:

θ̃i,j

θ̃j,i
≥

1−
√

2κ
q

θj
θi

+
√

θj
θi
· 2κ
q

≥
1−

√
2κ
q

θj
θi

+
√

2κ
q

≥

1−
√

2κ
q

1− 64κ
√

κ
q

+
√

2κ
q

≥ 1 + 32κ

√
κ

q
.

3. Let us suppose θi ≤ θj, otherwise we already complete the proof. Now, we have:

θi
θi+θj

+
√

θi
θi+θj

· κ
q

θj
θi+θj

−
√

θj
θi+θj

· κ
q

≥ θ̃i,j

θ̃j,i
≥ 1

1 + 4
√

κ
q

Which implies that

θi +
√

2θiθjκ

q

θj

(
1−

√
2κ
q

) ≥ 1

1 + 4
√

κ
q

Therefore, by θi ≤ θj, we have:

θi
θj

+
√

2κ
q

1−
√

2κ
q

≥ 1

1 + 4
√

κ
q

Which implies that

θi
θj
≥

1−
√

2κ
q

1 + 4
√

κ
q

−
√

2κ

q
≥ 1− 8

√
κ

q

4. Let us suppose θi ≤ 2θj, otherwise we already complete the proof. Again, we have:

θi
θj

+
√

3κ
q

1−
√

3κ
q

≥ 1 + 32κ

√
κ

q
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Which implies that

θi
θj
≥
(

1−
√

3κ

q

)(
1 + 32κ

√
κ

q

)
−
√

2κ

q
≥

1 + 16κ

√
κ

q

Above, the Lemma 8.4.1 implies that w.h.p. the labelling of each edge (i, j) is consistent

with the order of θi, θj. Now, the algorithm will declare i>>lj if there exists strictly label

monotone path from i to j. Using the Lemma above we can show that if such path exists,

then θi > θj. To show the other direction that such paths exists when θj > θi, we first

consider the following graph Lemma that gives the exists of monotone path in random graph

G(m, p).

Lemma 8.4.2 (Graph Path). For every m ≤ n, every random graph G(m, p) on vertices

V = [m], if p ≥ κ
m

, then w.h.p. For every i, j ∈ [m] with j ≥ i + m
4

, there exists a path

i = i1 → i2 → · · · id = j such that

1. d ≤ κ.

2. ir ≤ ir+1 for every r ∈ [d− 1].

We call such a path a monotone path from i to j.

Proof of Lemma 8.4.2. It is sufficient to consider the case when m = Ω(
√
κ), otherwise

w.h.p. the graph is a complete graph and theorem is automatically true.

We consider a sequential way of generating G(m, p): At each time t = 1, 2, · · · ,m, a

vertex t arrives and there exists an edge between t and each t′ ∈ [t − 1] with probability p.

Let us consider a fixed i ≤ 3
4
m and j ≥ i + m

4
. Let τ =

√
κ

32
= Ω(log n). We will divide the
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set {i, i+ 1, · · · , j − 1} into τ subsets H1, · · · , Hτ such that

Hr = {i+ (r − 1)
j − i
τ

, i+ (r − 1)
j − i
τ

+ 1, · · · ,

i+ r
j − i
τ
− 1}

Since m = Ω(
√
κ) we know that |Hr| ≥ 1.

Let us define the random variable Yr, Xr, Zv as:

Yr = the set of all v ∈ Hr such that there exists a

monotone path from i to v of length at most r

and Xr = |Yr|.

For each v ∈ Hr+1, we define

Zv = 1there is an edge between v and at least one vertex in Yr

Clearly, X1 ≥ 1 and each Zv is i.i.d. random variable in {0, 1} with Pr[Zv = 0 | Xr] =

(1− p)Xr . On the other hand, by definition,

Xr+1 ≥
∑

v∈Hr+1

Zv

We consider two cases:

1. Xr ≥ 1
p
, then Pr[Zv = 1] ≥ 1

4
.

2. Xt <
1
p
, then by (1− p)x ≤ 1− xp

2
for x < 1/p, we have Pr[Zv = 1] ≥ pXr

2
.

Consider a fixed Xr and for each v ∈ Hr+1, let Zv be the random variable. By standard

Chernoff bound, we have:

1. If Xr ≥ 1
p
, then w.h.p. Xr+1 ≥ j−i

4τ
≥ m

16τ
.
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2. 1 ≤ Xr <
1
p
, then w.h.p. Xr+1 ≥ (j−i)pXr

2τ
−
√
τ (j−i)pXr

2τ
.

Recall that p ≥ κ
m

and j − i ≥ m
4

, therefore,

√
τ

(j − i)pXr

2τ
≤ (j − i)pXr

4τ
,

(j − i)pXr

4τ
≥ 2Xr

Which implies that w.h.p. Xr+1 ≥ 2Xr.

Putting everything together, we know that for τ = Ω(log n), w.h.p. Xτ ≥ m
16τ

. Therefore,

condition on this event, by

Pr

[
there is an edge between j and Yτ

∣∣∣∣Xτ ≥
m

16τ

]
= 1− (1− p)

m
16τ ≥ 1−

(
1− κ

m

) m
16τ

≥ 1−
(

1− 1024τ 2

m

) m
16τ

≥ 1− 1

nΩ(1)

We complete the proof.

Having this Lemma, we can present the main Lemma above the algorithm:

Lemma 8.4.3 (Main 3). Suppose q = Ω(κ3), then w.h.p. the following holds:

1. Ωg ⊆ [k], Ωb ∩ [k] = ∅.

2. If k ≤ m
2

and q = Ω
(
κ5

m
·
∑m

i=k+1

θ2
k

(θk−θi)2

)
, then |Ωb| ≥ m

4
.

3. If k > m
2

and q = Ω
(
κ5

m
·
(
k +

∑k
i=1

θ2
k+1

(θk+1−θi)2

))
, then |Ωg| ≥ m

4
.

Since the algorithm terminates within O(κ) recursions, moreover, in each recursion, the

algorithm makes at most κmq queries. Therefore, Lemma 8.4.3 implies that the algorithm

runs in total queries:

O

(
κ7 ·

(
k +

m∑
i=k+1

θ2
k

(θk − θi)2
+

k∑
i=1

θ2
k+1

(θk+1 − θi)2

))
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Proof of Lemma 8.4.3. 1. It suffices to show that if i>>lj, then θi ≥ θj. To see this,

consider a strictly label monotone path i = i1 → i2 → · · · → id = j with length d ≤ κ.

By Lemma 8.4.1, we know that for every r ∈ [d− 1], we have: θir ≥ θir+1

(
1− 8

√
κ
q

)
.

Moreover, there exists an r′ ∈ [d − 1] such that θir′ ≥ θir′+1

(
1 + 16κ

√
κ
q

)
. Multiply

every thing together, we know that

θi ≥ θj

(
1− 8

√
κ

q

)κ−1(
1 + 16κ

√
κ

q

)
≥ θj

2. Let us denote the set H = {3
4
m + 1, 3

4
m + 2, · · ·m}, we will prove that H ⊆ Ωb.

Consider one j ∈ H, by Lemma 8.4.2, w.h.p. for every i ∈ [k], there exists a path

i = i1 → i2 → · · · id = j of length at most κ such that θir ≥ θir+1 for every r ∈ [d− 1].

Now, by Lemma 8.4.1, we know that this path is label monotone. We just need to

show that this path is strictly label monotone. To see this, we know that there exists

one r′ ∈ [d− 1] such that

θir′ ≥ θir′+1

(
θi
θj

)1/κ

Let ν = 1
m−k

∑m
i=k+1

θ2
k

(θk−θi)2 . Now, since k ≤ m
2

, we can apply Markov inequality and

conclude that for this j ∈ H and i ∈ [k],
θ2
i

(θi−θj)2 ≤
θ2
k

(θk−θj)2 ≤ 2ν. Which implies that

θi
θj
≥ 1

1−
√

1
2ν

≥ 1 +

√
1

2ν

For q = Ω(κ5ν), we know that

(
θi
θj

)1/κ

≥
(

1 + 64κ2

√
κ

q

)1/κ

≥
(

1 + 32κ

√
κ

q

)

Therefore, θir′ ≥ θir′+1

(
θi
θj

)1/κ

≥
(

1 + 32κ
√

κ
q

)
. By definition, we shall label ir′ >

ir′+1 and thus i>>lj.
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3. It can be shown with exactly the same calculation as 2 with H =
{

1, 2, · · · 1
4
m
}

and

apply Markov inequality on

ν =
1

k

k∑
i=1

θ2
i

(θk+1 − θi)2
=

1

k
O

(
k +

k∑
i=1

θ2
k+1

(θk+1 − θi)2

)

8.4.2 Top-k item identification (For super logarithmic l)

Before presenting the algorithm, we first argue about which case using bigger l is unnecessary.

We have the following Claim:

Claim 8.4.2 (Bigger l). For every l ≤ m ≤ n, we have:

k +
m∑

i=k+1

θ2
k

(θk − θi)2
+

k∑
i=1

θ2
k+1

(θk+1 − θi)2

≤

(
m

l
+ k +

∑
i≥k+1 θi

θk
+

∑
i≥k+1,θi≥

θk
2

θ2
k

(θk − θi)2
+

k∑
i=1

θ2
k+1

(θk+1 − θi)2

)
+ 4m

Therefore, as long as we can show one of the following:

1. k = Ω(m).

2.
∑
i≥k+1 θi

θk
= Ω(m).

We can just use the algorithm for l = 2. Otherwise, we shall consider larger l, we will

directly considering the case when l = Ω(log n). Before giving the algorithm, it is convenient

to first consider the following query procedure: For a fixed Q, do:
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Algorithm 13 BasicQuery

1: Parameter: κ = Ω(log2 n)
2: Input: Ω: set of items with |Ω| = m, k: number of top items to find. l: size of the

subset to query.
3: Uniformly at random sample s = mκ

l
subsets S1, · · ·Ss of Ω, each of size l. Associate

these subsets with a hypergraph G = (Ω, E), where each edge eu ∈ E is consists of all
the vertices in Su for u ∈ [s].

4: Query each set Q time, obtain in total sQ query results {Ru,q}u∈[s],q∈[Q].

For a fixed q ≤ Q, let us consider a random variable θ̃i,Su ∈ [0, 1] defined as

θ̃i,Su =
1

q

∑
r∈[q]

1Ru,r=i

For each i, u such that i ∈ Su, let us define 0-1 valued function 1i,u,α,β,γ such that

1i,u,α,β,γ = 1 if and only if all the following conditions hold:

1. θ̃i,Su ≥ α
q
.

2. There exists at least γl many of the j ∈ Su such that θ̃j,Su ≤ βθ̃i,Su .

We also consider the random variable Xi,u,α,β,γ associated with this function, where the

randomness is taken over the uniformly at random choice of Su conditional on i ∈ Su, and

the randomness of the outcome of the queries.

We prove the following main Lemma:

Lemma 8.4.4 (Indicator). Let γ ∈
[

1
32
, 1

2

]
, β ∈ (0, 32], α = Ω(κ). For every i ∈ [m], the

following holds:

1. If q = Ω
(
α +

2αl
∑
j∈[m] θj

mθi

)
and θi ≥ 2βθ(1−2γ)m, then

Pr[Xi,u,α,β,γ = 1] ≥ 15

16

2. For every q, if θi ≤ β
2
θ(1−γ)m, then

Pr[Xi,u,α,β,γ = 1] ≤ 9

16
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Proof of Lemma 8.4.4. 1. We first bound the probability that θ̃i,Su ≥ α
q
. By

θ̃i,Su ∈

[
θi,Su −

√
θi,Suκ

q
, θi,Su +

√
θi,Suκ

q

]

we know that

θi,Su ≥
2α

q
=⇒ θ̃i,Su ≥

α

q

To lower bound this probability, we just need to consider the probability that θi,Su <
2α
q

.

We apply Markov inequality and have that:

Pr

[
θi,Su <

2α

q

]
= Pr

[
2α

qθi,Su
> 1

]
<

E
[

2α
qθi,Su

]
1

Notice that

2α

qθi,Su
=

2α
∑

j∈Su θj

θiq

Therefore,

E

[
2α

qθi,Su

]
=

2αE[
∑

j∈Su ]θj

θiq
≤ 2α

q
+

2αl
∑

j∈[m] θj

mθiq

≤ 1

64

Putting together we obtain

Pr

[
θ̃i,Su <

α

q

]
≤ Pr

[
θi,Su <

2α

q

]
<

1

64

Now we can move to the second condition. For now, suppose θ̃i,Su ≥ α
q

holds, we then

know that

θ̃i,Su ∈
[

31

32
θi,Su ,

33

32
θi,Su

]
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Therefore, θi ≥ 2βθ(1−2γ)m implies that for every j ∈ H = {(1 − 2γ)m, (1 − 2γ)m +

1, · · ·m} with j ∈ Su, we have:

θ̃j,Su ≤ θj,Su +

√
θj,Suκ

q
≤ θj,Su +

√
θi,Suκ

q

≤ θj,Su +
1

128
θi,Su ≤

θi,Su
2β

+
1

128
θi,Su

≤ 3θi,Su
4β

for β ≤ 32

≤ θ̃i,Su
β

Since |H| = 2γm, we know that for l = Ω(log n), Pr[|H ∩ Su| < γl] ≤ 1
64

. Therefore,

Pr[Xi,u,α,β,γ = 1] ≥

1− Pr

[
θ̃i,Su <

α

q

]
− Pr[|H ∩ Su| < γl] ≥ 15

16

2. The proof follows from the same calculation. Notice that this time we already have

Xi,u,α,β,γ = 1 =⇒ θ̃i,Su ≥ α
q
.

For fixed α = Ω(κ), every β ∈ (0, 32], γ ∈
[

1
32
, 1

2

]
and every τ ∈

[
3
4
, 7

8

]
, we consider set

Ωβ,γ,τ =

i ∈ [m]

∣∣∣∣ ∑
u:u∈[s],i∈Su

Xi,u,α,β,γ ≥ τdeg(i)


We also have the following Corollary of Lemma 8.4.4:

Corollary 8.4.1. 1. For every i, j ∈ [m] with θi ≥ θj, every τ ∈
[

3
4
× 33

32
, 7

8

]
, w.h.p.

j ∈ Ωβ,γ,τ =⇒ i ∈ Ωβ,γ, 32
33
τ .

2. For every i ∈ [m], if θi ≥ 2βθ(1−2γ)m and q = Ω
(
α +

2αl
∑
j∈[m] θj

mθi

)
, then w.h.p. i ∈

Ωβ,γ,τ .
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3. For every q, if i ∈ Ωβ,γ,τ , then w.h.p. θi ≥ β
2
θ(1−γ)m.

Having this Corollary, we can do the following algorithm that selects all the θi ≥

32 max{θk, θ 3
4
m} and removes most of the θj ≤ 1

4
θk:

Algorithm 14 AlgMulti-wise

1: Parameter: κ = O(log2 n).
2: Input: Ω: set of items, k: number of top items to find.
3: Output: S: set of top items. Ω′: set of remaining items.
4: Initialization: S = ∅,Ω′ = Ω, m = |Ω|.
5: Call BasicQuery to obtain {θ̃i,Su}i∈[n],u∈[s].
6: if k ≤ 1

2
m then

7: if 1 ≤ |Ω32, 1
4
, 13
16
| and |Ω4, 1

16
, 13
16
| < k then

8: S1 = Ω4, 1
16
, 7
8
, Ω′′ = Ω−S1, (S ′,Ω′) = AlgMulti-wise(Ω′′, k−|S1|, R), S = S∪S1∪S ′′.

9: Notice that we pick those numbers so 7
8
≥ 33

32
· 13

16
≥
(

33
32

)2 · 3
4
.

10: else if |Ω4, 1
16
, 13
16
| ≥ k then

11: Ω′′ = Ω4, 1
16
, 3
4
, (S ′,Ω′) = AlgMulti-wise(Ω′′, k, R), S = S ∪ S ′.

12: end if
13: end if
14: Return S,Ω′.

We have the following lemma.

Lemma 8.4.5. For every m, every θ1 ≥ θ2 ≥ · · · ≥ θm, every k ≤ m, every l ≤ m,

Algorithm 14, on given a random permutation of Ω = [m], k satisfies:

1. Output set (S,Ω′) of the algorithm satisfies S ⊆ [k].

2. If Q = Ω̃

(
1 +

l(k+
∑
j≥k θj)

mθk

)
, then the algorithm returns in O(logm) many recursion

calls, and after the algorithm, let us for simplicity still denote [|Ω′|] = Ω′ with θ1 ≥

θ2 ≥ · · · θ|Ω′| and k′ = k − |S|, then either

(a) For every i ∈ Ω′, θi ≤ 512θ 7
8
|Ω′|.

(b) Or k′ ≥ 1
2
|Ω′|.

Proof of the main theorem. After running this algorithm, we can simply apply the algorithm

for l = 2 (By Claim 8.4.2), since one of the following is true:
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1.
∑
i≥k′+1 θi

θk′
≥ 3

8
× 1

512
|Ω′|.

2. k′ > 1
2
|Ω′|.

Therefore, putting everything together, we can get the top k items in total number of queries:

Õ

(
m

l
+ k +

∑
i≥k+1 θi

θk
+

∑
i≥k+1,θi≥

θk
2

θ2
k

(θk − θi)2
+

k∑
i=1

θ2
k+1

(θk+1 − θi)2

)

Now, it just remains to prove this Lemma:

Proof. We first prove the correctness: S ⊆ [k]. We have the following observations:

1. If |Ω4, 1
16
, 13
16
| ≥ k, then there must be i ∈ Ω4, 1

16
, 13
16

with θi ≤ θk. By Corollary 8.4.1, since

13
16
≥ 33

32
· 3

4
, we know that [k] ⊆ Ω4, 1

16
, 3
4
.

2. If there exists j ∈ Ω4, 1
16
, 7
8

such that j /∈ [k], then by θj ≤ θk, apply Corollary 8.4.1 with

7
8
≥ 33

32
· 13

16
, we know that [k] ⊆ Ω4, 1

16
, 13
16

, which implies |Ω4, 1
16
, 13
16
| ≥ k. Therefore, we

will not include any item that is not top k to S when recursing from Line 7.

These two observations immediately imply S ⊆ [k].

Now, we will show that for sufficiently large Q, either of the two conditions hold:

1. For every i ∈ Ω′, θi ≤ 512θ 7
8
|Ω′|.

2. Or k′ ≥ 1
2
|Ω′|.

Let us for notation simplicity drop the ′ here. Clearly, we just need to consider the case

when k < 1
2
m, otherwise, the algorithm will just terminate and the second condition is true.

We will first prove that θi ≤ 64θk and then we prove that θk ≤ 8θ 7
8
m.
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1. To prove θi ≤ 64θk, we suppose on the contrary that θ1 > 64θk. Apply Corollary 8.4.1

with q = Q = Ω

(
α +

2αl(
∑
j≥1 θj)

mθ1

)
, we have that 1 ∈ Ω32, 1

16
, 3
4
, which implies that

|Ω32, 1
4
, 13
16
| > 0, so the algorithm won’t terminate, contradict.

2. Now, we need to show that θk ≤ 8θ 7
8
n. We also on the contrary suppose that θk >

8θ 7
8
m. Since the algorithm termniates, by the previous claim, we know that in the last

recursion, it must be the case that θ1 ≤ 64θk. Which implies that

Q = Ω

α +
2αl

(
kθk +

∑
j≥k θj

)
mθk


= Ω

α +
2αl

(∑
j≥1 θj

)
mθk


Therefore, if θk > 8θ 7

8
m, then by Corollary 8.4.1 we know that [k] ⊆ Ω4, 1

16
, 3
4
, so the

algorithm won’t terminate.

Finally, we consider about the total number of recursions. Clearly, if the algorithm

recurses through the second case, then |Ω′| ≤ 15
16
|Ω|. If the algorithm recurses through the

first case, then by Corollary 8.4.1, it must be the case that

θ1 ≥ 16θ 7
8
m

Which implies that for all i with θi ≥ θ1
2
≥ 8θ 7

8
m, i ∈ Ω4, 1

16
, 7
8
.

Therefore, the total number of recursions of the algorithm is bounded by O(logm). So

the total number of queries of the algorithm is:

O

α +
2αl

(
kθk +

∑
j≥k θj

)
mθk

× κm

l
×O(logm)

= Õ

(
m

l
+ k +

∑
j≥k θj

θk

)
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Remark: How to obtain the value Q: In the proof above we assumed that we have an

aprior estimation of the value of Q. We can replace this assumption by initially setting Q

to be Q = Q0 = 1, and run algorithm 14 with Q0 queries and then run the algorithm with

pairwise comparision. Once the later algorithm requires more than Q0 × n
l

queries, then we

stop it, set Q1 = 2Q0 and repeat this procedure with Q = Q1. We keep on repeating this

for Q2 = 2Q1, Q3 = 2Q2, · · · until the later algorithm requires less than Qi × n
l

queries.

By the Lemma we just proved, the output of the algorithm is correct for every Q. More-

over, if

Q× n

l
= Ω̃

(
n

l
+ k +

∑
i≥k+1 θi

θk
+

∑
i≥k+1,θi≥

θk
2

θ2
k

(θk − θi)2
+

k∑
i=1

θ2
k+1

(θk+1 − θi)2

)

Then this process will terminate, and the total query complexity is then bounded by

Õ
(
Q× n

l

)
.

8.5 Proofs of Lower Bounds

8.5.1 Lower bounds for close weights

Theorem 8.5.1 (Restatement of Theorem 8.3.1). Assume θk > θk+1 and c < 10−4. For

any algorithm A (can be adaptive), if A uses c
∑

i:k+1≤i,θi≥θk/2
θ2
k

(θk−θi)2 comparisons of any

size (can be l-wise comparison for 2 ≤ l ≤ n), then A will identify the top-k items with

probability at most 7/8.

Proof. For notation convenience, we set wi =
θ2
k

(θk−θi)2 for i such that i ≥ k+ 1 and θi ≥ θk/2.

For other i, we set wi = 0. We also set W =
∑n

i=1 wi. Then we have T = cW .
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First of all, we can assume A is deterministic. This is because if A is randomized, we can

fix the randomness string which makes A achieves the highest successful probability.

Let S = (S1, ..., ST ) be the history of algorithm. Each St is the comparison result of

round t. Notice that since A is deterministic, with S1, ..., St, we can determine the labels of

items A want to compare in round t + 1 even when A is adaptive. So there is no point to

put the labels of compared items in the history. So we only put the comparison result in the

history, i.e St is a number in [n] and S is a length-T string of numbers in [n].

Again since A is deterministic, the label A outputs is just a deterministic function of S,

we use A(S) to denote it. A outputs correctly if A outputs the label of the top-k items, i.e.

A(S) = {π1, ..., πk}.

We use p(S, π) to denote the probability that the items are labeled as π and A has history

S. Now consider the case when we set θi equals to θk for i ≥ k+1. In this case the probability

of A(S) = {π1, ..., πk} should be at most 1/2 as item k and item i have the same weight. We

use pi(S, π) to denote the probability that the items are labeled as π and A has history S

when θi is changed to θk.

Now we prove the following lemma that gives the connection between p(S, π) and pi(S, π).

Lemma 8.5.1. Consider p as a distribution over (π, S). For all c1 > 0, we have

Pr
(π,S)∼p

[(
n∑
i=1

wi
W

ln
pi(S, π)

p(S, π)

)
≤ −c1

]

≤ exp

(
−(c1 − 4c)2

72c

)
.

Proof. Define random variable Zt to be the following for t = 1, ..., T when (π, S) is sampled

from distribution p:

Zt =
n∑
i=1

wi
W

ln
pi(S1...St, π)

p(S1...St, π)
.

We have

ZT =
n∑
i=1

wi
W

ln
pi(S, π)

p(S, π)
.
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Now we want to show that sequence 0, Z1+ 4
W
, ..., Zt+

4t
W
, ..., ZT + 4T

W
forms a supermartingale.

Suppose in round t, given S1, ..., St−1 and π, Algorithm A compares items in set Ut. Let

θ−i =
∑

j∈Ut,j 6=i θi. Then we have, with probability θi/(θi + θ−i),

Zt − Zt−1 =
wi
W

ln

(
1 +

(θk − θi)θ−i
(θk + θ−i)θi

)
+

∑
j∈Ut,j 6=i

wj
W

ln

(
1− θk − θj

θk + θ−j

)

Here are two simple facts about ln. For 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, ln(1 + x) ≥ x − x2. For 0 ≤ x ≤ 1/2,

ln(1 − x) ≥ −x − x2. It’s easy to check that for i such that wi > 0, we have (θk−θi)θ−i
(θk+θ−i)θi

≤ 1

and θk−θi
θk+θ−i

≤ 1/2 . Therefore, by these two facts, for i such that wi > 0, we have

θi
θi + θ−i

wi ln

(
1 +

(θk − θi)θ−i
(θk + θ−i)θi

)
+

θ−i
θi + θ−i

wi ln

(
1− θk − θi

θk + θ−i

)
≥ wi

θi + θ−i

((θk − θi)θ−i
θk + θ−i

−
(θk − θi)2θ2

−i

(θk + θ−i)2θi

−(θk − θi)θ−i
θk + θ−i

− (θk − θi)2θ−i
(θk + θ−i)2

)
= −wi

(θk − θi)2θ−i
(θk + θ−i)2θi

= − θ−iθ
2
k

(θk + θ−i)2θi

≥ − 2θ−iθk
(θk + θ−i)2

≥ − 4θi
θk + θ−i

≥ − 4θi
θi + θ−i

.

Therefore we have for all t and S1, ..., St−1,

E[Zt − Zt−1|S1, ..., St−1] ≥ −
∑
i∈Ut

4θi
W (θi + θ−i)

≥ − 4

W
.
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As Z1, ..., Zt−1 can be determined by S1, ..., St−1, we have for all t and Z1, ..., Zt−1,

E

[(
Zt +

4t

W

)
−
(
Zt−1 +

4(t− 1)

W

)
|Z1 −

4

W
, ...,

Zt−1 −
4(t− 1)

W

]
≥ 0.

Therefore sequence 0, Z1 + 4
W
, ..., Zt + 4t

W
, ..., ZT + 4T

W
forms a supermartingale.

Now we want to bound |Zt−Zt−1|. We know that for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, | ln(1 + x)| ≤ x and for

0 ≤ x ≤ 1/2, | ln(1− x)| ≤ 2|x|. Therefore for i such that wi > 0,

|wi
W

ln

(
1 +

(θk − θi)θ−i
(θk + θ−i)θi

)
| ≤ wi

W
· (θk − θi)θ−i

(θk + θ−i)θi

≤ θ2
kθ−i

Wθi(θk − θi)(θk + θ−i)
≤ 2θk
W (θk − θk+1)

and

|wi
W

ln

(
1− θk − θi

θk + θ−i

)
| ≤ wi

W
· 2(θk − θi)
θk + θ−i

=
2θ2

k

W (θk − θi)(θk + θ−i)
≤ 4θk
W (θk − θk+1)

· θi
θi + θ−i

.

Therefore, we get

|Zt − Zt−1| ≤
2θk

W (θk − θk+1)
+
∑
i∈Ut

4θk
W (θk − θk+1)

·

θi
θi + θ−i

≤ 6θk
W (θk − θk+1)

.

Also notice that (
θk

(θk − θk+1)

)2

≤ wk+1 ≤ W.
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Now by Azuma’s inequality, we have

Pr
(π,S)∼p

[ZT ≤ −c1]

≤ exp

(
−

(c1 − 4T
W

)2

2T ( 6θk
W (θk−θk+1)

)2

)

= exp

(
−(c1 − 4c)2(θk − θk+1)2W

72 · c · θ2
k

)
≤ exp

(
−(c1 − 4c)2

72c

)
.

Finally we are going to use Lemma 8.5.1 with c1 = 1/3. We define V as indicator function

of the event
∑n

i=1
wi
W

ln pi(S,π)
p(S,π)

≥ −c1, i.e.

1. V = 1 if
∑n

i=1
wi
W

ln pi(S,π)
p(S,π)

≥ −c1.

2. V = 0, otherwise.
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The probability that A identify the top item can be written as

Pr
(π,S)∼p

[A(S) = {π1, ..., πk}]

= Pr
(π,S)∼p

[(A(S) = {π1, ..., πk}) ∧ (V = 0)] +

Pr
(π,S)∼p

[(A(S) = π1) ∧ (V = 1)]

≤ Pr
(π,S)∼p

[V = 0] +
∑

(π,S):A(S)={π1,...,πk},V=1

p(S, π)

≤ exp

(
−(c1 − 4c)2

72c

)
+

∑
(π,S):A(S)={π1,...,πk},V=1(

ec1
n∏
i=1

pi(S, π)
wi
W

)

≤ exp

(
−(c1 − 4c)2

72c

)
+

∑
(π,S):A(S)={π1,...,πk},V=1(

ec1
n∑
i=1

wi
W
· pi(S, π)

)

≤ exp

(
−(c1 − 4c)2

72c

)
+ ec1

n∑
i=1

wi
W

Pr
(π,S)∼pi

[(A(S) = {π1, ..., πk}) ∧ (V = 1)]

≤ exp

(
−(c1 − 4c)2

72c

)
+ ec1

n∑
i=1

wi
W

Pr
(π,S)∼pi

[A(S) = {π1, ..., πk}]

≤ exp

(
−(c1 − 4c)2

72c

)
+ ec1

n∑
i=1

wi
W
· 1

2

≤ exp

(
−(c1 − 4c)2

72c

)
+
ec1

2

≤ exp

(
−(1/3− 4c)2

72c

)
+

3

4

≤ 1

8
+

3

4
=

7

8
.

The last step comes from the fact that c < 10−4.
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The following theorem is very similar to Theorem 8.3.1. For some technical reason, it’s

not very easy to merge the two proofs. But many parts of proofs of these two theorems are

very similar.

Theorem 8.5.2 (Restatement of Theorem 8.3.2). Assume θk > θk+1 and c < 4 · 10−4. For

any algorithm A (can be adaptive), if A uses c
∑

i:i≤k,θi≤2θk+1

θ2
k+1

(θk+1−θi)2 comparisons of any

size (can be l-wise comparison for 2 ≤ l ≤ n), then A will identify the top-k items with

probability at most 7/8.

Proof. For notation convenience, we set wi =
θ2
k+1

(θk+1−θi)2 for i such that i ≤ k and θi ≤ 2θk+1.

For other i, we set wi = 0. We also set W =
∑n

i=1 wi. Then we have T = cW .

First of all, we can assume A is deterministic. This is because if A is randomized, we can

fix the randomness string which makes A achieves the highest successful probability.

Let S = (S1, ..., ST ) be the history of algorithm. Each St is the comparison result of

round t. Notice that since A is deterministic, with S1, ..., St, we can determine the labels of

items A want to compare in round t + 1 even when A is adaptive. So there is no point to

put the labels of compared items in the history. So we only put the comparison result in the

history, i.e St is a number in [n] and S is a length-T string of numbers in [n].

Again since A is deterministic, the label A outputs is just a deterministic function of S,

we use A(S) to denote it. A outputs correctly if A outputs the label of the top-k items, i.e.

A(S) = {π1, ..., πk}.

We use p(S, π) to denote the probability that the items are labeled as π and A has history

S. Now consider the case when we set θi equals to θk+1 for i ≤ k. In this case the probability

of A(S) = {π1, ..., πk} should be at most 1/2 as item k+ 1 and item i have the same weight.

We use pi(S, π) to denote the probability that the items are labeled as π and A has history

S when θi is changed to θk+1.

Now we prove the following lemma that gives the connection between p(S, π) and pi(S, π).
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Lemma 8.5.2. Consider p as a distribution over (π, S). For all c1 > 0, we have

Pr
(π,S)∼p

[(
n∑
i=1

wi
W

ln
pi(S, π)

p(S, π)

)
≤ −c1

]

≤ exp

(
−(c1 − c)2

18c

)
.

Proof. Define random variable Zt to be the following for t = 1, ..., T when (π, S) is sampled

from distribution p:

Zt =
n∑
i=1

wi
W

ln
pi(S1...St, π)

p(S1...St, π)
.

We have

ZT =
n∑
i=1

wi
W

ln
pi(S, π)

p(S, π)
.

Now we want to show that sequence 0, Z1 + 1
W
, ..., Zt+

t
W
, ..., ZT + T

W
forms a supermartigale.

Suppose in round t, given S1, ..., St−1 and π, Algorithm A compares items in set Ut. Let

θ−i =
∑

j∈Ut,j 6=i θi. Then we have, with probability θi/(θi + θ−i),

Zt − Zt−1 =
wi
W

ln

(
1− (θi − θk+1)θ−i

(θk+1 + θ−i)θi

)
+

∑
j∈Ut,j 6=i

wj
W

ln

(
1 +

θj − θk+1

θk+1 + θ−j

)

Here are two simple facts about ln. For 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, ln(1 + x) ≥ x − x2. For 0 ≤ x ≤ 1/2,

ln(1−x) ≥ −x−x2. It’s easy to check that for i such that wi > 0, we have (θi−θk+1)θ−i
(θk+1+θ−i)θi

≤ 1/2
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and θi−θk+1

θk+1+θ−i
≤ 1 . Therefore, by these two facts, for i such that wi > 0, we have

θi
θi + θ−i

wi ln

(
1− (θi − θk+1)θ−i

(θk+1 + θ−i)θi

)
+

θ−i
θi + θ−i

wi ln

(
1 +

θi − θk+1

θk+1 + θ−i

)
≥ wi

θi + θ−i

(
−(θi − θk+1)θ−i

θk+1 + θ−i
−

(θi − θk+1)2θ2
−i

(θk+1 + θ−i)2θi
+

(θi − θk+1)θ−i
θk+1 + θ−i

− (θi − θk+1)2θ−i
(θk+1 + θ−i)2

)
= −wi

(θk+1 − θi)2θ−i
(θk+1 + θ−i)2θi

= −
θ−iθ

2
k+1

(θk+1 + θ−i)2θi

≥ −
θ2
k+1

(θk+1 + θ−i)θi
≥ − θi

θi + θ−i
.

The last step comes from the fact that

θ2
k+1(θi + θ−i) ≤ θ2

i (θk+1 + θ−i).

Therefore we have for all t and S1, ..., St−1,

E[Zt − Zt−1|S1, ..., St−1] ≥ −
∑
i∈Ut

θi
W (θi + θ−i)

≥ − 1

W
.

As Z1, ..., Zt−1 can be determined by S1, ..., St−1, we have for all t and Z1, ..., Zt−1,

E

[(
Zt +

t

W

)
−
(
Zt−1 +

t− 1

W

)
|Z1 −

1

W
, ...,

Zt−1 −
t− 1

W

]
≥ 0.

Therefore sequence 0, Z1 + 1
W
, ..., Zt + t

W
, ..., ZT + T

W
forms a supermartingale.
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Now we want to bound |Zt−Zt−1|. We know that for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, | ln(1 + x)| ≤ x and for

0 ≤ x ≤ 1/2, | ln(1− x)| ≤ 2|x|. Therefore for i such that wi > 0,

|wi
W

ln

(
1− (θi − θk+1)θ−i

(θk+1 + θ−i)θi

)
| ≤ wi

W
· 2(θi − θk+1)θ−i

(θk+1 + θ−i)θi

≤
2θ2

k+1θ−i

Wθi(θi − θk+1)(θk+1 + θ−i)
≤ 2θk+1

W (θk − θk+1)

and

|wi
W

ln

(
1 +

θi − θk+1

θk+1 + θ−i

)
| ≤ wi

W
· θi − θk+1

θk+1 + θ−i
=

θ2
k+1

W (θi − θk+1)(θk+1 + θ−i)
≤ θk+1

W (θk − θk+1)
· θi
θi + θ−i

.

Therefore, we get

|Zt − Zt−1| ≤
2θk+1

W (θk − θk+1)
+
∑
i∈Ut

θk+1

W (θk − θk+1)
·

θi
θi + θ−i

≤ 3θk+1

W (θk − θk+1)
.

Also notice that (
θk+1

(θk − θk+1)

)2

≤ wk ≤ W.

Now by Azuma’s inequality, we have

Pr
(π,S)∼p

[ZT ≤ −c1]

≤ exp

(
−

(c1 − T
W

)2

2T ( 3θk+1

W (θk−θk+1)
)2

)

= exp

(
−(c1 − c)2(θk − θk+1)2W

18 · c · θ2
k+1

)
≤ exp

(
−(c1 − c)2

18c

)
.
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After we prove Lemma 8.5.2, the rest of the proof is very similar to Theorem 8.3.1. We

omit the argument.

8.5.2 Lower bounds for arbitrary weights

Again, the following theorem is very similar to Theorem 8.3.1.

Theorem 8.5.3 (Restatement of Theorem 8.3.3). Assume c < 1/18. For any algorithm A

(can be adaptive), if A uses c
∑

i:i>k
θi
θk

comparisons of any size (can be l-wise comparison

for 2 ≤ l ≤ n), then A will identify the top-k items with probability at most 7/8.

Proof. For notation convenience, we set wi = θi
θk

for i > k. For i ≤ k, we set wi = 0. We

also set W =
∑n

i=1 wi. Then we have T = cW .

First of all, we can assume A is deterministic. This is because if A is randomized, we can

fix the randomness string which makes A achieves the highest successful probability.

Let S = (S1, ..., ST ) be the history of algorithm. Each St is the comparison result of

round t. Notice that since A is deterministic, with S1, ..., St, we can determine the labels of

items A want to compare in round t + 1 even when A is adaptive. So there is no point to

put the labels of compared items in the history. So we only put the comparison result in the

history, i.e St is a number in [n] and S is a length-T string of numbers in [n].

Again since A is deterministic, the label A outputs is just a deterministic function of S,

we use A(S) to denote it. A outputs correctly if A outputs the label of the top-k items, i.e.

A(S) = {π1, ..., πk}.

We use p(S, π) to denote the probability that the items are labeled as π and A has history

S. Now consider the case when we set θi equals to θk for i > k. In this case the probability

of A(S) = {π1, ..., πk} should be at most 1/2 as item k and item i have the same weight. We

use pi(S, π) to denote the probability that the items are labeled as π and A has history S

when θi is changed to θk.
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Now we prove the following lemma that gives the connection between p(S, π) and pi(S, π).

Lemma 8.5.3. Consider p as a distribution over (π, S). For all c1 > 0, we have

Pr
(π,S)∼p

[(
n∑
i=1

wi
W

ln
pi(S, π)

p(S, π)

)
≤ −c1

]

≤ exp

(
−(c1/c− 1)2T

8

)
.

Proof. Define random variable Zt to be the following for t = 1, ..., T when (π, S) is sampled

from distribution p:

Zt =
n∑
i=1

wi
W

ln
pi(S1...St, π)

p(S1...St, π)
.

We have

ZT =
n∑
i=1

wi
W

ln
pi(S, π)

p(S, π)
.

Now we want to show that sequence 0, Z1+ 1
W
, ..., Zt+

t
W
, ..., ZT + T

W
forms a supermartingale.

Suppose in round t, given S1, ..., St−1 and π, Algorithm A compares items in set Ut. Let

θ−i =
∑

j∈Ut,j 6=i θi. Then we have, with probability θi/(θi + θ−i),

Zt − Zt−1

=
wi
W

ln

(
1 +

(θk − θi)θ−i
(θk + θ−i)θi

)
+

∑
j∈Ut,j 6=i

wj
W

ln

(
1− θk − θj

θk + θ−j

)
= −wi

W
ln

(
1− (θk − θi)θ−i

(θi + θ−i)θk

)
−

∑
j∈Ut,j 6=i

wj
W

ln

(
1 +

θk − θj
θj + θ−j

)
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We are going to use a simple fact about ln: for all x > −1, ln(1 + x) ≤ x.

−
(

θi
θi + θ−i

wi ln

(
1− (θk − θi)θ−i

(θi + θ−i)θk

)
+

θ−i
θi + θ−i

wi ln

(
1 +

θk − θi
θi + θ−i

))
≥ − wi

θi + θ−i

(
−(θk − θi)θ−iθi

(θi + θ−i)θk
+

(θk − θi)θ−i
θi + θ−i

)
= −(θk − θi)2θ−iθi

(θi + θ−i)2θ2
k

≥ − θi
θi + θ−i

.

Therefore we have for all t and S1, ..., St−1,

E[Zt − Zt−1|S1, ..., St−1] ≥ −
∑
i∈Ut

θi
W (θi + θ−i)

≥ − 1

W
.

As Z1, ..., Zt−1 can be determined by S1, ..., St−1, we have for all t and Z1, ..., Zt−1,

E

[(
Zt +

t

W

)
−
(
Zt−1 +

t− 1

W

)
|Z1 −

1

W
, ...,

Zt−1 −
t− 1

W

]
≥ 0.

Therefore sequence 0, Z1 + 1
W
, ..., Zt + t

W
, ..., ZT + T

W
forms a supermartingale.

Now we want to bound |Zt − Zt−1|. We know that for 0 ≤ x, | ln(1 + x)| ≤ x. Therefore

for i such that wi > 0,

|wi
W

ln

(
1 +

(θk − θi)θ−i
(θk + θ−i)θi

)
| ≤ wi

W
· (θk − θi)θ−i

(θk + θ−i)θi

≤ (θk − θi)θ−i
W (θk + θ−i)θk

≤ 1

W
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and

|wi
W

ln

(
1 +

θk − θi
θi + θ−i

)
| ≤ wi(θk − θi)

W (θi + θ−i)

=
θi(θk − θi)

Wθk(θi + θ−i)
≤ 1

W
· θi
θi + θ−i

.

Therefore, we get

|Zt − Zt−1| ≤
1

W
+
∑
i∈Ut

1

W
· θi
θi + θ−i

≤ 2

W
.

Now by Azuma’s inequality, we have

Pr
(π,S)∼p

[ZT ≤ −c1] ≤ exp

(
−

(c1 − T
W

)2

2T ( 2
W

)2

)

= exp

(
−(c1/c− 1)2T

8

)
.

After we prove Lemma 8.5.3, the rest of the proof is very similar to Theorem 8.3.1 by

picking c1 = 1/3. We omit the argument.

Theorem 8.5.4 (Restatement of Theorem 8.3.4). For any algorithm A (can be adaptive),

if A uses k/4 comparisons of any size (can be l-wise comparison for 2 ≤ l ≤ n), then A will

identify the top-k items with probability at most 2/3.

Proof. First of all, we can assume A is deterministic. This is because if A is randomized, we

can fix the randomness string which makes A achieves the highest successful probability.

Let S = (S1, ..., ST ) be the history of algorithm. Each St is the comparison result of

round t. Notice that since A is deterministic, with S1, ..., St, we can determine the labels of

items A want to compare in round t + 1 even when A is adaptive. So there is no point to

put the labels of compared items in the history. So we only put the comparison result in the

history, i.e St is a number in [n] and S is a length-T string of numbers in [n].
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Again since A is deterministic, the label A outputs is just a deterministic function of S,

we use A(S) to denote it. A outputs correctly if A outputs the label of the top-k items, i.e.

A(S) = {π1, ..., πk}.

We use p(S, π) to denote the probability that the items are labeled as π and A has history

S. Now consider the case when we set θi equals to θk+1 for i ≤ k. In this case the probability

of A(S) = {π1, ..., πk} should be at most 1/2 as item k+ 1 and item i have the same weight.

We use pi(S, π) to denote the probability that the items are labeled as π and A has history

S when θi is changed to θk+1.

We define N(π, S) as the set of items among top-k items such that they are not chosen

as the favorite items by algorithm A in history S with labels π. As there are only k/4

comparisons, N(π, S) ≤ 3/4 for all π, S.

Now we prove the following simple lemma that gives the connection between p(S, π) and

pi(S, π) for all i ∈ N(π, S).

Lemma 8.5.4.

∀π, S, i ∈ N(π, S), pi(S, π) ≥ p(S, π).

Proof. We write p(S, π) as

p(S, π) =
T∏
t=1

p(St, π|S1...St−1).

And similarly pi(S, π) as

pi(S, π) =
T∏
t=1

pi(St, π|S1...St−1).

Consider the comparison in round t given S1, S2, ..., St, π. There are two cases

1. i-th item is not compared in round t: The change of θi does not change p(St, π|S1...St−1).

So p(St, π|S1...St−1) = pi(St, π|S1...St−1).
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2. i-th item is compared in round t: We know the i-th item is not the favorite item of

round t in this history. Therefore decreasing θi to θk+1 will increase p(St, π|S1...St−1).

So p(St, π|S1...St−1) ≤ pi(St, π|S1...St−1).

Thus we always have p(St, π|S1...St−1) ≤ pi(St, π|S1...St−1). By multiplying things together

we get the statement of this lemma.

Finally we have

Pr
(π,S)∼p

[A(S) = {π1, ..., πk}]

=
∑

π,S,A(S)={π1,...,πk}

p(π, S)

≤
∑

π,S,A(S)={π1,...,πk}

1

|N(π, S)|
∑

i∈N(π,S)

pi(π, S)

≤
∑

π,S,A(S)={π1,...,πk}

1

|N(π, S)|
∑

i∈{1,...,k}

pi(π, S)

≤
∑

π,S,A(S)={π1,...,πk}

4

3k

∑
i∈{1,...,k}

pi(π, S)

=
4

3k

∑
i∈{1,...,k}

∑
π,S,A(S)={π1,...,πk}

pi(π, S)

≤ 4

3k

∑
i∈{1,...,k}

1

2

=
2

3
.

Theorem 8.5.5 (Restatement of Theorem 8.3.5). Assume c < 1/2. For any algorithm A

(can be adaptive), if A uses cn
l

comparisons of size at most l (can be 2-wise, 3-wise,...,l-wise

comparisons), then A will identify the top-k items with probability at most 7/8.

Proof. We are going to prove by contradiction. Suppose there’s some A uses cn
l

comparisons

of size at most l and identify the top-k items with probability more than 7/8.
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Now consider another task where the goal is just to make sure k-th item appeared in

some comparison or (k + 1)-th item appeared in some comparison. Notice that when some

algorithm fails this new task, then the algorithm cannot output top-k items with probability

better than 1/2 because when both k-th item and (k+ 1)-th item are not compared, the al-

gorithm should output them with same probability for identifying top-k items. So algorithm

A should solve the new task with probability more than 3/4.

For the new task, it’s easy to see that the best strategy is to always use l-wise comparison

and compare cn
l
· l different items. The probability of having either k-th item or (k + 1)-th

item compared is

1−
(

1− 2

n

)cn
≤ 1− 1

42c
≤ 3/4.

Here we need to use the fact that n ≥ 4 (when n < 4, the statement of the theorem is

trivial). Now we get a contradiction.
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